COMMUNITY SERVICES COMMITTEE
Thursday, October 20, 2011
SCRD Board Room, 1975 Field Road, Sechelt, BC

AGENDA
CALL TO ORDER

9:30 a.m.

AGENDA
1.

Adoption of the Agenda

PETITIONS AND DELEGATIONS
2.

Elise Rudland, Sunshine Coast Trail Society - Trails Strategy for Lower
Sunshine Coast
- Letters of support attached from: S C Community Foundation, Sunshine
Coast Bed & Breakfast Association, Sunshine Coast Tourism, Sechelt
Visitors Centre, Halfmoon Bay Citizens Association

3.

Patrick Mark - Donations of Uniforms for Dakota Ridge Volunteers

ANNEX A
pp 1-9

COMMUNICATIONS
4.

Minister of Finance - Tax Exemption for Bicycles

ANNEX B
pp 10-11

5.

Reynold Schmidt, President, Tetrahedron Outdoor Club - Gray Creek Road
Maintenance Activities Update and Request for Grant-in-Aid

ANNEX C
pp 12-17

REPORTS
6.

Parks & Recreation Monthly Report

ANNEX D
pp 18-34

7.

Dakota Ridge Advisory Committee minutes of September 28, 2011

ANNEX E
pp 35-37

8.

Business Plan for Dakota Ridge Winter Recreation Area - receipt

ANNEX F
pp 38-106

9.

Parks Services Manager & Parks Planner Coordinator - Dakota Ridge Fees
and Charges

ANNEX G
pp 107-109

10.

Recreation and Parks Services Advisory Committee minutes of September 12,
2011

ANNEX H
pp 110-112

11.

Recreation and Parks Services Advisory Committee minutes of October 3,
2011

ANNEX I
pp 113-115

12.

Pender Harbour Community School Society - Report on Recreation Program
Delivery for Area A

ANNEX J
pp 116-126

13.

Recreation Services Manager - Recreation Guide Resolution

ANNEX K
pp 127

14.

General Manager of Community Services - Potential Recreation Grant

ANNEX L
pp 128-130
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Recess 12:00 Noon
Reconvene 1:30 p.m.
PETITIONS AND DELEGATIONS
1.

Mayor Ralph Drew, Chair, Lower Mainland Treaty Advisory Committee and
Agnes Rosicki, Managing Director, LMTAC - Update on LMTAC activities and
2012 Funding Request - correspondence attached

ANNEX M
pp 131-138

COMMUNICATIONS
REPORTS
2.

Chief Building Inspector & Bylaw Manager - Monthly Building Statistics
September

ANNEX N
pp 139-142

3.

Sunshine Coast Policing Committee minutes of September 12, 2011

ANNEX O
pp 143-147

4.

Sunshine Coast Emergency Program Planning Committee minutes of
September 28, 2011

ANNEX P
pp 148-153

NEW BUSINESS
IN CAMERA
That the public be excluded from attendance at the meeting in accordance with Section
90(1)(c), (g) and (k) of the Community Charter – “labour relations or other employee
relations”, “litigation or potential litigation affecting the municipality” and “negotiations and
related discussion respecting the proposed provision of a municipal service...” is to be
discussed.
ADJOURNMENT

A

Sunshine Coast Trails Society
October 6th, 2011
SCRD Community Services
Mr. Paul Fenwick
The Sunshine Coast Trail Society would like to request an opportunity to introduce ourselves to
the Board and bring you up to date on our recent initiatives. We are in the process of applying
for grant moneys to undertake a Coastwide Recreation Trail Strategy and thought that since the
SCRD is undertaking a Recreation and Parks Master Plan , this might be an ideal time to explore
partnerships.
The purpose of the SCTS is to facilitate the development and management of a sustainable multiuse trail network for the Lower Sunshine Coast for educational, recreational, economic, social
and environmental benefit to the public, and to do so collaboratively through community
partnerships. The society is membership based and currently has 14 trail user groups as
members and 6 associate members (individuals). The SCTS, in partnership with the District of
Sechelt, is in the process of working on a trail/bridge project on Chapman Creek and has recently
received a $10,000 grant from Mountain Equipment Coop (MEC).
As a starting point to achieve its purpose, the SCTS is seeking funding from the Sunshine Coast
Community Forest (SCCF) to complete a trail strategy. The trail strategy would act as a guide in
the planning, development and management of a sustainable trail network throughout the Lower
Sunshine Coast. This trail strategy represents a fundamental initiative toward formally
recognizing and valuing the Sunshine Coast recreational trails as a significant and important
asset. A desired outcome is to involve stakeholders, trail users and communities in the content of
the end product. The geographical boundaries are Langdale to Egmont and, already existing
trails (authorized and non-authorized) located on crown land. To alleviate conflict of interest by
any one particular user group, a consultant would be hired to complete sections of the strategy
and create the final document.
Trail strategies are gaining momentum and popularity in British Columbia as a way for
communities to better managed their existing and future trails. Recent areas to have completed
trail strategies include Squamish, Burns Lake, Kelowna and Coquitlam. In addition, a 2007
study from the Mountain Bike Tourism Association found that trails in the Squamish to
Pemberton area generated $10.3 million in tourism economic revenue over a 3 month period
(June to September 2007).
Sincerely,
Elise Rudland
Chair, Sunshine Coast Trails Society
sctrails.ca
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Sunshine Coast Trail Strategy
Summary document prepared by the Sunshine Coast Trails Society (SCTS), May 2011
A lower Sunshine Coast crown land recreation trail strategy is the first step to planning,
developing and managing a sustainable trail network which embraces the diversity of users and
nurtures social, cultural, health, economic and environmental benefits for our lower Sunshine
Coast communities. The following document suggests some of the main points to be included in a
complete and comprehensive trail strategy. These main points include: (1) the purpose and
scope, (2) the guiding principles, (3) the influential trends and (4) the key components.

1. Purpose and scope of trail strategy
The purpose of a trail strategy is to guide the planning, development and management of a
sustainable trail network which embraces the diversity of users and nurtures social, cultural,
health, economic and environmental benefits for our local communities. A trails strategy
represents a fundamental measure toward formally recognizing and valuing the Sunshine Coast
trails network as a significant and important asset. A desired outcome for this strategy is to
involve stakeholders and communities in becoming stewards and users of recreational trails. The
scope of the strategy would encompass the Lower Coast area and divided in the following 5 trail
networks:
1. Langdale to Roberts Creek (excluding Roberts Creek)
2. Roberts Creek and Mount Elphinstone
3. Wilson Creek to Sechelt – including East side of Sechelt Inlet
4. West Sechelt and Halfmoon Bay
5. Secret Cove to Egmont
2. Guiding Values
 Partnership and collaboration:
A successful trail strategy needs the input of all stakeholders and users. A collaborative
approach where all partners involve believe in equality, fairness and diversity is crucial.
Groups to be involved include: First Nations, diverse trail user groups, industry and all
levels of government.
Protection and legitimization of trails:
Protecting and legitimizing our trails is key to achieve the vision. A successful trail
strategy will identify the key trail networks to be protected from environmental and
human threats and to be legitimized through the formal process.
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Environmental and cultural stewardship:
Trails must ensure environmental sustainability and respect for cultural heritage values.
Maintaining integrity of the environment and respecting cultural values is the
responsibility of a trail plan and management. A successful trail strategy will outline
planning and management issues in regards to the environment and cultural values.
Recreational opportunities for all users
There needs to be a acceptance that trail networks must provide recreational opportunities
to all users and that a single trail can be recognized as multi-use and/or single use in the
consultative and public process. Range of users include: Hikers, bikers, horseback riders
and motorized users. A successful strategy will produce an inventory of trails and
designate appropriate usage as a result of stakeholders and users input.
Benefits (social, cultural, health, economic and environmental) for our local communities:
Trails must provide a suite of social, cultural, health, economic and environmental
benefits to our local communities. A diversity of trails for a variety of trail users will help
deliver the various benefits associated to trails to the members of our communities and
visitors to our trails. A successful trail strategy will take into consideration the benefits at
every stage of its development.
3. Trends influencing trail usage
Changing demographics:
From 2001 to 2006 the population of the Lower Sunshine Coast increase by 8.4% with an
average age of 47.2. This increase has a direct impact on the usage of trails and on the
demand for a better organized and diversified trail system.
Diversity of users:
In general, all over BC, on of the main trends has been an increase for trails due to many
kinds of activity that have grown in volume and popularity (e.g. mountain biking,
horseback riding, all terrain vehicles, walking & hiking, etc.). The diversity of users can
result in value gaps than can lead to friction between different user groups.
Recognition of economic benefits:
Recreational trails are becoming recognized as drivers of economic development and
tourism.
Transportation role of trails:
Trails provide alternative modes of transportation that are sustainable, economical,
healthy and environmentally friendly.
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4. Key components to be included in trails strategy
 Existing authorized/established and non authorized trails
 Recommended trail networks to focus on for S56/S57 applications. This includes
authorized and non-authorized trails.
 Trail user designation and difficulty of trail rating.
 Trail signage guidelines.
 Trail construction guidelines and standards.
 Maintenance plan.
 Management issues including a coordinated trail network.
 Trail strategy implementation and timelines.
 Recommendation on which group/land manager is in the best position to implement
strategy.
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Email: info@sunshinecoastcanada.com

To Whom it may Concern:
Sunshine Coast Tourism is happy to lend its support to the Sunshine Coast Trail Society’s efforts
to develop a comprehensive Trails Strategy for the Lower Sunshine Coast.
We are very fortunate to live in an area so rich in natural beauty. Our forest is an amazing living
ecosystem that we can only truly appreciate by exploring and watching it grow and change. A
strong trail system allows people of all physical abilities and walks of life to be able to explore
the forest. It allows for all different types of exploration: hiking, biking, running, riding, etc. A
strong trail system allows for residents and visitors alike to leave the paved highway behind and
safely navigate the wonder of the forest.
Our Coast Mountains and ocean views have been a draw for tourists for a century. In today’s
world, most people live and work in glass and concrete. A strong trail network with proper
signage, information kiosks, maps and marketing would draw tourists from around the world to
explore. The Sunshine Coast Trail on the Upper Sunshine Coast is a perfect example. It is
reaching critical mass where people are starting to recognize a remarkable gem. Imagine the
asset we could have with an interconnected system catering to a variety of user groups.
“Interconnected” doesn’t mean that all the trails physically connect, but that signage and
information are consistent and users can easily navigate to areas best fitting their individual
needs.
Sunshine Coast Tourism represents over 350 local businesses who would welcome those
increased visitors. We look forward to partnering with the Sunshine Coast Trail Society to
proactively market a world-class trail network.
Thank you for your support of this endeavor.
Celia Robben
President, Sunshine Coast Tourism
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August 15, 2011
To Whom it May Concern,
The Sunshine Coast B&B, Cottage Owners Association strongly supports the Sunshine
Coast Trails Society in their funding application for a Sunshine Coast Trails Strategy.
Tourism is a sustainable economic input for the Sunshine Coast that still has a
tremendous unrealized growth potential. We are starting to be be known for our natural
beauty and wealth of outdoor activities, and so now is the time to capitalize on this buzz
with an organized strategy. One need look no further than Whistler as a model of the
massive economic impact that well developed trails can have on a regionʼs tourism
industry. Clearly a trail strategy and implementation would also have positive effects
with regards to habitat preservation as well as quality of life for all Sunshine Coast
residents.

Sincerely,
Garrett Gabriel
President, Sunshine Coast B&B, Cottage Owners Association
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To: Sunshine Coast Community Forest
From: Halfmoon Bay Citizen’s Association
Date: July 5, 2011
Subject: Support for the Sunshine Coast Trails Society Initiative to Develop a
Sunshine Coast Trails Strategy
We understand that the Sunshine Coast Trails Society is making an application to you for
financial support to fund the development of a Sunshine Coast Trails Strategy. We wish
to go on record as being fully supportive of this endeavour by the SCTS.
The Halfmoon Bay area already has an extensive network of multi-use trails enjoyed by
our area residents, residents from other parts of the coast, as well as tourists and visitors
from many locales. More trails are constantly being planned and developed. Having a
coast-wide trails strategy in place would ensure that the existing trails and all new trail
development would conform to a uniform set of criteria that would apply to all areas of
the coast, from Langdale to Egmont.
Such a strategy would ensure that trail development would take place in a well controlled
and environmentally friendly manner. The attractiveness of all Sunshine Coast areas to
outdoor activity oriented coast residents and visitors alike would be greatly enhanced as a
result.
We believe that this strategy would be beneficial to the economy of the Sunshine Coast
and offer opportunities to improve the quality of life of our residents and visitors. We
hope you will give favourable consideration to their request.
Thank You

Don Cunliffe
President
Halfmoon Bay Citizens Association
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SecheltCommunityProjectsInc.,
P.O.Box 215
Sechelt,BC, VON 3AO

The goal of the SunshineCoastTrails Strategyis to provide a long term plan for a
trail network throughoutthe lower SunshineCoast,a plan which shouldact as a guide
to the planning,developmentandongoingmanagementof a sustainabletrail network.
SunshineCoastCommunityFoundation(the "Foundation")is a local charitable
organizationengagedin building endowments,makingstrategicgrantsand inspiring
communityleadership,all in an effort to addto the quality of life on the lower
SunshineCoast. It is a "natural", accordingly,for the Foundationto supportthe
vision of an agencywho desiresto developa sustainablecommunity-widetrail
network. Not only would usageof the trail networkcontributedirectly to the quality
of life of the residentsof the Coast,it would alsoact asan agentof economic
development,arising not only from the developmentandmaintenanceof the trails
themselves,but throughthe generationof tourismandbusinessactivities associated
with the existenceof the trails.
On behalf of the Foundation,I wish to expressour wholeheartedsupportof Sunshine
CoastTrail Society's vision andits requestfor financial support.
Yours sincerely,

p~~
Chair, SunshineCoastCommunityFoundation
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Garry Nohr, Chair
Sunshine Coast Regional District
1975 Field Road
SecheltBC VON 3A1
Dear Mr. Nohr:
Thank you for your letter of July 21, 2011, in which you suggest that bikes should be exempt
from sales taxes.
As a result of the outcome of the harmonized sales tax (HST) referendum, the government has
confirmed its commitment to eliminate the HST and reinstate the provincial sales tax (PST) and
goods and services tax (GST) tax system. The PST will be reinstated with all permanent PST
exemptions, including the exemption for non-motorized bicycles, adult tricycles and qualifying
electric power-assisted bicycles and tricycles.
The transition period is expected to take a minimum of 18 months, consistent with the report of
the independent panel on the HST. During this period, the provincial portion of the HST will
remain in place at seven per cent and will continue to apply to sales of bicycles.
I would like to thank you again for taking the time to write.

Kevin
Minister and Deputy Premier

Ministry of Finance

Office of the Minister

Mailing Address:

Location:

and Deputy Premier

P0 Box 9048 Stn Prov Govt
Victoria BC V8W 9E2

501 Belleville Street
Parliament Buildings, Victoria

Telephone: 250 387-3751
Facsimile: 250 387-5594

website:
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www.gov.bc.ca/fin

SUNSHINE COAST
REGIONAL DISTRICT

1975 Field Road
Sechelt
British Columbia
Canada VON 3A1

Tel. 604.885.6800
Fax: 604.885.7909
Toll Free 1.800.687.5753
Web Site: www.scrd.ca
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July 21, 2011

Kevin Falcon
Minister of Finance
Province of B.C.
East Annex
Parliament Buildings
Victoria, BC
V8V 1X4
Dear Minister Falcon:
Re:

Tax Exemption for Purchase of Bicycles

At a recent meeting of our Transportation Advisory Committee we were discussing what
barriers may exist that prevent people from changing from car travel to the use of
bicycles. The SCRD is actively promoting alternative forms of transportation including
cycling and has been able to attract funding from the Ministry of Transportation and
Infrastructure for bike lane construction. However we also noted that people would be
more enthusiastic about the option of travelling by bike if purchases were exempt from
the current sales taxes.
On beh&f of our Board and our advisory committee I request that you give due
consideration to this proposal.
Yours truly,
SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT

Garry Nohr
Chair
/bks
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Grey Creek Forest Service Road
Maintenance Activities
2010-2011
Tetrahedron Outdoor Club

I

September 2011

Road maintenance activities

-

2010

• September 2010 TOC volunteer work party: Hand
& power saw roadside brushing, 7 to 9.5 km
trailhead and 2km beyond intoTet park. Ditch
cleanout (hand tools) at 3, 3.5 and 7 km.
• October 2010 TOC volunteer work party: Hand
cleaned existing cross ditch at old gate at 1.4 km.
Improved drainage under no-post barriers at 1.4 to
‘.5 km. Culvert inlets and ditches cleared of brush
and debris between 6 km bridge and trailhead at
9.5 km.
• No grant-in-aid funds used in 2010.
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Road maintenance activities

-

2011

• June 2011 Road inspection carried out by
qualified forest professional list of priorized
maintenance works developed.
• July 2011 Road grading from pavement to 9.5 km
parking lot.
• July 2011 Ditch and culvert cleaning and road
slump repair.
• September2011- Danger tree falling & removal
by Sechelt Fire Base crew.
• October 2011 (planned) Mechanical road
brushing
-

—

-

-

—

Successes
•
•
a

•
•

•
•

Road inspection by professional with good local knowledge of road
conditions and history.
Local road grading contractorfamiliar with road.
Cost efficiencies gained by utilizing additional equipment at
minimal extra cost (road contractor in area doing otherwork, same
for brushing contractor)
Volunteer efforts: Project planning, contract administration,
volunteerwork parties all at no costto the grant-in-aid funding.
Partnerships and cost sharing with other agencies & road users:
Additional work carried out in partnership with BC Parks(road
brushing & patrols), MoE (structural road maintenance and danger
tree removal), BC Hydro (road brushing).
Protection of environment: Road surfacing drainage maintenance
& structural work has greatly reduced sediment production and
enhanced protection of water quality.
Public safety improved with the installation of no post barriers,
smooth road surfacing & improved sight distances from brushing
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Funds Spent to Date
(Grant-in-Aid funds)
Grading, ditch cleanout, culvert inlet maintenance & slump
removal, Cook & Sons Contacting, Gibsons
$7,672.00

Professional Consultant: Universal Services, Sechelt
Total spent up to September i,
I

$2,oi6.oo
2012. s9,688.oo

This means approximately $1,300 of the sii,ooo 9
rant
remains, which will be spent on road brushing in October
2011. BC Hydro has committed another $4,000 for road
brushing which will allow us to carry out a good portion of
much-needed road brushing work.

Graded road at 5km, Aug 2011

--
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NI

Challenges
• Maintaining high level of volunteer efforts
• Development of an Emergency Road Maintenance Action Plan. This
is in response to a washoutthat occurred overChristmas 2010 due
to a rain-on-snow event, causing a boulder to roll into an existing
ditch, creating a blockage that nearly washed out the road. A need
was identified to have an emergency contact list for the road and
have a quick-response rubbertired backhoe on retainerto take on
short notice emergency repairs
• Culvert marking project.
• Updating the annual maintenance plan and ensuring the work is
completed based on priority and risk.
• Ensuring efficient use of public funding (very gratefully received in
2010)

• And last, but most importantly:
• Securing funding why we are here...
-

Grant-in-Aid Funding Request for

•
•
•
•

2012

Experience shows that in order to maintain the
road in its present condition, the following
annual work is required:
Grading s6,ooo on 9.5 km
Brushing $4,000 Ofl 5 km
Hand & Machine ditch/culvert cleanout si,ooo
Professional road inspection services si,ooo
Total annual funding required $12,000
—
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End of presentation.
I had hoped to be at your meeting in
person, but I hope this will do.
Any questions?
Please direct them to Reynold Schmidt,
President, Tetrahedron Outdoor Club
reynoldschmidt(gmail. corn
Res. 604-885-9838
-or- I can make myself available in
person at the next meeting in November
2011 if you would like me to explain
anything or answer your questions. Thanks
again

17
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SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

October 11, 2011

TO:

Community Services Committee – October 20, 2011

FROM:

Parks & Recreation Staff

RE:

Monthly Report – Parks and Recreation Divisions

RECOMMENDATION
THAT the Community Services Committee recommends the Parks and Recreation
Divisions Monthly report for September be received by the SCRD Board as information.
The Recreation Division has been giving priority to the following activities for this reporting
period:
A. ADMINISTRATION


Minor adjustments to Online Recreation Guide. Worked with contractor to implement
these changes.



H Drive Restructuring. Staff attended a meeting with H Drive consultant at Field Road
and have communicated the timeline and process for the H drive restructure.



Coordinated meetings for recreation staff for the development of a promotion plan for
2012. The Communication Officer will also attend these meetings.



Attended workshop regarding results of the Draft Master Plan phone survey. This information will be useful for planning the promotion for 2012. Staff recognizes that the final
master plan may result in changes to the 2012 plan.



Coordinated AED training for front desk staff.



Clarifying administrative support tasks for front desk staff. New administrative tasks will
be added and discussed at upcoming ROA meeting.



Because of a cashier shortage, there have been challenges with scheduling. Office
Coordinator has been covering many breaks at the front desk in September due to the
shortage. Applicants are currently undergoing the testing and it is hoped that there will
be some successful candidates.

B. GIBSONS AND AREA COMMUNITY CENTRE (GACC)
1) YOUTH CENTRE
There were 224 drop-ins for September compared to 325 in 2010.
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Weekly Programs:







Youth Food Bank
Friday Night Teen Skate
Youth Cooking Program
Girls Yoga
Wireless Wednesdays
Sports Night

Connections/Partnerships:
Staff have made a goal and priority to connect and grow partnerships with many different people
and agencies on the Coast. The following are connections made in the past month:
Youth Outreach- New Youth Outreach team leader, Daanish, has stopped by numerous times
to introduce himself, and to start to connect with youth.
Sandy Buck- Sandy will be teaching a Learn to Sew and Create Clothing at the Gibsons Youth
Centre on Mondays at 3pm.
Sandra Squires - Public Health Nurse, will be connecting with youth monthly and displaying
different resources each month on the Gibsons and Youth Centre bulletin board. A comment
box will be on premises for youth to ask confidential questions.
Successes:
Drug and Alcohol Issues - Drug and Alcohol issues continue to be on the decrease with no
incidents this month.
Donation- Someone from the community generously donated an Air Hockey Table which has
become very popular amongst the youth.
Banner- Staff ordered a banner to be hung on the outside of the building displaying the Gibsons
Youth Centre logo, in hopes of increasing awareness of the youth centre in the community and
making it more visible to those driving by.
Testimonials:
Youth were asked what they like about the Gibsons Youth Centre:
“I like coming and making friendship bracelets.”
“It‟s a safe, dry, neutral place to hang out.”
Other
SCRD Rec Program Coordinator is attending the Youth Action and Awareness Committee in
order to network and address regional youth issues.
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2) SENIORS PROGRAMMING



Seniors Wellness Centre Host Program
Six seniors participated in September compared to 22 seniors through July and August.
Seniors Drop In Program
Began Wednesday, September 21st. Nine Seniors attended the two sessions, which included get to know each other activities, fall planning and a cooking class.

3) COURTS
Squash
Racquetball
Wallyball
Total Usage

2011
229
112
17
358

2010
227
138
32
397

A Coordinator is working with the squash group to plan an open house to encourage
more players, also is working to bring BC Racquetball Association in to do some
workshops with school groups as a means to increase interest and court usage.
4) ADAPTED PROGRAMS
These partnership programs continue to increase in popularity and are showing great
benefits for the participating clients:




Music Explorations program (partner with SCACL): 77
Adapted Fitness Class (in partnership with VCH): 112
Nia for Adults with Developmental Disabilities: 6 registered participants.

5) DROP-IN FITNESS SCHEDULE


669 participants attended 15 classes per week in September, compared to 773 in
September 2010. Numbers increased towards the end of the month as the weather
deteriorated.



Child Minding:
September 2011 – 100 children
September 2010 – 112 children
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6) MISCELLANEOUS
Enabling Accessibility Grant Applications – Projects in Sechelt and Gibsons
In September staff worked in collaboration with community agencies, patrons with disabilities
and Occupational Therapist, Chris Rowan, to identify needs and plan for accessibility
improvements at the Gibsons and District Aquatic Facility (GDAF) and the Sechelt Aquatic
Centre (SAC). Staff at the Pender Harbour pool also began the application process, but were
unable to complete the application due to a lack of long term lease documentation. They plan to
apply to the Enabling Accessibility Fund (EAF) in the future once the lease document has been
updated, in cooperation with the School District #46. The Pender Harbor Pool may also be
included in any other accessibility fundraising done by SCRD staff on the lower coast (i.e.
Variety Club grant applications).
Currently there are barriers that stand in the way of access to the GDAF and the SAC by people
with more severe disabilities. Please see the attached documents, which summarize the
equipment recommendations and accessibility priorities.
Attachments:
 Sunshine Coast Aquatic Facilities Disability Access Equipment Recommendations
 Bridges Children‟s Rehabilitation Services - letter of support
Note that the above equipment recommendations will be refined, in collaboration with people
with disabilities, caregivers and service providers, if Federal project funding is successfully
secured via the EAF from Human Resources Skills Development (HRSD) Canada. Grant
applications for two projects (valued at $56, 870 each x 2 projects = $113, 740 total) were
submitted in September. HRSD requires that at least 25% of project funding be provided by non
federal government sources. Based on the grant application, the SCRD‟s portion of each project
would be $12,760 x 2 projects = $25,520. It is also estimated that community partners will
contribute time and “in kind” professional expertise valued at $880 x 2 projects = $1760.
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Accessibility project goals are a priority for people with disabilities because:
“Aquatic facilities are probably the most highly used recreational pursuit for persons with
disabilities, as the water provides a “gravity eliminated” environment which serves to
minimize limitations and impairments, thus allowing more vigorous and sustained
activity. From someone healing after an injury, to someone with cerebral palsy stretching
out spastic muscles, the aquatic facility is paramount for achieving optimal physical and
mental health”.
Cris Rowan Occupational Therapist
Leisure Access Scholarship – Special Consideration Pilot Process 2011
It was identified in 2010, by a range of community agencies working with low income individuals
and groups, that the SCRD Leisure Access Scholarship (LAS) amount of $200/year is perhaps
too low to provide yearly access to recreation services. In order to respond to this feedback and
test new approaches, SCRD Recreation staff initiated a pilot project to determine needs and
allow case-by case special requests to be considered.
The process began in June and is continuing until the end of 2011. During the summer months,
few users requested special consideration via this new process, however, the number of
requests increased in the month of September. Staff have been working with individuals and
referral agencies to assist in raising awareness regarding how the LAS program works and how
credits can be best used to meet needs. The pilot special consideration process will be
evaluated at the end of 2011. In 2012 information and recommendations will be provided to
RPSAC and the Board for direction and consideration.
Jumpstart-Pedal for Kids and the Sept 24th Pedal Festival
In September a group of volunteer Jumpstart riders completed a biking tour of the region;
raising money for our local chapter. Jumpstart also donated 2 youth activity kits (valued at
$1300.00) to the Pender Harbour Pool, to help children and youth in that area become more
active. These activity kits were presented to a PH pool representative at the Pedal Festival held
at the Canadian Tire Store in Sechelt on Sept 24th.
SCRD Staff also presented a huge “Thank You” card made by low income youth from the
Gibsons area, as recognition and thanks for Jumpstart‟s support for helping low income children
participate in the Friday Night teen skate and for fee assistance with other SCRD Recreation
programs. So far, in 2011, Jumpstart has contributed $1,991.25 plus $1300.00 worth of
equipment (the PH activity kits), with further Jumpstart revenue expected in the upcoming
months. 157 low income children and youth have benefited from Jumpstart sponsorship.
.
C. ARENA INFORMATION
The first month of ice season is always a challenge as groups come together to collect
registrations, realign and, either request additional ice or make cancellations. Staff have
been working hard to implement policies and reallocate ice time in an equitable way.
Fortunately, Adult hockey has had a rebirth in the under 35 division and now hosts four
teams of roughly 13 players from age 19-35. This has affected the 35 division and two
teams have folded. Local hockey has also lost a long time customer and a new customer
from the individual user groups. In summary, adult hockey is in a restructure phase and
could possibly decrease ice sales. Staff are working on planning further programs or
moving groups to earlier time schedules to fill the gaps while monitoring possible shortfalls.
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One Goal and Mini Mites
This program continues to be very popular. Staff who are involved in Minor Hockey have
noticed a huge upswing of registration with the younger groups (Tykes through to Atom).
They‟ve also noticed that 80% of the kids in the younger groups have been registered in
One Goal.
Mini Mites registration has been slow so staff are considering combining the two programs.
Staff expect mini mites registrations to grow through the season.
1) Gibsons & Area Community Centre - Arena
The SCRD presented the fourth BCHL game on Sunday September 11th between the
Powell River Kings and the Coquitlam Express. The game was unfortunately held on
the hottest day of the summer therefore affecting admissions. Staff were pleased to see
the final attendance of ticket sales going from 50 on Friday September 9th to a total of
210 at game time on Sunday.
The Howe Sound Pulp and Paper Hockey group has decided to rent ice beginning
October 7, 2011. Staff worked with this group to offer the non-prime time development
rate with an evaluation of the group registration and suitable fees and charges to be
reviewed in the New Year.
2) Sechelt Arena
The Roller Girls held their first major „Bout‟ at the Sechelt Arena and were very thankful
for the assistance and support of the SCRD staff. The event, which included alcohol
sales, was supervised adequately by the group and we are pleased to report there were
no issues.
“There were tons of thrills and spills in the first sanctioned roller derby match on
the Sunshine Coast last Saturday night in Sechelt.
Played before a packed, enthusiastic crowd of more than 500 people, the Sunshine Coast Roller Girls played host to the Tournament City Derby Dolls from
Kamloops in an entertaining affair.
Dubbed Sechelter-Skelter, the Grudge Match Massacre, the Derby Dolls showed
their experience building a 71-37 half-time lead and hanging on for a 120-92 win.”
Ian Jacques Coast Reporter Sept 16th 2011
The Arena opened on September 26th. There was a problem with the lighting ballasts
which affected most of the programs through the day on Friday September 30th but has
since been repaired.
D. SECHELT AQUATIC CENTRE
1) Aquatics
The Sechelt Aquatic Centre reopened on September 25th after it‟s annual closure.
Phase One work is completed on the boiler project and Phase Two is now underway.
The aquatic climbing wall has been installed with first use October 2, 2011. The
following statistics reflect the closure which was later this year.
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Thursday Night Toonie admission from 7 – 9pm.
Attendance for all admissions for this time frame:

September
2008
2009
2010
2011
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57
56
233
56- one week only

Facility Rentals:
o Birthday parties - 2
o Meetings- 4

Aqua Fit Statistics: September
Year
2011
2010
2009

# classes
14
63
41

# of participants
200
978
548

% per Class
14.28
15.52
13.36

2) Child Minding
64 children accessed the service during September. The service was offered 11 days.
3) Health And Wellness - Registration Programs
Program
Nia with Jan
Flow Yoga w/Katherine
Spin
Zumba – Try it
Zumba – Registration
Circuit with Phil
Yoga 55 +
Yoga for Back Care Try
it
Yoga for Back Care
Pilates
Butts and Guts
Vavuma
Pre Diabetes Clinic

# classes in
September
8
3
21
1
4
2
3
1
Cancelled
2
2
2
1

# of Registrations
20
Drop in only
32
21
34
5
14
2
14
9
5
5

# of Drops
Ins
10
17
17
17
20
3

1

Drop in Fitness Statistics – September
Year
2011
2010
2009

# classes
42
33
31

# of participants
474
438
291

24

% participation/class
11.28
13.27
9.38
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E. GIBSONS AQUATIC FACILITY
The facility was closed from September 29th and reopened October 2nd. Closure was due to
safety concerns to the public due to construction related to the new roof.
Staff Training Sessions:
AED staff training sessions were held at PHAFC Friday September 9th and SAC on
Saturday September 10th and 24th. This concludes the annual Responder and
Provider level Recerts for 2011 Aquatic Staff.


Rentals

o Birthday Parties - 3
o School Lessons/Private Lessons – 5
o Red Cross Swim at School program; Home school - 0
o Other Rentals – 2
The facility was rented for 12 hours.


Special Events

No special events were held this month.


Attendance: Sept 1-30, 2011
Public Swims: 930
Aquatic Fitness: 460
Red Cross and Private Lessons: 27
Rentals: 97
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Gibsons Pool Drop In Admissions

Gibsons Pool Roof
This project is 90% complete. The membrane is 100% complete. Still some flashing and
drain work to be done, however, all work should be fully complete in a couple weeks.
This project has had some difficulties, which all parties have worked together to overcome with minimal disruption to service. It is on budget.
F. PENDER HARBOUR AQUATIC & FITNESS CENTRE
1) Aquatics/Programs
September 12- 30
Total for swim and fitness: 812
Special Events:
Welcome Back swim held on September 18th Special family admission rate, games and
refreshments were provided.
Registration for Swim Lessons; Health and Wellness
Registration began September 12th with most programs beginning the week of
September 26th. Stats will be available next month as we are currently still getting
program registrations.
Drop In Fitness (Aquafit and Dry Land) Stats:
Year

# classes

# of
participants

2010
2011

52
52

305
312

26

%
Average
participation3/class
5.86
6.00
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2) Maintenance
 Service and maintenance to the heat pump system done throughout the month.
Working to improve efficiency as pertaining to the heating of the main pool water.
 Regular maintenance to get the facility ready for fall opening. Facility opened
September 12, 2011 after annual shut down.
3) Administration
Working with the PH Community School to plan the Winter 2012 Pender
Community Guide.
Met with Paola Stewart, Recreation Programmer for the PHCS, with the intent on
planning programs in collaboration within the community and to better provide
the community with programs it wants and needs.
Participated in a PHCS Board Strategic Planning session. Aquatic Centre, Deb
Cole currently sits on the PHCS board as a director.
Interviews were held with respect to filling the Casual Lifeguard positions, three
successful candidates were hired.
Attended a staff full day workshop to review results from the Draft Parks and
Recreation Master Plan Survey.
Working with other SCRD staff to organize Focus Groups and Community
Meetings for the Parks and Rec Master Plan.
Kim Watts, Aquatic Supervisor, attended the Canadian Tire Jump Start event on
behalf of the PHAFC to accept activity kits to be used at the facility and within the
community, valued at $1300.
Ongoing Winter/Spring 2012 program development.
Budget preparation for 2012.
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PARKS
Parks Division has working to maintain the parks assets in as strategic and efficient
manner as possible.
 Safety and key maintenance activities continue to be priority of outdoor work.
 The listing below is by no means a complete listing of all the tasks and duties
inside and outside crew are working on. There are many „regular maintenance‟
items outside staff work on each day.
1) Area A
Klein Lake Campground
 Staff assessed the feasibility of placing two security gates at the entrance of the
campground. Parks staff will use project funding secured from MOFR to undertake
this project. These evening closure gates will be operated by the campground
caretaker during the summer camping season.
Katherine Lake Campground
 The camping season was officially closed Thanksgiving weekend.
Sunshine Coast Recreation Corridor Trail Project
 Vandalism seems to be resolving itself.
2) Area B
Coopers Green
 Repaired garbage receptacles and bear bins.
 Installed wheelchair access ramp at front doorway.
Connor Park Slope Stabilizing and Amphitheatre Project
 Staff, upon meeting with the Electoral Area representative and discussing the use of
available Parks Master Plan Funding, undertook an assessment of the park‟s sports
field, surrounding unstable slopes and explored the feasibility of placing a small
classroom sized outdoor amphitheatre, and wheelchair accessible paths/exercise
equipment amenities.
 Survey/contour mapping for slope stabilizing and landscaping was completed along
with a proposed concept drawing.
 The consultation process will commence over the fall with potential construction
taking place early in the new year.
Other
 Improvements to Boulder Place trail and staircase are complete.
3) Area D
Cliff Gilker
 Reconstruction of the „Gorge‟ bridge located on the yellow trail has been completed.
 Painted bleachers, gate and stair handrails.
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Henderson Road Beach Access
 Staff accompanied the area Elected Representative to a citizens meeting and
explored issues around Henderson Beach access. Parks staff believes that public
access improvements, environmental protection measures, and shoreline/upland
protections measures can occur once resources are allocated; the project is on hold
due to some neighbours opposition.
Other
 Repaired the storm damaged Gladwin Road Bridge.
4) Area E
Ocean Beach Esplanade
 Staff have been working closely will the consultant to prepare the concept plan to
continue with the shoreline protective measures along the interface of Chaster Park
and the ocean. As Chaster Park has a high degree of environmental and
geotechnical sensitivity, staff are working closely with the Department of Oceans and
Fisheries, Geotechnical consultants and the community to develop a successful plan.
5) Area F
Gambier Island Trails
 Met with Maria Van Dyke to pass on enough trail sign reflectors of various colours to
mark essentially all the trails reported within the island OCP.
 There was some parks discussion regarding working toward undertaking trail
planning to ultimately connect the island‟s large trails to create an Island Circle Trail
system, which enables many of Gambier‟s shore area trails to connect with an Island
Circle Trail system.
Shirley Macey Park
 Water Park has been closed/winterized.
Trails
 Assessment of Soames Ravine runoff near Granthams has been plotted to monitor
ravine erosion and area trees.
 Repairs to the „Side Hill‟ bridge located on the east side of Soames Hill has been
completed.
I.

DAKOTA RIDGE WINTER RECREATION AREA






Staff have been working to provide information to the consultant for the Dakota
Ridge Five Year Business Plan. This includes detailed information on the operations,
marketing and financials. Staff have also been working to provide information and
costs associated with changes to the operation and marketing for Dakota Ridge.
Yearly road maintenance work has been carried out in cooperation with the logging
contractor working on the road.
Staff are conducting the pre season maintenance of the Dakota facility which
includes, clearing the trails of debris, fixing some summer vandalism on the hill, and
firewood delivery.
Staff worked out reciprocal pass agreements with Cypress Mountain and Callaghan
Valley whereby their season pass holders receive 20% and 10% off respectively for
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a day pass at Dakota Ridge and vice versa. An agreement with Lost Lakes in
Whistler is pending. This allows Dakota Ridge to get advertising exposure to
thousands of seasons pass holders from Lower Mainland ski hills.
J.

TRAILS & BICYCLE/WALKING PATHS
Area B
 Staff have developed tender documents to construct a 380m section of
bicycle/walking path along Redrooffs Rd. towards Coopers Green. As this area
requires some retaining walls, the scope of the project has been reduced from 800m
to 380m to stay within the available Area B gas tax funds. A public meeting is
scheduled with local residents to discuss this project. The project is scheduled to
proceed in November.
Area D
 Staff have developed tender documents to construct a 730m section of
bicycle/walking path along Lower Rd. to complete this section to Hwy 101. A public
meeting has been scheduled with local residents to discuss this project. The project
is scheduled to proceed in November.
 The Downtown Roberts Creek pathways project has been awarded (design build).
Area E
 The location of this bicycle/walking path adjacent to, and across Chaster Creek
requires additional environmental and geotechnical planning before it is ready to go
through the bidding process.
Area F
 Staff met with community members to look at several potential bicycle/walking path
development options along Marine Dr. Three potential sections were identified.

K.

CEMETERY
Key activities have been:
 Continuation of ongoing operations.
 We have sold 15 burial plots and 8 cremation plots for 2011.
 We have had 7 burials and 24 cremations to date for 2011.


L.

Carleen and Geri met with the Cemetery Business Plan consultants on Sept.
29th to review and discuss the proposed Seaview Cemetery Plan. The next step
is to hold a Public Open House planned November 7, 2011.

OTHER
Caretaker Facilities Tour
 Staff met with the caretakers of Chaster House/Frank West Halls and Coopers
Green to review contract conditions and practices. Parks Planners hope to meet
all the caretakers over the fall season to review the year with the caretakers and
hear about any suggestions for the pending year.
 All sportsfields irrigation systems have been shutdown.
 Winterizing water systems at various parks.
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Parks outside staff meetings (safety/toolbox/HR staffing).
Fuel Smart course taken by outside staff.



Recreation and Parks Services Advisory Committee met with the P&R Master
Plan Consultants on Sept. 12th to discuss development to date.
Parks staff attended a workshop on Sept. 28th to discuss the Draft Master Plan
Survey results and to provide input.
Advisory Committee met to brain storm Focus Group and Community Meeting
attendees (as part of the Master Plan development).
Staff are coordinating all of the, “who, what, where and when” regarding the
Focus Groups and Community Meetings.
Geri and Carleen attended a meeting with H Drive consultant regarding the H
Drive restructuring and have communicated the timeline and process regarding
the restructure to parks staff.
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Sunshine Coast Aquatic Facilities Disability Access Equipment Recommendations
Prepared by Cris Rowan, Occupational Therapist and Michelle Morton, Recreation Director
September 15, 2011
Transfer Area

Equipment
Type

Gibsons Pool

Sechelt Pool

Pender Pool

Door access

Automatic door
openers,
pneumatic door
controls, lever
door handles

Front door - automatic door
opener
Other doors – could benefit
from pneumatic door
controls if funding permits

Front entrance - okay
Gym – automatic door opener
Lobby bathrooms - lever door
handle
Bathroom by gym – lever door
handle
Bathroom by pool - lever door
handle
#1 change room – lever door handle
#2 change room – lever door handle
#3 change room – lever door handle
#4 change room - lever door handle
Family room – automatic door
opener

Front entrance automatic door opener

Pool – mild to
moderate
disability

Wheelchairs,
walkers, mounted
chair on
mast/boom for
pool transfer

Has adult aquatic wheelchair,
needs water proof wheeled
walker with seat and brakes
for deck mobilizing, has chair
mount system for pool
transfer

Deep, cold pool - chair mount system
presently functional, but not used suggest moving to hot tub area

Has old frame type walker,
needs water proof
wheeled walker with seat
and brakes for deck
mobilizing

Shallow, warm pool – ramp presently
functional with adult and pediatric
aquatic wheelchairs in place
Needs water proof wheeled walker
with seat and brakes for deck
mobilizing

Pool – severe
disability

Tracking lift
system – or – tilt
shower commode
wheelchair

Tracking lift system is cost
prohibitive (for this grant), as
would require continuous
track from shower in family
room to pool; tilt shower
commode wheelchair won’t
work as don’t have ramp

Tracking lift system is cost
prohibitive as requires custom wall
mount booms; requires pediatric
and adult tilt shower commode
wheelchairs for ramp access

Hot tub– mild to
moderate
disability

Mounted chair on
mast/boom

Transfer device not possible
due to wall surrounding tub
too wide

Has mount for cold pool mounted
chair, but not safe to use due is a
visual obstruction to life guard (?)

Hot tub– severe
disability

Tracking lift
system

Tracking lift system is cost
prohibitive (for this grant), as
would require swinging boom
device for existing tub

Tracking lift system is cost
prohibitive (for this grant), as would
require swinging boom device for
existing tub
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Has tracking lift system
device; needs installation,
motor unit and slings (S,
M, L)

Uses same tracking lift
system as pool

Change rooms –
mild to moderate
disability

Change table –
severe disability

Railings, bars,
floor to ceiling
poles, lever
faucets

Change table,
tracking lift
system , privacy
curtain, roller
stool for caregiver

Bathrooms public

Railings, bars,
floor to ceiling
poles, toilet
risers, lever door
handles

Floatation
devices

Life jackets, head
floats

Female change room – needs
X 3 - 120 degree grab bars in
toilet stalls, lever faucets
Male change room - needs X 3
- 120 degree grab bars in
toilet stalls, lever faucets
Family change room – needs
the following:
Shower:
 4 horizontal mount
grab bars all four
walls in shower stall
(X 3 – 24”, X 1 – 36”)
 two 18” horizontal
wall mount bars at
shower entrance
 adjustable height
shower head with
removable extension
hose and nozzle
Toilet/sinks:
 flip down wall
mount grab bar
opposite toilet
 lever faucets

Public change rooms (in lobby):
Female change room – 2 metal
dividers and 3 separate curtains to
create 3 privacy areas
Male change room - 2 metal dividers
and 3 separate curtains to create 3
privacy areas

Needs the following:
 6’ track + install

Needs the following:
 6’ track + install



adjustable height
change table
 motor unit
 slings (S, M, L)
 privacy curtain
 stool on rollers
Change table to be located on
wall after locker removal
Needs flip down wall mount
grab bar, lever faucets,
pneumatic door control
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Deb???

Disability and family change rooms
(by pool):
# 1 change room - okay
#2 change room – 36” diagonally
placed grab bar on wall next to
bench
#3 change room – 36” diagonally
placed grab bar on wall next to
bench
#4 change room – 36” diagonally
placed grab bar on wall next to
bench
Family room - floor to ceiling pole
Bathroom by gym – flip down wall
mount grab bar
Bathroom by pool - flip down wall
mount grab bar







adjustable height change
table
motor unit
slings (S, M, L)
privacy curtain
stool on rollers

Bathroom – flip down wall mount
grab bar, lever door handle
Male bathroom – flip down wall
mount grab bar in disabled stall
Female bathroom – flip down wall
mount grab bar in disabled stall

Needs the following:
 Has 6’ track –
needs install
 adjustable height
change table
 motor unit

slings (S, M, L)
 privacy curtain
 stool on rollers

Other Considerations
1) Pools should be at therapeutic temperature, as people with disabilities get cold quickly, and therefore it would
be nice to make either Gibsons or Sechelt hot tubs accessible.
2) Family room should be locked and key given out by staff, as equipment is expensive and easily damaged.
3) Area should be designated for parking of wheelchairs and walkers while persons with disabilities are swimming
in pools.
4) Staff should receive education and training in the following areas:




determination of who should use family rooms
assistance to persons with disabilities
transfer procedures and techniques for persons with disabilities
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E
SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT
DAKOTA RIDGE ADVISORY COMMITTEE
September 28, 2011
RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE DAKOTA RIDGE ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING
HELD IN THE CEDAR ROOM OF THE SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT OFFICES,
1975 FIELD ROAD, SECHELT, BC

PRESENT:

ALSO PRESENT:

Chair

Peg Neilon

Members

Ron Skene
Urs Pfaeffli
Celia Robben
Jamie Mani
Lydia Watson
Lorne Carroll

Contractor
Parks Services Manager
Parks Planning Coordinator
Parks Secretary - Recorder

Michael McLaughlin
Carleen McDowell
Sam Adams
Geri Gelineau

REGRETS:

Craig Moore

CALL TO ORDER 5:05 p.m.

AGENDA

The Agenda was adopted as received.

MINUTES
Recommendation No. 1

Dakota Ridge Advisory Committee Minutes

The Dakota Ridge Advisory Committee recommended that the minutes of the meeting held June 21,
2011 be received.

NEW BUSINESS
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BUSINESS ARISING FROM UNFINISED BUSINESS
Draft 2011 Dakota Ridge Business Plan Review
Committee members reviewed the Business Plan prior to the meeting and made the following
comments regarding some of the key elements:
4.5 Channelling Patrons at Entrance
In order to bring in more revenue, discussion ensued regarding where a fee collection area should be
located in order to ensure that users are funnelled through an area where a volunteer can check
passes and collect fees.
4.6 Signs
There was agreement that further signage is required to inform users of where and how fees are
used.
5.5 Revenue Calculation
Compared to other cross country ski sites, Dakota Ridge’s user fees are underpriced. In order to
bring in more revenue, discussion ensued regarding when prices should be raised, when and by how
much and whether we should wait until further amenities are in place prior to raising the user fees?

Recommendation No. 2

Dakota Ridge User Fees

The Dakota Ridge Advisory Committee recommended that user fees be increased by 20% in seasons
2011/2012 and 2014/2015.
Sam noted that he has been in discussions with other ski facilities to try to implement a dual pass
system that consists of offering 20% Dakota Ridge pass discounts to pass holders of other ski
facilities. In the upcoming week, Sam has appointments to meet with managers of three other ski
clubs to discuss this further and to also review their policies and procedures.
The following business plan items were further discussed:






Travel time and costs
Non winter activities
Marketing Plan
Operations
Capital Expenditure- Capital Plan

Because many locals go off coast to pursue their winter and cross country skiing activities, the
advisory committee would like to see more advertising in order to market to those who do not think
about the Sunshine Coast as a Winter Sports facility.
Michael thanked the committee for their help and comments of the Draft Dakota Ridge Business
Plan.
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Dakota Ridge Business Plan

That the Dakota Ridge Advisory Committee supports the Dakota Ridge Draft Business Plan with the
requested changes and as it reflects the committee’s work to date and their Vision/Mission Statement.

NEW BUSINESS
Parking Lot Items
 Look at snowshoe trails
 Planning for the 2011 addition to Cross Country BC (CCBC) magazine
 Future direction and vision
 Building of a volunteer booth-close to trail head, or on the road at the bridge, to
facilitate ticket/pass checking
 Promote health and wellness plan to larger corporations on the Sunshine Coast.
NEXT MEETING
The next meeting will be held at the call of the Chair.
ADJOURNMENT 7:15 p.m.
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Business Plan
Dakota Ridge Winter Recreation Area
2011-2016
Prepared by: Michael McLaughlin, Best Coast Initiatives

October, 2011
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1.0

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Dakota Ridge Winter
Recreation Area (Dakota
Ridge) is operated by
the Sunshine Coast
Regional District under a
Section 56 Agreement
issued by the Ministry of
Tourism, Culture and the
Arts, South Coast
Recreation District,
under Section 118 of the
Forest and Range
Practices Act. The first
season of commercial operation was 2009-2010. Operations are managed by
SCRD Parks Division.
The three primary business objectives over the five-year business planning
period are:
1. Decrease the operating loss as much as possible in order to reduce the
amount of taxation based support, while
2. offering an improved, affordable outdoor recreation experience to Sunshine
Coast residents and visitors, and
3. stimulating private sector economic benefits from the operation of Dakota
Ridge.
Dakota Ridge is located on the Sunshine Coast and is accessed from Hwy 101 at
Wilson Creek by 13 kilometres of Forest Service Road (see map Appendix C).
The recreation area offers Nordic skiing and snowshoeing on 15 km of Nordic
skiing trails, 8 kilometres of snowshoe trails, plus a sliding area for toboggans
and sleighs (see detail map Appendix D).
The SCRD is responsible for maintaining access, facility operations, capital
improvements and marketing. Road maintenance and snowploughing are
performed under contracts. Volunteers provide grooming, fees collection and
hospitality services. The operation of Dakota Ridge depends on volunteers. The
private sector provides user services such as equipment rentals and sales,
lessons and transportation. Successful business management of Dakota Ridge
requires that the three operational components—SCRD, volunteers and private
sector—be managed as a system.

4
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Growth in revenue from the first season of operation (2009-2010) to the second
season was 280%. Total revenue in 2010-2011 was $25,734. Total operating
expenses were $149,715, yielding an operating loss of $123,981. In order to
reduce that loss, Dakota Ridge must attract more Sunshine Coast residents and
capture a portion of the Greater Vancouver Area winter recreation market.
Dakota Ridge competes against four established winter recreation resorts in
south-western British Columbia: Manning Park Lodge, Cypress Mountain, Lost
Lake Park and Callaghan Country/Winter Olympic Park.1 Dakota Ridge has some
competitive advantages and strong selling features (see Section 5.3). Dakota
Ridge is slightly disadvantaged with respect to travel time and costs and
significantly disadvantaged with respect to the length and variety of Nordic skiing
and snowshoeing trails. Given those disadvantages, the number one product
development priority is to expand the trails systems.
Two revenue scenarios are examined. In Scenario One, trails are not expanded,
with the exception of marking a back country (ungroomed) snowshoe trail. In
Scenario Two, 8-10 kilometres of new Nordic skiing trail and 3-5 kilometres of
snowshoe trail are added in year two of the business planning period.
Under Scenario One, the operating loss is reduced by roughly 4% annually until it
is $100,758 in year five (2015-2016). Total operating loss over the five-year
period is $548,623. During the five-year period, revenue increases from $25,734
(2010/11) to $70,378 (173%). Expenses increase from $149,715 to $171,136
(14%)
Under Scenario Two, the operating loss is reduced by approximately 4% in years
one and two. In years three to five the operating loss decreases by approximately
15% annually, until it is $67,901 in year five (2015-2016). Total operating loss
over the five-year period is $483,240.
During the five-year period, revenue increases from $25,734 (2010/11) to
$111,235 (332%). Expenses increase from $149,715 to $179,136 (23%)
In the last year of the period, the operating loss is $67,901. That amount is likely
to remain steady in subsequent years. Over the initial five-year business planning
period, the operating loss under Scenario Two is $65,383 less than in Scenario
One. Capital expenditures made in Scenario Two are recovered by year five of
the business planning period. Each subsequent year (next planning period), the
operating loss under Scenario Two is approximately $32,857 less than in
Scenario One.

1

At time of writing, Callaghan Country and the Olympic Winter Park were one operation. In September
2011, the became separate operations.
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Trail use fees and season’s passes are not increased in Scenario One (no new
trails). Fees are increased by 20% in Scenario Two in the year the new trails
open, scheduled for year two (2012-2013).
Dakota Ridge is highly competitive with respect to price point in the market (see
Table 5.3.2). An immediate fee increase of 20% and a second increase of 20%
following the addition of new trails would establish an appropriately competitive
price point. The operating loss under both scenarios would be significantly
reduced. However, raising fees might conflict with the second business objective,
providing an affordable winter recreation experience to residents of the Sunshine
Coast. The Board of Directors of the SCRD may wish to consider the more
aggressive fee increase schedule.
The primary markets for Dakota Ridge are the Sunshine Coast, Powell River
Regional District and the Greater Vancouver Area. Attaining revenue targets
depends most on capturing a share of the GVA market. The addition of trails is a
crucial factor in attracting GVA customers. Without addition of trails, the GVA
capture rate is estimated at 1% of market share. With additional trails, the
estimate is 2%.
The 2010-2011 marketing plan was successful. The 280% increase in revenue is
largely a result of a successful local campaign. The 2011-2012 marketing plan
retains the previous plan and adds initiatives that will reach the GVA and
extended markets. A key addition to marketing is forming season’s pass
partnerships with the four competing resorts.
To date, capital investments of $794,416 have been made in the development of
Dakota Ridge. The capital investment plan for the five-year period calls for
$345,000 for access improvements, new trails, expansion of the sliding area and
replacement of grooming equipment. Only the sliding area improvements, new
trails and a small portion of the access improvement plan are discretionary. The
forest service road that access Dakota Ridge must be improved, the upper
parking lot requires expansion and environmental safeguards and the grooming
equipment in use requires replacement by year three. The two discretionary
capital investments—sliding area and new trails—have return on investment
periods of three years and four years respectively. Additional trails greatly
improve the long term financial picture, as described above.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE VENTURE
Dakota Ridge Winter Recreation Area (Dakota Ridge) is operated by the
Sunshine Coast Regional District under a Section 56 Agreement issued by the
Ministry of Tourism, Culture and the Arts, South Coast Recreation District, under
Section 118 of the Forest and Range Practices act. The first season of operation
was 2009-2010. Operations are managed by SCRD Parks Division.
Dakota Ridge is located on the Sunshine Coast and is accessed from Hwy 101 at
Wilson Creek by 13 kilometres of Forest Service Road (see map Appendix C).
The recreation area offers Nordic skiing and snowshoeing on 15 km of Nordic
skiing trails, 8 kilometres of snowshoe trails, plus a sliding area for toboggans
and sleighs (see detail map Appendix D). Plentiful snowfall, potential for an
extended season (late November through April), a variety of terrain, old growth
forests and panoramic views of Vancouver Island, Georgia Strait, Howe Sound,
and the North Shore mountains provide an experience that is competitive with
other regional venues.
Dakota Ridge is part of the SCRD public recreation and parks facilities. A primary
motive for developing a winter recreation area was to provide Sunshine Coast
residents with winter outdoor recreation opportunities. However, Dakota Ridge is
an independently funded function and the objective is to pay its operating
expenses from user fees as much as possible. The user base2 on the Sunshine
Coast is not large enough to generate sufficient revenue to appreciably pay
operating costs. The enterprise must attract users from the identified primary
market, the Great Vancouver Area (GVA), in order to generate sustainable
revenue/expense ratios.
There are currently no revenue generating activities at Dakota Ridge outside of
the winter season. Expansion of the seasons of operation offers the potential for
additional revenue. This business plan does not include non-winter activities,
except for a brief analysis of their potential in Section 5.6.
Trails are groomed four times a week. A quonset warming hut and single toilet
are located at the trailhead Grooming equipment is stored in a second quonset
hut. There is parking for 50 vehicles adjacent to the trailhead.
The SCRD contracts for ploughing of the Forest Service Road (FSR) to Dakota
Ridge during the operating season. All commercial users of the FSR are
expected to maintain the road surface and right-of-way. For example, forestry
contracting firms operating from it are expected to repair the damage they cause.
The SCRD has invested in improvements to the FSR (see Appendix B) and
protecting that asset is an important business objective.

2

User base: the estimated number of individuals who participate in Nordic skiing and snowshoeing.
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The SCRD depends on volunteers to groom trails, collect user fees and to
provide information and hospitality. Fee collection occurs only on weekends.
When volunteer hosts are not present, users are expected to put their fee in an
“honour box.” An estimated 20-30% of users do not pay fees. That situation
needs to remedied.
Alpha Adventures, a private sector outdoor recreation operator, provides
equipment rentals and sales, lessons and a shuttle service to the facility. A
considerable amount of use of the facility is generated by Alpha Adventures.
Sunshine Coast B&Bs and Rockwater Secret Cove Resort produce promotional
material and offer weekend packages. Day pass fees are collect by Alpha
Adventures and other outlets on behalf of the SCRD. Achieving the business
planning objectives depends on the private sector providing key client services,
marketing Dakota Ridge and offering holiday packages.
Dakota Ridge attracted several hundred customers from outside the Sunshine
Coast in 2010-2011. The local hospitality sector benefits from this business at a
seasonal low point in its business cycle. It is forecast that by the end of the
business planning period (2015-16), the number of off-Coast day pass sales will
increase to 2400 annually. These visitors will purchase meals, gasoline,
recreation equipment and other items. Many will rent equipment and take
lessons. Some will stay over-night and pay for accommodation. Revenue
generated by them in the Sunshine Coast economy will be minimally $330,000
annually.3
Sunshine Coast Snowseekers Snowmobile Club uses a single trail through the
recreation area as an access route to snowmobiling destinations. The SCRD
recognized that the Club had used Dakota Ridge for decades and the Club
agreed to limit member’s use of trails to the single designated one. This
arrangement is important for the quality of experience of all users. The club
donates $500 to Dakota Ridge operations for use of the parking lot by its
members.

2.1

Description of the Industry
Approximately 1.8 million Canadians Nordic ski or snowshoe annually.4 Across
Canada, participation in Nordic skiing has declined by an average 0.4% in the
decade beginning in 2000.5 There are four resorts in the Dakota Ridge’s primary
market area (south-western British Columbia). They report static Nordic skiing

3

Data on Nordic skier and snowshoer per diem spending is scant and variable. The calculation range is
based on the assumption that half of visits are day trips and half are over-night stays. Average spending per
person on a day trip is $75 and on an overnight stay $200. Assumes that roughly half of visitors will rent
equipment or take a lesson of use the shuttle. Includes cost of day passes.
4
Canadian Ski Council reports average of 1.4 million Nordic Skiers.
5
Canadian Ski Council
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sales over the past decade, except for a significant increase in 2010-11 that
occurred as a result of the opening of the Whistler Olympic Park to the public.
There are no statistics in Canada on snowshoeing participation rates. The
Outdoor Industry Association reports an average annual rate increase of 5% in
the United States between 2000 and 2010. A similar trend is reported by resorts
in the primary market area.
Skate skiing is increasing in popularity relative to traditional track skiing. Skate
skiing attracts a younger demographic than track skiing. Snowshoeing has a
novelty status and a large number of participants rent equipment and make only
occasional outings. The popularity of guided tours for both activities is increasing.
Night activity under lights or without is very popular.
The market in south-western BC is captured by four large, well-established resorts:
Manning Park Resort, Cypress Mountain, Lost Lake Park and Callaghan Country
(which operates the Olympic Winter Park). These competitors have established
clientele, tested operating procedures and first class facilities and services. Lost
Lake Park and Callaghan Country have a dual season’s pass arrangement.
Dakota Ridge will benefit from seeing these resorts as allies as much as
competitors. Dual pass agreements will be sought with these four resorts.
Success in the industry
depends on responding
to changing market
trends. For example:
snowshoeing is gaining
popularity while Nordic
skiing participation is
static. If trends
continue, there will be
as many snowshoers
as Nordic skiers before
2020. Trail
development and
promotion of the facility
must anticipate
changes in consumer needs and participant demographics. For example, growth
in snowshoeing is in the 45+ years demographic. This market segment prefers
groomed, relatively flat trails. The two activities have different participant
demographic profiles (see Section 5.1). High numbers of participants in both
activities are urbanites who rent equipment and utilize lessons and guides. These
mainly occasional participants often form large groups or use tour companies to
plan their outings. These participants seek a less rigorous experience than the
regular enthusiast. A range of trail types is required to meet market preferences.
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The Sunshine Coast age, education and affluence demographic profiles match
those of Nordic skiers nationally. Traditionally, snowshoeing has attracted a
younger cohort; however, recent growth in that activity is significantly among
persons aged 45-65.6 The combination of activities at Dakota Ridge will capture
Sunshine Coast residents at close to the combined national participation rate of
5.5%.7
Competing resorts offer activities that are focussed on families with young
children. Tubing, tobogganing and sleighing are offered at two market area
resorts. Equipment rentals and lessons for the very young are offered.
Travel time and distance from a recreation facility are important competitive
factors. Both affect convenience and cost of the outing. Shorter travel distances
are a competitive advantage in the day-use market. Where travel times or costs
are higher, a facility must cater to the over-night or extended stay market. There
must be sufficient length of trails to provide an experience that is worth an
extended stay. Hospitality and outdoor recreation service sectors must be
available and linked to the facility. Table 2.2 shows the travel time from market
area locations to Dakota Ridge and the four competing regional resorts.
Table 2.2: Round Trip Travel Time to SW BC Resorts
from Primary Market Area
Travelling Time
from Downtown
Vancouver

Ave. Travelling Time
From Surrey,
Langley, Richmond

Manning Park

5.5 hours

5.0 hours

16,000

Cypress Mountain

1.5 hours

2.0 hours

75,000

Lost Lake Park

3.25 hours

3.75 hours

9,500

Callaghan Country

3.5 hours

4.0 hours

42,000

Dakota Ridge

4.0 hours

4.5 hours

N/A

Resort

Number of Day
Passes Sold

Cypress Mountain has a competitive advantage over all other resorts for day use
traffic. Not surprisingly, Cypress Mountain accounts for more than half of day
pass sales among the competing resorts. Travel time to Dakota Ridge compares
favourably with Manning Park and the Whistler Area resorts. Dakota Ridge trips
have the added expense of ferry passage, a cost that is not offset by the reduced
driving distance to Dakota Ridge, compared to the Whistler resorts. The cost of
ferry passage is about 50% offset by the cost of travel to Manning Park. Manning
Park’s ability to attract 16,000 day users suggests that Dakota Ridge, with a
shorter travel time and slightly higher travel cost, can compete with other resorts
for the day-use market.
6
7

Based on interviews with resort managers.
5% will be used in market size calculations of the Sunshine Coast and Powell River Regional District.
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Distance from a destination is a factor in length of stay. Cypress Mountain does
not provide accommodation because it is primarily a day-trip facility. The other
resorts offer accommodation. Accessibility and cost factors suggest that Dakota
Ridge will attract day visitors from the GVA, but for many a stay of at least one
night will be preferred. In order to be competitive, Dakota Ridge must cater to
both markets. Dakota Ridge will continue to work with the Sunshine Coast
hospitality and outdoor recreation sectors to provide convenient holiday
packages and expected services.

2.3

Business Objectives
The three primary business objectives over the planning period are:
1. Decrease the operating loss as much as possible in order to reduce the
amount of taxation based support, while
2. offering an improved, affordable outdoor recreation experience to Sunshine
Coast residents and visitors, and
3. stimulating private sector economic benefits from the operation of Dakota
Ridge in the private sector.
In 2010-11, operating expenses totalled $149,715; revenue from operations
totalled $25,737, leaving a net operating loss of $123,981. Reducing the
operating loss will be achieved by limiting operating costs increases over the
business planning period to less than 20%, while increasing revenue by
250-400%.
Achieving the financial objectives will require capital improvements to the access
road and to the facility. Enhancements to the Dakota Ridge user experience will
increase use by Sunshine Coast residents and attract users from the identified
primary market. During the term of the business plan, improvements will warrant
a 20% increase in user fees rates.
In 2010-11, private sector revenue derived from business generated by Dakota
Ridge is estimated at $35,000.8 If market capture targets are met, that figure will
increase by a factor of ten. Increased benefits to the private sector will generate
wealth on the Sunshine Coast and eventually increases in property tax revenues.
Private sector participation is critical to achieving the financial objectives of this
business plan.

8

There is no data on number of non-resident users or of their spending. The spending estimate is based
250 visitors and the assumptions in footnote 2.
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OPERATIONS
Dakota Ridge is operated as a Regional District function that is managed by the
Parks and Recreation Department. The SCRD is responsible for maintaining
access, facility operations, capital improvements and marketing. Road
maintenance and snowploughing are performed under contracts. Volunteers
provide grooming, fees collection and hospitality services. The operation of
Dakota Ridge depends on volunteers. That dependency will not change over the
term of the business plan, except that fees will be collected on weekends and
peak holiday seasons by a paid person beginning in year three of the plan. The
private sector provides user services such as equipment rentals and sales,
lessons and transportation. Successful business management of Dakota Ridge
requires that the three operational components—SCRD, volunteers and private
sector—be managed as a system. The provision of services and the generation
of revenue depend on integrating volunteers and the private sector in the
SCRD’s operation of the facility.
There is a Volunteer Manual in the Dakota Ridge Operation Manual. It will be
reviewed annually. Volunteer orientation will include consistency in performance
of duties, especially in the collection of user fees. Light-handed supervision of
volunteers is required to ensure an optimal user experience. Supervision would
best be from within the volunteer contingent, with supervising volunteers
designated. Volunteers will continue to receive season’s passes and an annual
volunteer appreciation event will be held.
As business at Dakota Ridge grows, there will be increased integration of SCRD
operations and private sector delivery of services. To aid this integration, service
agreements with private sector operators will be formed. The SCRD has the right
to control private sector access to Dakota Ridge. Guidelines for granting access
will be developed. The business plan calls for mutual discounts provided by
SCRD and Alpha Adventures on a combined shuttle and day pass fee. SCRD will
sign a letter of agreement with Alpha Adventures that stipulates conditions of that
arrangement.

3.1

Facility Operations
Operations are almost all related to customer service. The operation of the facility
must balance customer satisfaction with cost effectiveness.

3.1.1

Operational Communications
Regularly up-dated information on trail and road conditions will provide a service
to facility users and reduce costs of grooming and snow ploughing. The
communications system employed in 2010-2011 used websites and radio reports
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to communicate conditions reports to the public. That system will be enhanced
beginning in 2011-2012. Regular reporting will include:
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

trail conditions to groomers to assist the new grooming as needed protocol
trail conditions to Alpha Adventures and the public
road conditions to the public and volunteers
road conditions to the snowploughing contractor
parking availability in the main parking lot
weather conditions at the facility
emergency and safety issues

Timely reporting will enable a more as needed grooming regime, which may
reduce costs and make grooming more timely. The public will view up-to-date
information reporting as a service. Better information will increase the number of
users because of decreased uncertainty about road and trail conditions. Users
will be more inclined to use the shuttle service if they know road conditions are
poor, especially with improvements to the shuttle service described in Section
4.1.2.
Due to the time involved in travel, it is impractical to have daily routine excursions
to the facility for purposes of reporting only. Therefore, a protocol will be
developed in which reporting is made each time a staff person, contractor,
volunteer or tour operator visits the facility. Communication will be either by cell
phone or portable radios. On days when no reports are given, a Dakota Ridge
Facebook page will be reviewed to get latest reports from users. Communication
points will be:
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Sunshine Coast Cable TV, others City TV, CBC, CTV
CKAY radio, Mountain FM
coastreporter.net
suncoastcentral.com
dakotaridge.ca
bigpacific.com
Facebook page
signboard located as close to the junction of Hwy 101 and Field Road as
possible

A signboard showing road and trail conditions will be installed on SCRD property
adjacent to Field Road. Conditions will be up-dated regularly by SCRD staff.
3.1.2

Trail Grooming
Grooming equipment is currently adequate for the task and there are sufficient
volunteer groomers to maintain trails in satisfactory condition. Expansion of the
Nordic trails system (Scenario Two) will require the purchase of additional
grooming equipment.
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The quality of trail grooming is a
most important aspect of the
customer’s experience. Trail
grooming quality at Dakota
Ridge will match the standards
of commercial competitors. The
volunteers who do the
grooming have the experience
and skills to meet that goal.
In 2010-11, grooming was
performed according to a
schedule. On Tuesdays, two
SCRD employees groomed
trails. On Fridays, one SCRD employee and a volunteer groomed trails.
Volunteers groomed trails on weekends. There is an opportunity to reduce the
cost of grooming and save volunteer hours by grooming on a needs basis. In
order to minimize grooming costs and improve visitor experience, the following
protocols will be followed.
1. If grooming is scheduled, but not needed, grooming will not occur.
2. Less used trails will not be groomed on every scheduled occasion.
3. Flexibility that allows trails to be groomed without delay after snowfalls is
desirable. Staff and volunteers will be consulted on how to achieve the
desired flexibility.
4. Reductions in grooming will aim first to reduce SCRD employee time,
because volunteer grooming costs much less.
5. The communications protocol outlined in Section 3.1.1 will be used to
communicate when grooming is needed.
3.1.3

Hosting and Fees Collection
Hosts provide hospitality, information and collect user fees. These roles are aptly
defined in the Dakota Ridge Volunteer Manual. Volunteers are given an annual
orientation meeting prior to the active season.
In order to provide consistent services, the 2011-12 season will introduce Lead
Hosts. Their responsibility will be to ensure hosts are present as scheduled and
hosting roles are performed consistently.
Improvements will be made to how fees are collected. Hosts estimate that as
many as 25% of skiers and snowshoers do not pay fees. Fees are not collected
for using the sliding area or for other uses. The following changes will be made in
how fees are collected.
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1. A single point of fees collection, that cannot be by-passed, will be created.
2. One host will assigned to fees collection on Saturday and Sunday.
3. There will be a $5/car fee for sliding or any other use of the facility, for those
who do not have trail passes.
4. A sign at the entrance to the facility will list fees and explain what they are
used for.
Beginning in year three of the planning term, fees will be collected by a paid
person on Saturday and Sunday and during peak holiday periods.
3.1.4

Access to Facility
The unfinished quality of the Forest Service Road that provides access to Dakota
Ridge significantly limits use of the facility. A combination of steepness of grade,
narrow road width, and unfinished sections make portions of it risky or
impassable by two-wheel vehicles under some weather conditions. At times,
travel to the facility is a challenge even for 4-wheel vehicles without chains.
The estimated cost of up-grading the access road to a 2-wheel drive standard9 is
$1.2 million. During the business planning period, funding from external sources
will be sought. However, the business plan presumes no major up-grades will
occur during the planning period. Road improvement plans with budgets of
$120,000 and $200,000 are in Appendix B.
Adequate parking is a feature of access. Improvements to the upper parking lot
will be made before the 2011-2012 season (Appendix B).
An alternative way to deal with access difficulty is to make use of the private
shuttle service more attractive. If patrons use the shuttle, then road
improvements are not as immediately necessary to increase user numbers.
Section 4.1.2 contains a plan to develop a marshalling area from which the
shuttle departs at kilometre 3.8 of the Forest Service Road. Shuttling from that
point will decrease the cost of shuttle service and permit four round trips per day
instead of two.

3.1.5

Risk Assessment
Winter outdoor recreation participation correlates with the amount of snowfall and
the quality of winter weather. It is impossible to predict weather. Revenue
volatility due to weather is incorporated in financial forecasts by using
user/revenue predictions based on industry averages over the period 2005-2010.
Revenue from season’s passes and youth programs is relatively immune from

9

Under certain conditions no mountain road is passable by 2-wheel drive vehicles.
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seasonal variations. The capture rate of the GVA market is most affected by the
quality of snow and weather. In years when snowfall is low, the cost of
snowploughing and trail grooming will be reduced. These represent
approximately 65% of annual operating costs. Business managers will make
decisions on operations spending based on the flow of revenue the services
generate.
There is the risk of a catastrophic road event that prevents access to the facility.
If such an event occurs, business managers must decide if the road be repaired
immediately. It is recommended that a contingency fund for repairing the road be
established. Improvements to the road (Appendix B) are the highest priority for
capital spending, because they will help to protect investments already made.
The private sector provides some of the marketing of Dakota Ridge and most
essential client services. Growth in revenue from the operation will be largely
driven by the private sector. Currently, a single tourism operator provides shuttle
and equipment rental services. Provision of shuttle and rental equipment
services requires a large investment. A full return on that investment takes
several years. Therefore, it is not probable that a second commercial operation
targeted on Dakota Ridge opportunities is likely to emerge. To avoid risk of the
loss of essential services, the SCRD will work cooperatively in a business
partnership with Alpha Adventures, understanding that the success of the facility
and Alpha Adventure’s related business depend on an integrated operations
model. The SCRD will form a written agreement that specifies the operational
roles of Alpha Adventures and their integration with SCRD operational
procedures before the start of the 2011-12 season. The agreement will not give
sole or special permission to Alpha Adventures and business practices will
encourage other private service providers to benefit from Dakota Ridge.
Operational expense forecasts are fairly certain because they are based on
experience and they are controllable. The most volatile and uncontrollable costs
are for snowploughing and trails grooming. Both of these costs go up in high
volume snow years. Facility use and revenue increase in high volume snow
years. Ploughing and grooming expenses will be managed by reducing them
during poor seasons and following protocols in Section 3.1.2.
Revenue forecasts are based on sound knowledge of market size to which a
market capture rate is applied. The financial management plan (Section 7) is
predicated on two scenarios.
Scenario One:

5-8 kilometres of non-groomed snowshoe trail added, no
additional Nordic trails constructed; 1% of GVA market
captured, 60% of Sunshine Coast market captured
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Scenario Two:

5-8 kilometres of non-groomed snowshoe trail blazed, 8-10
kilometres of Nordic trails constructed, 3-5 kilometres of
groomed snowshoe trail constructed; 2% of GVA market
captured, 75% of Sunshine Coast market captured

Achieving the projected market capture rates by the end of the business planning
period is predicated on completion of improvements to the FSR, the addition of
trails and implementation of the marketing plan. Based on analysis of competitive
factors (Section 5.3), forecast capture rates are reasonable. Revenues are
forecast to increase at steady rates each year of the plan. Managers will adjust
revenue expectations annually, based on performance the previous year.
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PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
Dakota Ridge offers an excellent winter recreation experience. The relatively
short length of trails and difficulty of access are the primary limiters of use.
Increasing trail length and improving access to Dakota Ridge are required in
order to achieve revenue projections. In addition, investment in expanding the
sliding area is warranted by high use in 2010-2011.
Product development will be directed to:
1. improvements to the access road
2. development of a marshalling area at kilometre 3.8
3. the addition of 8-10 kilometres of Nordic trails, 3-5 kilometres of groomed
snowshoe trail and 5-8 kilometres of snowshoe trails (not groomed)
4. expansion of the sliding area
5. creating a layout between the parking lot and facility that channels all users
past a single point
6. addition of signs that post road and trail conditions, right-of-way signs on the
access road, directional/trail name signs and interpretive signs along trails.
7. improvements to and expansion of the upper parking lot from 50 to 75 cars
The above product developments are the priorities. Additional product
development goals have been identified.
8. small warming hut and single toilet at the back end of the expanded trail
system
9. replacement of the quonset warming hut with a log-construction building
Items 8 and 9 will not be added during the business planning period unless
external supplemental funding can be obtained.

4.1

Improvements to Access
A budget of $120,000 has been allocated to improving access to Dakota Ridge.
The capital plan includes improvements to the FSR, expansion of the upper
parking lot and construction of a marshalling area at kilometre 3.8 on the FSR.
There are two budgets for this work. One is for $120,000. The second is for
$200,000 and is predicated on leveraging the committed $120,000 with grant
funding.
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Forest Service Road Improvements
The unfinished state of the access road to Dakota Ridge is the biggest limitation
on sales growth. An investment in road improvement of $353,000 was made in
2008. It is estimated that the cost to bring the FSR to a 6-metre wide, properly
surfaced right-of-way is $1.2 million.
The improvements identified in the Access Improvement Plan (Appendix B) are
priorities for road user safety and for protecting the built right-of-way. Prior to the
2011-2012 season, $27,600 will be spend on road improvements. Efforts will be
made to obtain an additional $80,000 for additional improvements described in
Appendix C. The SCRD will continue to source additional funding for road
improvements during the business planning period. The SCRD road
improvement program is conditional on sales of timber by BC Timber Sales. It is
expected that improvements described in the Access Improvement Plan would
be made by the successful bidder.

4.1.2

Marshalling Area At Km 3.8
Improvements to the road will occur over a long period of time. In the meantime,
carrying more users in the commercial shuttle mitigates the problem of vehicle
access. Reduced wear and tear on the road surface is an additional benefit.
In order to increase shuttle use, a marshalling area at kilometre 3.8 will be built. It
is located at an elevation that is near where winter driving conditions prevail most
of the winter season. It is normally accessible by 2-wheel drive vehicles. The
location is clear of trees and large enough to accommodate 50 vehicles. Site
preparation costing $26,155 is required. No fee will be charged for using the
marshalling area.
The shuttle will operate from the marshalling area, instead of from the bottom of
Field Road. The shorter shuttle round trip time will allow a reduction in the shuttle
fee and the addition of trips. Currently, Alpha Adventures provides shuttle service
twice daily from its store at the bottom of Field Road. The cost per person is
$19.00. Alpha Adventures will lower the shuttle cost to $14.00 and increase the
number of trips to four. The increase in trips will be tested on weekends and
during the peak holiday season in December 2011. The more frequent schedule
will be extended to week days as increasing use justifies the expense. The
SCRD will offer a $2.00 discount on day passes to patrons who use the shuttle.
The lower cost of using the shuttle and the greater convenience of additional trips
will increase its use. Fewer private vehicles on the road will result in less wear on
the road. The number of instances of the road being blocked by vehicles will be
reduced. Safety will be increased. At the reduced shuttle and day pass charges,
the cost per person to ski at Dakota Ridge is $22.00; a price point that is
competitive with the other products in south-western BC (see Section 5).
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4.1.3

Improvements To Upper Parking Lot
Under Scenario Two, projected visits to Dakota Ridge by the end of the business
planning period are 7500 per season. If 80% of those visits occur on weekends
and there are 20 weekends in a season, then 300 visits per weekend are
expected, or 150 visits per weekend day. Presuming an average of 2 persons per
vehicle, yields a need for parking for 75 vehicles is required on an average
weekend day.
The marshalling area will hold 50 vehicles, but it is unlikely that more than 20
vehicles would ordinarily be parked there. Shuttle service can accommodate only
30 persons, which translates into roughly 15 vehicles.
These estimates indicate that on average 60 cars will park at the facility on a
weekend day. Therefore, by the year five of the planning period, parking space
for a minimum 60 cars at the facility is required. Seventy-five spaces are required
to accommodate peak use. Alternatively, a higher capacity shuttle service is
required.
The upper parking lot will be expanded to hold 50 vehicles in year one. The cost
of expansion and environmental safeguards is estimated at $51,245. Additional
increases to the parking lot capacity will be considered annually as visitor
numbers increase. The leveraged Access Improvement Plan (Appendix B) adds
20 additional parking spots in the upper parking lot for a total of 70 spots.

4.2

Addition of Trails
Currently, there are 15 kilometres of Nordic skiing trails and 8 kilometres of
snowshoe trails. The configuration of the Nordic trails requires a skier to do
numerous inner loops in order to ski the full distance. The snowshoe trails do not
form circuits, requiring the user to return by the same path or via a Nordic trail.
In order to attract users, especially destination users,10 a facility needs to offer
enough trails to provide two-days of skiing over different terrain. Length of trails is
a critical competitive feature. Table 4.2 shows the length of trails at the region’s
competing facilities.

10

A destination user is a non-resident who comes to the Sunshine Coast expressly to use the facility or as a
central part of a larger vacation.
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Table 4.2: Trail Length at Competing Facilities
Facility

Nordic Trails (km)

Snowshoe Trails (km)

Manning Park Resort

30

120

Cypress Mountain

19

10

Lost Lake Park

32

10

Callaghan Country

95

unlimited off-trail

Dakota Ridge

15

8

Cypress Mountain has the shortest trail system. It serves mainly an urban daymarket. Facilities further from markets have longer trail systems in order to attract
destination users. Travel time from the GVA to Dakota Ridge is higher than for
travel to Lost Lake Park and Callaghan Country and less than for travel time to
Manning Park Resort. The three destination resorts have a minimum 30
kilometres of trail. Trail configuration also needs to be considered. The existing
15 kilometres of trail at Dakota Ridge are tightly nested and require skiing over
the same terrain in order to accumulate 15 kilometres of skiing. In order to
provide a two-day ski experience over different terrain, a minimum 8-10
kilometres of new trails are required. Existing trails are designed to a high-calibre
competitive level. New trails will be designed for the recreational skier.
Additions to Nordic trails of 8-10 kilometres will increase Dakota Ridge Nordic
trail length to 23-25 kilometres. That length will increase the competitiveness of
Dakota Ridge to attract day and multi-day skiers from the GVA. Resident
season’s pass and day-pass sales will also increase as more skiing is added.
Expansion of snowshoeing opportunities does not require new trail construction.
Manning Park Resort and Callaghan Country offer a more authentic
snowshoeing experience on ungroomed terrain. An addition of 3-5 kilometres of
groomed snowshoe trail will be added to appeal to the soft recreation market and
to create a trail circuit. A ten-kilometre circuit of additional trail will be marked, but
not groomed.

4.4

Expansion of Sliding Area
Volunteers report that in 2010-11 the number people using the sliding area was
equal to the number there to ski or snowshoe. The sliding market on the
Sunshine Coast is large because snow falls mainly at higher elevation, hence,
there are few places to go except a high elevation, developed site. Sliders are an
important source of revenue and this activity has significant growth potential.
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The sliding area will be enlarged in year two of the planning period at a cost of
$15,000. The introduction of a per vehicle sliding fee of $5.00 per car will
generate $5,000 annually beginning in year one.

4.5

Channeling Patrons at Entrance
It is possible to access the trails and sliding area via the upper parking lot without
passing through the fee collection area. There are two exits. Closing them will
make collecting fees easier for volunteers and lost revenue will be captured. As
many as 25% of Dakota Ridge users in 2010-11 did not pay a fee. Costs for
closing exits is included in the upper parking lot expansion and improvement
costs.

4.6

Signs
Signs are functional parts of product delivery, business management and
marketing. They function to:
1. inform the public about road and facility conditions
2. provide directions and rules of use
3. increase revenue collection
4. create a higher sense of value: commercial place making
The reputation of the access road as generally impassable is a deterrent to
sales. A second deterring perception is that the Sunshine Coast does not have a
winter sport capability. Over-coming those perceptions is part of the marketing
plan. Signs play an important role.
A road and trails conditions conditions notice board will be erected at the nearest
point to the junction of Field Road and Hwy 101 as possible. It will indicate the
day of the week information was posted and describe the condition of the road
and trails. Road designations will be familiar—bare, bare with slippery sections,
snow covered - and indicate if chains are required. Trail conditions—fresh snow,
kilometres of Nordic and snowshoe trails groomed—will be listed. It may not be
possible to update this information daily, but the new communications system will
make it possible to update information 4-5 days a week.
Directional signage will be improved. There are standard, blue facility pointers on
Hwy 101 near Field Road. The conditions notice board will show the distance to
the facility and to the new marshalling area at kilometre 3.8. There will be a sign
identifying the marshalling area and shuttle service lower terminus. This sign will
also show the remaining distance to the facility. The chains required sign will be
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moved from its location near kilometre 9 to the marshalling area. Existing
directional/distance signs will be cleared of encroaching plant growth. Signs will
be replaced that do not conform to a common style. In the approximately 4kilometre section below the facility where the road is only 5 metres wide, signs
indicating that the uphill vehicle has the right-of-way will be installed in year two.
A sign will be installed in the parking lot that shows the fees for skiing,
snowshoeing and sliding/other uses. Below the fees the sign will say: Please
place fees in the honour box located beside the warming hut. Your fees are used
to plough the road and maintain the facility. Thank you.
The notice board and other signs will increase the sense that Dakota Ridge is a
service-providing facility worth the value of fees charged. Sense of place and
value is increased if trails are given names and identified by them. Therefore,
trails will be named and signed in year two.

4.7

Warming Huts
Following trail expansion, a
back end warming hut would
add to product value. A
destination is created and a
service is added. The back
end hut is not part of the
product development plan
during the business planning
period. However, if a funding
opportunity or volunteer effort
makes building affordable, the
hut will be added before the
end of the business planning
period.
Construction of an attractive, place-fitting warming structure at the trail head is a
desirable long term goal. User numbers would have to at least reach business
plan projections before the investment was made. A new, more comfortable
building would raise product value, increasingly slightly the number of users and
justifying an increase in user fees. An attractive building would increase the
market for events hosting. Another condition that would justify a new warming
structure is the use of the existing quonset hut for other revenue earning
purposes, such as user lockers to store equipment or an equipment rental outlet.
Construction of a new warming structure is not part of this business plan.
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4.8

Capital Investment Plan
Capital investment to date in the Dakota Ridge operation is listed below.
1.
2.
3.
4.

access road:
trails and parking lot construction
buildings
grooming equipment
Total

$ 353,025
$ 121,391
$ 100,000
$ 220,000
$ 794,416

Table 4.8 lists the capital requirements over the period 2011-2016.
Table 4.8: Capital Disbursements
Amount
($)

Year of
Expense

27,600
or
107,600*

2012

1. safety
2. protect investment
3. increase revenue

capital funds
24,400
grants 80,000

2. upper parking
lot

51,245

2012

1. increased capacity required
2. environmental protection

capital funds
51,245

3. marshalling
area

26,155

2012

1.safety
2. decrease traffic on access
road
3. increase product value

capital funds
26,155

1-3 contingency
reserve

15,000

sliding area

15,000

2012

1. safety
2. increase revenue

tax 15,000

trail expansion

50,000

2012

1. increase revenue

tax 30,000
grants 20,000

grooming
equipment

80,000

2012 or
2014**

1. equipment replacement
2. trail expansion

tax or loan
50,000
grant 30,000

Capital Item

1. access road

Total

Justification

Source of
Funding

capital funds
15,000

$265,00
0 or
$345,00
0

* $24,400 will be spent on road improvements even if additional grant funding is not
procured
** Trails expanded 2012 or trails not expanded
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SCRD capital investment sources:
amenity fund
grants access
grants trail expansion
grants grooming equipment
tax or loan

$ 120,000
$ 80,000
$ 20,000
$ 30,000
$ 95,000

Total

$ 345,000

A capital fund of $120,000 has been allocated to improving access to Dakota
Ridge. That fund will be used to leverage an additional $80,000. The access
improvement plan (Appendix B) has schedules of improvements for $120,000
and $200,000.
The capital investment plan presumes receipt of grants for road surface
improvements ($80,000), trails expansion ($20,000) and grooming equipment
($30,000). There are no guarantees that grant funding will be obtained.
Access improvements include the road, upper parking lot and marshalling area at
kilometre 3.8.
The unfinished condition of the forest service road that accesses Dakota Ridge is
a significant limitation on use. Improvements to access will increase use and
revenue. Increased road safety is a priority. Over $350,000 has been invested in
improvements to the access road. Improvements to drainage and to the road
surface are needed to prevent roadway deterioration.
The upper parking lot requires surface materials and drainage engineering in
order to maintain its current capacity of 50 vehicles and to avoid environment
degradation due to poor drainage.
A marshalling area at kilometre 3.8 will provide additional parking for car pools
and permit the shuttle service to operate more cheaply and more frequently. It is
an important substitute to improving the road and will enable users to get the
facility when driving conditions are difficult.
The estimate to bring the entire 13 kilometres of road way to a 6 metre-wide,
properly ballasted and surfaced, appropriately drained surface is $1.2 million.
The SCRD has allocated $120,000 of an amenity fund to capital improvements at
Dakota Ridge. The access improvement plan (Appendix B) directs these funds
as listed in Table 4.8. The intention is to source grant funding to augment the
$120,000 in amenities fund. The access improvement plan contains
improvements at $120,000 and $200,000 funding levels (when 15% contingency
is added to the amounts provided by the road engineering consultant).
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If road improvements grants are not procured, then funding for road
improvements is limited to the amenity fund ($120,000).
Sliding Area
The sliding area attracts many users. In year one, a charge of $5.00 per vehicle
for its use will be introduced. The sliding area requires safety improvements.
Additionally, in order to provide value for the introduced cost, a modest
expansion of the sliding area is planned. The estimated cost is $15,000. It is
expected that revenue from sliding will be $5000 annually, if improvements are
made.
This investment is the lowest priority and is contingent on other capital
improvements being completed.
Trail Expansion
Expansion of Nordic trails will increase use of the facility for reasons described in
Section 4.2. Eight to ten kilometres of Nordic trails will be built at a cost of
$40,000. Three to five kilometres of snowshoe trail (groomed) will be laid out and
10 kilometres of snowshoe trail (not groomed) will be laid out at a cost of
$10,000. Total trail expansion cost is $50,000.
If trail expansion grants are not procured, then the SCRD will allocate $50,000
from taxes to expand trails. The return on investment for trails expansion is
estimated at four years, based on revenue projections. Once paid for, increased
annual revenue from trail expansion is estimated at $32,000 annually.
Grooming Equipment
The Piston Bully requires replacement no later than year three of the planning
period. It was used when purchased and will have increasing mechanical failures
and decreasing dependability. A second used machine will be purchased at an
estimated cost of $80,000. The replacement machine is required under both
Scenario One (no trail expansion) and Scenario Two (trails expanded). The
machine currently in use will serve as a back up and supplement to a
replacement machine.
If grants for replacement grooming equipment are not procured, then SCRD will
allocate $80,000 from taxation. Replacement of the machine in use is
unavoidable.
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5.

MARKET ANALYSIS
Market analysis is the starting point of business planning. It performs two primary
functions.
1. Estimate of Market Size
A market size estimate is the basis for sales and revenue projections. While it is
usually relatively simple to estimate costs, revenue forecasts are justified
guesses during the start-up and early years of an enterprise. There are two
methods for estimating market size. The most accurate method is a market
survey conducted by a marketing firm in the target market area. This method is
expensive and is not used in this business plan.
The second method is to use industry statistics to estimate total market size in
the target market area and then estimate the percent of that total market that the
enterprise will capture. The capture rate selected is based on a competition
analysis and judgements related to product quality and the needs of the
marketplace. Due to the uncertainty of market capture estimates, all assumptions
made in forming the estimate must be clear and repeatable. Financial forecasts,
which are based on capture rate predictions, are reviewed regularly by the
business manager as actual sales results are recorded.
2. Identification of Market Demographics
Market demographic analysis identifies the age, gender, affluence and education
of the market for a product. This information is used in market capture rate
estimates, product design and in directing a marketing campaign to the
population most likely to purchase the product.

5.1

Participation Rates and Market Profile
The participation rate is a measure of market size: it is the percentage of
individuals in a population that participate in a specific activity at least once a
year. Participation rates are used to estimate total market size. Trends in
participation reveal if a market is growing, static or shrinking.
Nordic skiing and snowshoeing are analysed separately, because 1) they have
different market demographics and 2) they use separate trails. Development of
additional trails is based on separate assessments of market size for these two
activities.
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5.1.1

Nordic Skiing
The national participation rate for Nordic Skiing in Canada is 3.7%.11 No separate
figure for BC was found, but BC user data (Table 5.2a) indicate BC is close to the
national average. Data in Table 5.1.1 shows estimates of the number of
Canadians who Nordic skied at least once in the year shown.
Table 5.1: Number of Nordic Skiers in Canada (000s)12
2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

1,391

1,385

1,455

1,489

1,226

1,683

1,007

Winter sport participation is volatile due to variations in the quality of snow
conditions from year to year. A sharp change in participation year-to-year does
not signal a radical market-size change. However, the trend across the sevenyear period is an average annual decline of 0.4%. The Canadian participation
rate for most outdoor activities is static or declining slightly.
Condensed profile of the Canadian Nordic skier: 13
!

Approximately 70% of visits to Nordic resorts are by people over the age of
34; approximately 60% are by people aged 35-64; approximately 14% are
by seniors.

!

60% of ski visits are by women.

!

Roughly half of visitors reported annual incomes over $75,000; persons with
household incomes under $50,000 contributed 15% of visits.

!

The percentage of visitors with university degrees (34%) is nearly double
that of the population of BC.

U.S. participation trend data are more thorough than Canadian data and indicate
similar trends. Demographic data on the U.S. market are also consistent with
data from Canada and British Columbia. Similar trends across the North
American market indicate either macro-demographic or socio-cultural change
factors, i.e. long term trends. The U.S. Outdoor Industry Foundation reports
slightly declining participation in most outdoor athletic activities.
!

The U.S. Outdoor Industry Foundation reports Nordic ski participation as flat
between 1998 and 2009.

11

Canadian Ski Council, 2009-2010 Canadian Skier and Snowboarder Facts and Stats, September 2010
Canadian Ski Council, September 2010
13
Canadian Ski Council, September 2010
12
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!

The average number of ski outings per year is five.

!

The typical Nordic skier is between 35 and 54 years old, has a college
degree and lives in household with average earnings above $100K per
year.

!

About 60% of skiers are female and female participation in all outdoor
activities falls off with age at a slower rate than for males.

!

First time participation in 2009 was 7.6% for Nordic skiing.

The U.S. data corroborate Canadian surveys to indicate that the number of
Nordic skiers should not be expected to increase. Participation will vary highly
from year to year. At present, in the U.S. there are sufficient new skiers to
balance the loss of exiting participants.
Four resorts in south-western BC offer Nordic skiing and snowshoeing - Manning
Park Resort, Lost Lake Park, Callaghan Country and Cypress Mountain. These
resorts report a static trend in Nordic skiing over the last decade.
5.1.2

Snowshoeing
There are almost no data on snowshoeing participation rates in Canada.
Recreational snowshoeing is a recent trend, hence there are no industry
associations that track participation.
Data from the United States indicate
that snowshoeing is one of the few
winter outdoor activities with
increasing participation rates,
approximately 5% annually over the
past decade.14 U.S. data reveal that
snowshoers tend to be younger than
Nordic skiers, with over half of
participants younger than 35 years.
More males snowshoe than females.
First time participation in 2009 was
16.7%, a very high recruitment rate.
The four south-western BC resorts that offer snowshoeing report that
snowshoeing day pass sales are increasing at a rate of 3-5% annually. They
report anecdotally that snowshoers are generally younger than Nordic skiers and
that snowshoers take fewer outings each season than Nordic skiers. Recently,

14

Outdoor Industry Association
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growth in the activity is observed to be significant in older demographics (45+) as
mature adults seek less rigorous recreation activities.15
Two components of the snowshoeing market must be accommodated. One-time
and occasional participants make up as much as half of outings. Snowshoeing is
a novelty activity for many. Although many do not repeat the experience, there is
a large market in the GVA for one-time and occasional outings. This component
generally rents equipment, is more likely to make use of a guide and take
lessons, and is attracted by groomed trails and scenic surroundings.
Regular participants make up the second component. This group generally owns
equipment and often seeks fresh snow and ungroomed trails. Enthusiasts take
five or more outings per season and season’s pass holders are usually in this
group.
South-western BC resorts mainly cater to groomed trail users. This is largely the
novelty snowshoe market. Dakota Ridge will continue to cater to this market
segment by offering a groomed trail experience. There is a market for off-trail
snowshoeing that is not being fully exploited. Dakota Ridge will capture a portion
of this market by marking routes that are not groomed.

5.2

Market Size Estimates
The primary markets for Dakota Ridge are the Sunshine Coast Regional District,
the Greater Vancouver Area (GVA) and Powell River Regional District. In this
section an estimate is made of the maximum market sizes in terms of number of
day passes and seasons tickets sold annually. Revenue projections over the 5year business planning period are derived from these market size estimates.
Table 5.2a shows the number of the Nordic day passes sold in BC for the last
four seasons.
Table 5.2a: Nordic Ski Day Pass Sales in British Columbia16
2007-08

2008-09

2009-10*

2010-11

191,681

178,562

149,429

191,405

* The Winter Olympic year had reduced visits due to venue closures.

The data is from 10 resorts, including the four in south-western BC which Dakota
Ridge competes with for GVA skiers. Market size is not increasing, which is
consistent with North American trends. Unfortunately, not all resorts report each

15

Snowshoeing at regional resorts is usually on well-beaten trails where the activity has no more physical
demand than hiking.
16
Canada West Ski Areas Association
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year. BC Nordic ski visits are higher than shown by 20,000 to 40,000 skier-days;
in the range of 210,000 to 230,000 annually.
5.2.1

Greater Vancouver Area
The primary tourist market for Dakota Ridge is the Greater Vancouver Area. This
market is currently being captured by four resorts: Manning Park Resort, Lost
Lake Park, Callaghan Country and Cypress Mountain. The Dakota Ridge 2009
Business Plan Up-date estimates the number of day visits annually at Manning
Park, Lost Lake Park and Cypress Mountain at 109,715. These numbers include
Nordic skiing, snowshoeing and tubing.
Results of direct inquiries to these resorts yielded the data in Table 5.2b.
Table 5.2b: Skier Day-visits and Seasons Passes at Regional Venues: 201011
Manning
Park

day-passes
season’s

17

pass

Lost Lake
Park

Callaghan
Country*

Cypress
Mountain

Market
Size

10,000

7,500

38,000

35,000

90,500

212

328

1,100

1,100

2,856

* Callaghan Country and the Olympic Winter Park were a combined operation.

Roughly 40% of Nordic skier-days in BC occur at the four south-western BC
resorts. Visits to Dakota Ridge are not included because they will be dealt with as
originating in a separate, local market.
All venues report static market sizes, except Callaghan Country, which recorded
large increases since the Olympic Winter Park merged with it two years ago.18
Outings at the other three resorts did not decline while Callaghan Country
outings rose. The appeal of skiing at an Olympic facility has at least temporarily
increased participation.
Direct inquiries yielded the data for snowshoeing visits in Table 5.2c.
Table 5.2c: Snowshoer Day-visits and Seasons Passes at Regional Venues:
2010-11

day-passes
season’s pass

Manning
Park

Lost Lake
Park

Callaghan
Country*

6,000

2,000

4,000

40,000

52,000

128

88

22

900

1,138

17

Cypress
Mountain

Market
Size

Season’s passes permit skiing and snowshoeing, so they are divided between the two sport using the
day-pass ratios between the two activities, except at Callaghan country, where they are sold separately.
18
Callaghan Country and the Olympic Winter Park severed their relationship in September 2011.
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Tables 5.2b and 5.2c combined yield estimates of the total market size for Nordic
skiing and snowshoeing in south-western BC. Total day visits for both activities
are 142,500.
5.2.2

Sunshine Coast
The Sunshine Coast is not just a market for Dakota Ridge. It is the constituency
that pays for its operation via taxes and enjoys it as a public recreation facility.
However, for market analysis and revenue projections, the Sunshine Coast is
treated as a market area.
Nationally, 3.7% of Canadians are Nordic skiers, with BC aligning with the
national average. There is no estimate for snowshoeing. Based on the number of
visits in the regional market, a snowshoeing participation rate of 2% will be used.
Many persons participate in both activities. The Nordic skier demographic
profile—35 year+, affluent, educated—matches the Sunshine Coast profile. That
suggests that a reasonable potential participation rate is the national average of
3.7%. The younger snowshoer demographic suggests Sunshine Coast
participation should be estimated below the national average. Our estimate of the
maximum participation rate for skiing and snowshoeing on the Sunshine Coast is
5% of the population, or roughly 1500 individuals.
The Dakota Ridge 2010-2011 Season Summary lists 3000 paid day passes. It is
not known how many individuals contributed to those visits. Using the North
American average of five outings per year yields an estimated 600 individual
skiers and snowshoers. In addition, 138 seasons passes were sold. Based on
these figures, we estimate that roughly 738 Sunshine Coast adults are currently
paying for passes at Dakota Ridge.19

5.2.3

Powell River Regional District
Powell River Regional District does not have a winter recreation facility. The
Knuckleheads winter recreation area is a difficult to reach, backcountry
experience that appeals mainly to advanced and expert enthusiasts. Residents of
Powell River use Mount Washington on Vancouver Island for winter recreation.
The travel time from the City of Powell River to Dakota Ridge (2.5 hours) is
longer than to Mount Washington (2.0 hours). However, the cost for ferry travel to
Vancouver Island is double (approximately $120) the cost of ferry travel between
Saltery Bay and Earls Cove.
Rough estimates of the size of the Nordic skiing and snowshoeing market in
PRRD were provided by Tourism Powell River and active members of the winter

19

Individuals who use the trails but do not pay are not included. In Table 5.3, capture rate of paid visits
includes collecting from all users.
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outdoor community. The number of individuals who commonly Nordic ski or
snowshoe is estimated at 1000.

5.3

Competition Analysis
The primary markets for Dakota Ridge are the Sunshine Coast, Powell River
Regional District and the Greater Vancouver Area. The convenience to Sunshine
Coast residents of a local facility is great enough to out-weigh other factors.
Provided the facility is well-managed and the Forest Service Road is maintained,
Sunshine Coast winter outdoor recreationists will use the facility regularly.
Dakota Ridge will compete with Mount Washington for Power River Regional
District skiers and snowshoers. That region contributes less than 4% of projected
day pass sales. Travel time to Dakota Ridge is 30 minutes longer than to Mount
Washington, but travel cost to Mount Washington is approximately $60 more.
The cost of a Nordic day pass at Mt. Washington ($22) is $12 more than at
Dakota Ridge.
Dakota Ridge competes with Manning Park Resort, Cypress Mountain, Lost Lake
Resort and Callaghan Country for Nordic skiers and snowshoers in the primary
market area, the Greater Vancouver Area. This market has the greatest potential
to increase sales at Dakota Ridge. The remainder of the competition analysis is
for the GVA market.

5.3.1

Travel Time and Cost
Table 5.3.1: Round Trip Travel Time to SW BC Resorts from Primary Market
Area
Travelling Time
From Downtown
Vancouver

Ave. Travelling Time
From Surrey,
Langley, Richmond

Number of Day
Passes Sold

Manning Park

5.5 hours

5.0 hours

16,000

Cypress Mountain

1.5 hours

2.0 hours

75,000

Lost Lake Park

3.25 hours

3.75 hours

9,500

Callaghan Country

3.5 hours

4.0 hours

42,000

Dakota Ridge

4.0 hours

4.5 hours

N/A

Resort

Cypress Mountain has a competitive advantage over all other resorts for day use
traffic. Not surprisingly, Cypress Mountain accounts for more than half of day
pass sales among the competing resorts. Dakota Ridge compares favourably
with Manning Park and the Whistler Area resorts for travel time. Travel time 3045 minutes longer, but for many people travelling on a ferry will be more
attractive than driving the Sea to Ski Highway. Dakota Ridge trips have the
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added expense of ferry passage, a cost that is not offset by the reduced driving
distance to Dakota Ridge, compared to the Whistler resorts. The cost of ferry
passage is about 50% offset by the cost of travel to Manning Park. Manning
Park’s ability to attract 16,000 day users shows that there is a GVA market
segment willing to spend five hours in round trip travel to winter recreation. Travel
time to Dakota Ridge from the GVA is not a competitive disadvantage. The cost
of ferry passage is a small disadvantage. Given the relative travel time and costs
of travel, Dakota Ridge must offer an experience equal to its competitors.
Additional trails is the most important factor in achieving parity of experience.
5.3.2

Price Point
Dakota Ridge Nordic skiing day pass rates are roughly 50% of those charged by
competing resorts. The Dakota Ridge snowshoeing day pass rate is between
35% and 60% of competing rates. The seasons’s pass rate is about 33% of the
cost at competing resorts
Table 5.3.2 Prices at Competing Resorts (full adult fee)
Facility

Nordic Skiing
Day Pass ($)

Snowshoe
Day Pass ($)

Nordic
Season’s Pass($)

Manning Park

20

free*

300

Cypress Mountain

19

10

333

Lost Lake Park

20

Callaghan Country

20

12

320

Mount Washington

22

14

344

Dakota Ridge

10

5

99

8.50

280

* Manning Park does not groom snowshoe trails and there is unlimited terrain

Dakota Ridge is highly competitive with respect to price point. Price point
competition cannot be assessed without reference to quality of experience. In
fact, the low price point might send a signal that the facility does not offer an
experience equal to the competition.
5.3.3

Quality of Experience
Dakota Ridge compares favourably to the competition for length of season, snow
quality, natural aesthetics and uncrowded trails.
Dakota Ridge is at a competitive disadvantage with respect to access. The drive
up the Forest Service Road will discourage some potential users. Dakota Ridge
amenities—warming structures, toilets, near site hospitality—are a competitive
disadvantage. Dakota Ridge has roughly half the length of trails of competing
resorts, which decreases its appeal, especially in the GVA market.
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Dakota Ridge will take advantage of its competitive attributes by highlighting
them via marketing. In year two, additional trails will be built, which will eliminate
the most significant competitive disadvantage.
The addition of a warming hut at the back end of the extended trails system
would greatly increase the quality of the Dakota Ridge experience. Skiers and
snowshoers like to have a destination. They like to go somewhere, as opposed to
tromping around in the woods. The addition of a back end hut is not planned
during the business planning period, unless external funding can be found. The
addition of a few benches at locations with breathtaking vistas will add to the
experience of skiers. Vista benches will be added when new trails are built.
Interpretive signs will be placed at ecological points of interest along the trails
and at vista benches.
5.3.4 Competitiveness Evaluation and Price Point
The current day pass price gap between Dakota Ridge and competing resorts is
inappropriate, given the comparative quality of user experience. Dakota Ridge
would remain competitive in the local and GVA markets with a 20% increase for
Nordic skiing day and season’s passes. The Dakota Ridge snowshoeing rate is
low compared to four of five resorts, given the quality of experience. That rate
could also be increased by 20%
In order to meet the 2% capture rate in the GVA market—given the travel time
and cost—trail length at Dakota Ridge must be increased. Eight to ten kilometres
additional Nordic trails are required. The current groomed snowshoe trails need
additions in order to create a circuit. Approximately 8 kilometres of additional
snowshoe trails that are not groomed would attract the off-trail market and cost
little to install. These improvements will also increase use by Sunshine Coast and
Powell River residents.
The fees for Nordic skiing and snowshoeing will be increased by 20% the year
additional trails are completed.
A more aggressive fee increase schedule is warranted for Nordic skiing, given
the comparative quality of experience at Dakota Ridge compared to the
competition. An alternative fee schedule would increase day and season’s rate
by 20% in year one and by an additional 20% following trails expansion.20
An immediate 20% fee increase would increase revenue by $56,000 over the
business planning period, reducing the cumulative operating loss from $548,00 to
$492,000. In year five of the planning period, the operating loss would be
reduced to $87,000 (scenario one).

20

This recommendation was made by the Dakota Ridge Advisory Committee.
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An immediate 20% fee increase and an additional 20% following trails expansion
would increase revenue by $143,000, reducing the cumulative operating loss
from $483,000 to $340,000. In year five of the planning period, the operating
loss would be reduced to $24,000 (scenario two).
Dakota Ridge is operated as recreation service to Sunshine Coast residents.
Providing affordable winter recreation to Sunshine Coast families is a business
objective. Increases of 20% (scenario one)and 40% (scenario two) may have a
negative impact on the ability of some resident families to use Dakota Ridge.
The Board of Directors of the SCRD determines Dakota Ridge fees via by-laws.
The Board may wish to consider the more aggressive fee increase schedule.
Revenue forecasts in Appendix A are based on no increase under scenario one
and a 20% increase in year two under scenario two.

5.4

Market Capture Calculation: Nordic Skiing and Snowshoeing
The approximate size of the Nordic ski market in south-western BC is 90,500
day-visits. The snowshoe market size is 52,000 day-visits. Approximately 10% of
visits are by extra-regional, mainly international skiers. Dakota Ridge should not
expect to capture the international, destination cohort during the current business
planning period. Dakota Ridge should expect to capture visits from outside the
main market region from guests of residents and from nearby markets outside of
the GVA. Therefore, no reduction in the market size estimate will be made.
The primary market for Dakota Ridge is the Great Vancouver Area. Local skiers
and snowshoers from Squamish northward, who utilize Lost Lake Park,
Callaghan Country and the Olympic Winter Park are less likely to travel to the
Sunshine Coast for outdoor winter recreation.21 The Dakota Ridge market
estimate should exclude Sea to Sky area participants. Callaghan Resort/Olympic
Winter Park estimates that half of users (21,000) are from the local area. Lost
Lake Resort estimates 2000 visits from locals. Both of these areas sell
predominantly Nordic ski passes. The Nordic skiing market estimate is reduced
by 20,500 visits and the snowshoe market is reduced by 2000 visits.
Following reductions, the estimates for maximum GVA market size are 70,000
Nordic day passes and 50,000 snowshoe day passes. The total GVA market for
day passes is 120,000. Currently, Dakota Ridge is capturing a few hundred day
pass purchases from the GVA; a tiny fraction of total market size. A GVA day
pass market capture rate of 1% by the end of the 5-year business planning
period will be used for financial planning if additional trails are not built (Scenario
One). A 2% end of period capture rate will be used for financial planning in
Scenario Two.

21

This assertion was made by marketing directors at Lost Lake Park and Callaghan Country.
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A 2% capture rate is deemed obtainable if
1. access improvements outlined in Appendix B of the business plan are
completed;
2. trail and amenity improvements outlined in Section 4 are completed;
3. the communications plan outlined in Section 3.1.1 is implemented, and
4. the marketing plan (Section 6.0) is implemented.
Using national averages, there are 1500 potential skiers and snowshoers on the
Sunshine Coast. Using the North American average of five outings per year
yields a potential 7500 day visit sales per year. Similarly calculated, Powell River
Regional District has 5000 potential annual visits per year.
Table 5.4 shows the forecast for day pass and season’s pass sales based on
market size and capture rates under two capital plan scenarios (see Section 4.8).
GVA day pass estimates are based on capture rates of 1% and 2% of actual day
sales in the region. Sunshine Coast capture rates are based on current use
statistics, proximity of the market to the facility and local interest in a publicly
operated recreation facility. Based on revenue from 2010-2011, approximately
40% of potential day pass sales was reached. The capture rate is expected to
increase to 60% under capital plan Scenario One and to 75% under Scenario
Two. The corresponding capture rates for the Powell River market are 4% and
10%.
No seasons pass sales outside of the Sunshine Coast are anticipated. It is
possible some off-Coast sales will be made, but they will be a minor revenue
component. They are excluded in the interests of being conservative with
revenue projections.
Table 5.4: Estimates of Day Pass and Season’s Pass Sales at End of
Planning Period (2016)
Market Area

GVA

Day Pass
Market

120,000

Scenario One
Capture Rate

Scenario Two
Capture Rate

Seasons
Pass Sales

1200 (1%)

2400 (2%)

0

Sunshine Coast

7,500

4500 (60%)

5625 (75%)

200/300

PRRD

5,000

200 (4%)

500 (10%)

0

Total

132,500

5900

8525

Capture rate estimates are incrementally phased into financial projections over
the five-year planning period.
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5.5

Revenue Calculation: Programs and Sliding/Other Use
In 2010-2011, user group revenues were $1607. Program revenue is forecast to
increase annually by 20% in each year of the business plan.
Volunteers report high volumes of groups using the Dakota Ridge sliding area
during the first two years of operation. Anecdotally, “half of the cars in the parking
lot” belong to people who are sliding, walking a dog or simply walking. These
people benefit from the access road being kept open. They occupy a parking
space that could be used by a paying user.
A per car fee of $5.00 will be charged for sliding and other uses. It is estimated
that 50 parties use Dakota Ridge for sliding and other uses weekly. Over a 20week season, that amounts to 1000 parties. That number will be the projection in
each year of the business planning period.

5.6

Non-Winter Activities
The addition of activities in seasons other than winter offers potential to generate
additional revenues. Hiking and mountain bike trail riding are not considered
possible commercial activities because the terrain on Dakota Ridge is swampy.
Downhill mountain biking is a potential revenue earning, three season activity.
An interview with Martin Littlejohn, marketing director for the Western Canada
Mountain Bike Tourism Association, revealed the following. Participation in
mountain bike trail riding continues to increase slowly, with a mature
demographic adding to ridership. The specialized sport of downhill riding is static,
or possibly in decline. However, there are several factors that make examining
the viability of a downhill course at Dakota Ridge worthwhile.
Downhill riding is a niche market. British Columbia is renowned for this sport. The
Sunshine Coast is known in the mountain biking world in general, and in the
downhill cohort specifically. There is a large international market, especially from
the United States. Mountain bikers represented 1 in 35 Americans who travelled
to British Columbia for a vacation in 2005 and 2006. At approximately 120,000,
this sector represents about 2.5% percent of the 5.3 million American adults
vacationing in British Columbia over the two-year period.22
Whistler/Blackcomb continues to see steady growth in the “lift and ride” business
and accounts for half of mountain bike riding resort sales in BC. Annual mountain
biking pass sales (120,000) at Whistler/Blackcomb nearly match Nordic skiing
and snowshoeing sales among the fours southwestern BC resorts. The North
Shore, Squamish and Whistler/Blackcomb provide fourteen mountain biking

22

Travel Activities and Motivations of U.S. Visitors to BC: Activity Profile, Tourism BC 2007.
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venues, several of which are downhill tracks. The trail systems of the North
Shore, Squamish and Whistler are estimated to have collectively generated
$10.3 million in spending from riders that live outside of the host communities
over the period from June 4 to September 17, 2006.23
Mr. Littlejohn explained that the cost of “lift and ride” passes is a factor that limits
growth in downhill mountain biking, which is generally a young person’s sport.
Venues that provide a lower cost shuttle service between the bottom and top of a
downhill course attract a stable, possibly growing market.
The Sunshine Coast has excellent mountain biking assets. Mr. Littlejohn
described them as “world class.” Area trails get wide exposure from hosting legs
of the annual BC Bike Race. Almost no services to mountain bikers are provided
on the Sunshine Coast and the region’s trails, including Sprockids training area,
receive limited promotion. Development of a downhill track at Dakota Ridge is
worth examining in the context of the larger set of mountain biking venues on the
Sunshine Coast and the significant numbers of mountain cyclists who visit the
Sea to Sky region. From a tourism standpoint, the Sunshine Coast assets would
be best marketed collectively.
Development of a downhill track at Dakota Ridge need not be postponed until a
regional mountain biking promotion effort is made. A business case analysis
needs to be made based for the cost of building a track and the size of the local
and visitor markets. The addition of downhill biking does not add appreciably to
the operating costs of Dakota Ridge. Adding downhill biking to Dakota Ridge
promotions adds little to promotional costs.
Recommendation: Conduct a business case analysis for development of a
downhill mountain biking track at Dakota Ridge.

23

Sea to Sky Mountain Biking Economic Impact Study, Western Canada Mountain Biking Tourism
Association, 2007.
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6.0

MARKETING PLAN
The primary markets for
Dakota Ridge are the
Greater Vancouver Area,
Sunshine Coast and Powell
River Regional District. The
GVA is a large market. The
cost of most advertizing
media is high and direct
points of contact with winter
outdoor participants are
diffuse. GVA and broader
markets will be reached via publicity, use of a range of internet media, direct to
consumer advertizing and participation in dual pass agreements with competing
facilities.
The Sunshine Coast market is relatively easy to reach at low expense. Dakota
Ridge is widely known on the Sunshine Coast. Messaging will be aimed at
promoting winter recreation activity close to home. Powell River is a small
market. It will be reached by direct to consumer advertizing and through internet
media.
Creation of an effective brand image is a fundamental feature of a marketing
campaign. Development of a brand image is a lengthy and expensive process
(minimally $10,000). During the course of the business planning period, the
images and messaging for Dakota Ridge will be regularly refined to achieve
consistency and to extol the primary selling points (the brand). Those selling
points have been partially identified, especially for the local market. Managers
will review market messaging before the 2011-12 campaign is initiated.
Messaging to the GVA needs to be considered in terms of the unique selling
points of Dakota Ridge in comparison to competing facilities (Section 5.3.3). A
thorough branding exercise will not be conducted. If 2016 revenue targets are
met, a thorough branding exercise is recommended at the start of the next
planning period.

6.1

2010-11 Marketing
User visits at Dakota Ridge increased to 8000 in 2010-11, compared to the 4000
the previous (first) operating season. Seasons pass sales rose 176% from 50 to
138. Revenue generated increased from $9000 to $25,000. These gains are
explained in part by success of the 2010-2011 marketing campaign. The
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campaign was targeted and cost effective. Marketing methods used in in 20102011 will be continued. Below is a summary of the 2010-2011 marketing plan.24
Local Marketing
!

use of radio, newspaper, digital media, posters and flyers to promote under
the theme “Close to nature, close to home”

!

messaging emphasized an affordable and convenient “backyard” recreation
destination

Regional Marketing
!

co-operative promotion with Sunshine Coast Tourism (SCT) and BC Nordic
Society

!

participation in a week long Nordic marketing campaign on Breakfast
Television on City TV

!

feature story in SCOPE RV Camping magazine promoting family winter
getaways (distribution 55,000)

!

article in Good Life Magazine

!

participation in a weekend getaway campaign with local B&Bs and a resort

!

poster and flyer campaign in Ski shops on the Lower Mainland

!

inclusion of Dakota Ridge on HelloBC, the official website of Tourism BC

!

regular updates from SCT via Facebook and twitter during the ski season to
an audience of over 1,500 followers

!

co-operative ad placed in Ski Cross Country Mag. By SCRD, SCT, SC B&B
Association and Alpha Adventures

!

Vancouver Sun reporter pitched a story idea to Westworld BC magazine for
next season

Marketing expense was $4950. Marketing methods used have low costs and are
targeted directly to reach winter recreation participants. The campaign is cost
effective.

24

Redacted from 2010-11 Dakota Ridge Summary, pp 5-6.
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6.2

Message Concept
The marketing message in 2010-11 emphasized proximity and convenience. The
primary marketing theme was “Close to nature, close to home.” That is an
effective message for local residents. Many residents of the Sunshine Coast are
unaware of the high calibre of winter recreation opportunities at Dakota Ridge.
Many do not think of the Sunshine Coast as a location for winter activities.
Marketing will aim to overcome that perception with a humorous “surprise”
theme.
Example 1:

poster and billboard depicting deep snow and snow-laden trees
with words on top “Whistler? “No”. Words at bottom “Sunshine
Coast”. Website address underneath.

Example 2:

voice ad for radio and twitter with voices extolling the snow
conditions, then pointing out the sights (Vancouver Island, Strait of
Georgia, Howe Sound, North Shore Mountains), closing with, “Not
too many people know we have a winter playground right here on
the Sunshine Coast.”

A second detracting perception is that the access road to Dakota Ridge is
perilous. The SCRD cannot lessen precautions made to road users. A sign board
showing road (and trail) conditions will be installed on Field Road. Regular road
reports on radio and digital media will include up-to-date information on road and
trail conditions. Up-to-date information that is easily accessed will change the
perception of inaccessibility and encourage residents to make the trip to the
facility. All road reports will continue to contain the proviso that four-wheel drive
and chains are recommended. The schedule for the shuttle service will be
included in road reports.
Dakota Ridge is not widely known in the target market area (GVA). The Sunshine
Coast is not known as a winter recreation destination. Interviews with industry
members (most of whom have never been to Dakota Ridge) reveal that the
general reputation of Dakota Ridge is that it has incredible snow, awesome
views, short trails and the road to it is challenging.
Dakota Ridge’s minuscule but growing reputation for fabulous winter conditions
will be an asset when forming marketing and sales partnerships with regional
resorts. Marketing to the GVA will carry similar themes to those for local
consumption (“bet you didn’t know we have snow” themes) plus extolling the getaway theme already in use. Primary selling points – plentiful snow, fabulous
vistas, track and skate skiing, groomed and ungroomed snowshoe trails – will be
extolled. Unique selling points – uncrowded, rustic, old-growth forests – will be
extolled.
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6.3

2011-12 Marketing Plan
In the initial year of the business planning period, the budget for marketing is
$5270 (up $320 from the previous year). A strategy similar to the 2010-11
campaign will be adopted. The key marketing innovation is to form dual season’s
pass agreements with the four area competing resorts.
The marketing plan components are:
1.

revisions to the SCRD Dakota Ridge website page

2.

revisions to BC Nordic Society, Cross Country BC and Canada Trails BC
web pages for Dakota Ridge and work with their marketing co-ordinators to
arrange for tours and publicity

3.

up-date and improve text on the Hello BC Dakota Ridge web page

4.

join Canadian Ski Council ($300), add page to its website, publish an article
in its e-newsletter

5.

continue membership in Canada West Ski Areas Association, add page to
its website

6.

produce 2-minute video: distribute to association websites and Twitter

7.

consistent updates from Sunshine Coast Tourism via Facebook and Twitter
during the ski season to an audience of over 1,500 followers

8.

use of local media to provide road and trail condition reports

9.

use of local radio, newspaper, digital media, posters and flyers to promote
under the theme “close to nature, close to home” and “surprise” theme

10.

continue to work with Sunshine Coast Tourism, Bed & Breakfast
Association and local resorts: inclusion on websites, journalism/publicity,
weekend get-away packages and in-room materials

11.

follow up on BC Westworld opportunity listed in 2010-11 marketing plan

12.

repeat cooperative ad placed in Ski Cross Country Magazine.by SCRD,
Sunshine Coast Tourism, Bed & Breakfast Association and Alpha
Adventures

13.

selling of season’s passes to major Sunshine Coast employers for use as
gifts to employees

14.

rack card distribution to Sunshine Coast Visitor Information Centres,
competing resorts, outdoor clubs
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15.

poster campaign in ski shops on the Lower Mainland

16.

direct marketing to GVA outdoor clubs

17.

form dual pass agreements with Manning Park, Cypress Mountain, Lost
Lake Park, Callaghan Country
Table 6.3: Marketing Budget: 2011-2012

Marketing Action

25

Cost ($)

websites (1-5)

Instructions
revisions by staff

memberships: BC Nordic,
CCSA, Canadian Ski Council,
CWSAA

$2450

two minute video production

$700

production by staff: $700 to shoot
staff: 4 up-dates per week: 4 hours/wk

social media and local media
up-dates (7-8)
local media campaign (9)
- radio $500
- Coast Rep. print ads $600
- Coast Rep. online ad $100

$1200

staff design materials, place ads,
distribute materials

regional media campaign (14,
15)
- 100 posters $70
- 1000 rack cards $500

$570

staff design and distribute materials
posters and cards distributed locally and
regionally

SC Tourism/B&B Association
(10)

staff provide revised information, links to
road and trail reports:

BC WestWorld article (11)

staff make contact, write article

cooperative ad (12)

$350

staff liaise with partners

season’s pass sales to major
employers (13)

staff arrange

direct marketing (16)

staff conduct
6-8 outdoor clubs supplied with
information

form dual pass agreements
(17)

staff arrange

Total Marketing Cost

$5270

The SCRD website has a Dakota Ridge page. Revisions to the site will be:
!

25

current road and trail conditions with mention of the availability of a shuttle
service

Numbers refer to marketing actions listed in the 2011-12 Marketing Plan
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!

links to private sector service providers, Sunshine Coast B&B Association,
Sunshine Coast Tourism and resorts offering Dakota Ridge packages

!

softening of language on 4-wheel drive and chains “required” to “advised”

!

listing of dual pass arrangements with other regional resorts

!

listing of the sliding area

!

list of prices that includes sliding/other use fee

Dakota Ridge’s presentation and messaging on industry and local websites
(suncoastcentral.com; bigpacific.com) will be reviewed and revised. Consistency
of message will be achieved. Additional publicity opportunities with BC Nordic
Society and Canadian Ski Council will be pursued.
Sunshine Coast Tourism is the Destination Marketing Organization for the
Sunshine Coast and an essential marketing partner. SCT is funded in part by
local governments and is therefore obligated to market Dakota Ridge. SCT has
developed an extensive publicity campaign that concentrates on “off-season”
periods. SCT has agreed to offer the following marketing services.
!

familiarization tours for Lower Mainland tour operators & retailers

!

continue to bring members of the media for winter experiences

!

invite members of the Canadian ski team to visit/train/experience - solicit
testimonials from the experts

!

marketing of a “winter get-a-way” package

!

place articles in at least two magazines that cater to outdoor recreationists

!

assist with dissemination of road and trail conditions information

Local broadcast, digital and collateral promotions will be reviewed for message
consistency and incorporation of “surprise” theme. Publicity will be preferred to
advertizing. As part of the communications plan (Section 3.1.1), local broadcast
and digital media will be provided with current conditions reports for the road and
trails on a near-daily basis.
Collateral materials will be reviewed for message consistency and incorporation
of “surprise” theme.
A direct marketing campaign to GVA outdoor clubs will be initiated. Electronic
and print media kits will be sent to clubs listed on the Mountain Equipment Co-op
website.26 Listing on the Canada Trails website will expose Dakota Ridge to

26

http://www.mec.ca/Apps/clubs/clubs_listing.jsp?FOLDER%3C%3Efolder_id=2534374302881879
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member clubs across BC and Canada. Collateral materials will be mailed to
selected clubs.
Dakota Ridge will increase its market exposure and add value to a season’s pass
by forming dual pass agreements with the four competing regional
Nordic/snowshoe resorts. Dakota Ridge will offer a 20% discount on day passes to
skiers and snowshoers with season’s passes at Manning Park, Cypress Mountain,
Lost Lake Park and Callaghan Country. Approximately 4000 season’s pass
holders will learn about Dakota Ridge and be encouraged to visit. Where allowed,
promotional materials will be located with partner resorts. Dakota Ridge season’s
pass holders will be given a discount of 20% at the other resorts. That discount will
add value to a Dakota Ridge pass and will increase sales.
A minimum 5% of visitors to Dakota Ridge will be surveyed for place of origin and
how they learned about Dakota Ridge. This information will be used to evaluate
the marketing campaign and to make it more cost effective in subsequent years.

6.4

2012-16 Marketing Plan
Marketing effectiveness will be reviewed following each season. Survey
information will be used to assess which promotional vehicles are yielding best
return on investment. The 2011-12 marketing plan will be revised annually based
on that assessment.
The marketing message will be reviewed annually for effectiveness and
accuracy. Changes to services or to capital structures will be incorporated.
In year two, a billboard will be leased from the Tsain-ko Corporation. It will depict
a “surprise” message like the one described in Section 6.2.
In year two, trail name signs will be installed and trail names will be added to trail
maps. The budget for marketing in 2012-13 is $7500.
In year three, paid local media advertizing will cease, replaced by the billboard.
Placement of self-service ads on selected social websites will be considered.
Priority will be given to outdoor oriented singles sites (Fitness Singles) and sites
with high BC subscription (Plenty of Fish). This form of ad can be as inexpensive
as $25. The ad purchaser controls cost, which determines exposure. The
marketing budget for 2013-14 is $5000.
In years four and five, the year three program will continue, with modifications
based on user survey data (5% survey percentage). The marketing budget for
years four and five is $5000.
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7.0

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
Revenue and expense forecasts are in Appendix A. There is a detailed forecast
for year one (2011-2012) and summary forecasts for the remaining four years of
the planning period.
The assumptions that generated the forecasts are detailed in this section.

7.1

Capital Expenditure
Financial projections are provided for two scenarios. In Scenario One, trails are
not expanded. In Scenario Two, 8-10 kilometres of Nordic trails and 3-5
kilometres of groomed snowshoe trails are added in year two of the planning
period. In both scenarios, 8-10 kilometres of blazed snowshoe trails are added
that will not be groomed.
SCENARIO ONE: No Trail Expansion
The following actions are assumed in Scenario One financial projections.
Action

Description

Date

fee collection

funnelling of users past a fee collection point,
additional attention to fees collection

2011-12
season

notice board

sign showing road and trail conditions installed on
Field Road

Fall 2011

sales partnerships

season’s pass sales partnerships formed with four
competing regional resorts

Fall 2011

FSR maintenance

FSR road is graded with surface material returned
to surface

Fall 2011

marketing plan

2011-2012 Marketing Plan fully implemented

2011-12
season

snowshoe trails

lay out of 8-10 kilometres of new trails (not to be
groomed)

2011-12
season

FSR up-grades

repairs to FSR as described in Appendix B

2012

parking lot up-grade

improvements to facility parking lot as described in
Appendix B

2012

marshalling area

creation of marshalling area at km 3.8 as
described in Appendix B

2012

sliding area

enlargement and improvements to sliding area

2012

grooming equipment

replacement of Piston Bully

2014

marketing plan

implementation of new features in 2012-13
marketing plan
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SCENARIO TWO: Capital Expenditures on Trails Expanded
The following actions are assumed in Scenario Two financial projections.

7.2

Action

Description

Date

fee collection

funnelling of users past a fee collection point,
additional attention to fees collection

2011-12
season

notice board

sign showing road and trail conditions installed on
Field Road

Fall 2011

sales partnerships

season’s pass sales partnerships formed with four
competing regional resorts

Fall 2011

FSR maintenance

FSR road is graded with surface material returned
to surface

Fall 2011

marketing plan

2011-2012 Marketing Plan fully implemented

2011-12
season

snowshoe trails

lay out of 8-10 kilometres of new trails (not to be
groomed)

2011-12
season

FSR up-grades

repairs to FSR as described in Appendix B

2012

parking lot upgrade

improvements to facility parking lot as described in
Appendix B

2012

marshalling area

creation of marshalling area at km 3.8 as described
in Appendix B

2012

sliding area

enlargement and improvements to sliding area

2012

new trails

development of 8-10 kilometres of Nordic trails and
5 kilometres of groomed snowshoe trails

2012

grooming
equipment

replacement of Piston Bully

2012

marketing plan

implementation of new features in 2012-13
marketing plan

2012-13
season

Revenue Projections
Revenue is projected to increase by 37% in year one (2011-12) over 2010-2011
for scenarios one and two. No substantial changes to the operation are made
prior to the year one operation. Revenues tripled in 2010-2011 over the previous
year. The increase was mainly due to a successful local marketing campaign.
This was the first marketing campaign. A similar marketing campaign in year one
cannot be expected to yield the same rate of increase, because roughly 40% of
the potential market used Dakota Ridge. Dakota Ridge is better known on the
Sunshine Coast and additional publicity will have diminishing returns.
Continued marketing to the Greater Vancouver area and the implementation of
dual pass agreements will increase the number of visitors to Dakota Ridge over
the 2010-2011 base of approximately 250 day pass sales. Non-resident Nordic
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skiing and snowshoeing day pass sales are forecast to double in year one to
500. Forecasts presume a 2:1 ratio of skiers to snowshoers.
Local Nordic skiing and snowshoeing day pass sales are forecast to increase by
43% in year one. In terms of numbers of visits, that increase is half of what
occurred between 2009-2010 and 2010-2011. Season’s pass sales are forecast
increase by 15% over the previous year, due to promotion to local employers and
continued marketing.
Approximately 25% of potential day pass revenue was not collected in 20102011. Beginning in year one, fee collection measures described in Section 3.1.3
will result in an additional 10% increase in revenue over 2010-2011.
Scenarios one and two begin to produce different revenue streams in year two,
after the Forest Service Road has been improved and additional trails are
completed. These improvements will encourage new local users and increase
the number of visits by those who have already visited Dakota Ridge until 75% of
the local market is captured in year five. Increasing trail length (Scenario Two)
will result in a steady increase of non-resident users until 2% of the GVA market
is captured in year five. Season’s pass sales under Scenario Two are estimated
at 300 by end of planning period. Following trail improvements in year two, the
price of all day passes and season’s passes will increase by 20%. In Scenario
One, improvements are not made and the end of planning period local market
capture rate forecast is 60% and the GVA capture rate forecast is 1%. By year
five, it is anticipated that 200 seasons will be sold to Sunshine Coast and Powell
River residents. Prices are not increased in Scenario One.
Revenue estimates for 2011-12 are used as the base to which annual revenues
are incremented over the remaining five years to reach five year targets
established in Section 5.4.
Table 7.2a: Trail Fee Annual Revenue Forecast Scenario One
Year

Day Pass Revenue ($)

Season’s Pass
Revenue ($)

Total Revenue

Local*

GVA

Local

GVA

($)

2010-2011

16,704

250

7048

nil

23,752

one (11-12)

23,886

500

8105

nil

32,491

two (12-13)

26,300

2500

9500

nil

38,300

three (13-14)

29,400

5500

11,000

nil

45,900

four (14-15)

32,000

8500

12,500

nil

53,000

five (15-16)

35,250

10,400

14,000

nil

59,650

* Includes Powell River RD residents
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Table 7.2b: Trail Fee Annual Revenue Forecast Scenario Two
Year

Day Pass Revenue ($)

Season’s Pass Revenue
($)

Total Revenue

Local*

GVA

Local

GVA

($)

2010-2011

16,704

250

7048

nil

23,752

one (11-12)

23,886

500

8105

nil

32,491

two (12-13)

34,000

4000

13,000

nil

50,000

three (13-14)

41,000

10,000

17,000

nil

68,000

four (14-15)

48,000

16,000

19,500

nil

83,500

five (15-16)

59,400

20,800

21,875

nil

102,075

In 2011- 2012, a charge for sliding and other uses of $5.00 per vehicle will be
introduced. There is no measure of how many people used Dakota Ridge for
sliding or other uses in 2010-2011. Anecdotally, it is reported that as many
people used Dakota Ridge for sliding as for skiing and snowshoeing. The upper
parking lot was full or over-flowing on many weekends in 2010-2011. Therefore,
25 vehicles per weekend day is the expected sliding and other use projection.
Over a 20-week period, that comes to 40 x 25 vehicles = 1000 vehicles. A yearly
revenue of $5000 is generated. Sliding/other use revenue accounts for 30% of
the projected year one revenue increase over the previous year. No revenue
from non-weekend use will be forecast because hosts are not present to collect
fees. Some non-weekend revenue should be expected.
Program revenue is projected to grow by 20% of the 2010-2011 total each year
of the business planning period.

7.3

Expense Projections
Line 11 Administrative Services: cost steady over planning period.
Line 12 Salaries and Wages: a 2% increase in year one and then steady over
the planning period. No contingency for increased salaries and wages
resulting from additional staff time spent administering capital
improvements and expanded operations has been added.
Line 15 Training and Development: with the growth in forecast use, training to
reduce risk is justified. Training is for snowmobile and equipment
operation and first aid training.
Line 16 Contracts Operating: this is the expense for snowploughing and minor
road maintenance. The year one amount is the average of the cost over
the two previous years. In subsequent years, projected costs are
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incremented annually by $2000 (3.3%) in anticipation of higher fuel
costs and other costs that raise the contractor’s fee. An additional
$2000/year is added in Scenario Two (all scenario additions begin in
year 2) to account for added road maintenance due to increased traffic.
Line 17 Materials and supplies: Year one – three amount based on 2010-2011;
increase of $200/yr in years four and five due to growing user volume
and inflation Additional $100/year in Scenario Two.
Line 18 Meeting expense: consistent with previous year with small increase
over planning period.
Line 20 Signs: year one based on addition of conditions sign board ($600), fees
sign in parking lot ($500) and installation ($900). Subsequent years
maintain $2000 expense for a sign at the marshalling area, right-of-way
signs, trail name signs, interpretive signage and other needs.
Line 22 Travel: honorarium for groomers use of own vehicles; based on 20102011 cost (charged to Contracts Operating). Amount steady over
planning period. $200/yr increase in Scenario Two.
Line 23 Advertizing: year one 6% increase over previous year due to enhanced
program. Year two increase of $2000 for billboard production and
$1500 that year and after for billboard rental. Costs held at $5000 in
years three to five as billboard replaces paid media advertizing on
Sunshine Coast.
Line 28 Building repairs/maintenance: year one to three amount consistent with
previous years, increased in years four and five due to increased use
and inflation. An additional 33% added in scenario 2.
Line 29: Repairs/maintenance of machines and equipment: year one amount
($6000) 40% lower than in previous year and equal to two seasons
prior. Subsequent years increased to $8000 due to aging equipment.
An additional $2000/yr in Scenario Two.
Line 31: Fuel and lubricants: 7% increase in year one over prior year. Annual
increases of 5% over subsequent years, yielding 32% increase over
planning period due to rising fuel prices. An additional 50% is added in
Scenario Two due to a 50% increase in groomed trail length.
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7.4

Operating Surplus/Loss Summary
In 2010-2011, Dakota Ridge recorded an operating loss of $123,981. Appendix A
contains the detailed 2011-2012 forecast and the summary forecasts for the
subsequent four years of the business planning period.

7.4.1

Scenario One
Under Scenario One, the operating loss is reduced by roughly 4% annually until it
is $100,758 in year five (2015-2016). Total operating loss over the five-year
period is $548,623.
During the five-year period, revenue increases from $25,734 (2010/11) to
$70,378 (173%). Expenses increase from $149,715 to $171,136 (14%)
The cost of snowploughing and routine road maintenance ($325,000) is
responsible for 39% of expenses. Salaries and wages ($217,785) account for
26% of expenses.
In the last year of the period, the operating loss is $100,758. That amount is likely
to remain steady in subsequent years.

7.4.2

Scenario Two
Under Scenario Two, the operating loss is reduced by approximately 4% in years
one and two. In years three to five the operating loss decreases by approximately
15% annually, until it is $67,901 in year five (2015-2016). Total operating loss
over the five-year period is $483,240.
During the five-year period, revenue increases from $25,734 (2010/11) to
$111,235 (332%). Expenses increase from $148,415 to $179,136 (23%)
In the last year of the period, the operating loss is $67,901. That amount is likely
to remain steady in subsequent years. Over the initial five-year business planning
period, the operating loss under Scenario Two is $65,383 less than in Scenario
One. Capital expenditures made in Scenario Two are recovered by year five of
the business planning period. Each subsequent year (next planning period), the
operating loss under Scenario Two is approximately $32,857 less than in
Scenario One.
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ACCESS IMPROVEMENT PLAN

Prepared by:

BILL LASUTA AND ASSOCIATES LTD.
FORESTRY CONSULTANTS
4623 WHITAKER ROAD,
SECHELT, BC
V0N 3A2

Sechelt Wilson Creek Forest
Service Road Evaluation

Access Improvement Plan for Sechelt Wilson
Creek Forest Service Road

September 1, 2011
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A Feasibility Study to Improve the Condition of
the Sechelt Wilson Creek Forest Service Road
Branch 05 from Stn 3+800 to 12+400 Branch 04
Preamble

On July 6, 2011, Mr. Sam Adams, Parks Planner with the Sunshine Coast
Regional District approached my company, Bill Lasuta and Associates Ltd. to
inquire about the cost to upgrade the Sechelt Wilson Creek Forest Service Road
(FSR) Branch 05 from 3.8km to 12.4km to meet the demands of increasing
recreational traffic. In addition, Mr. Adams asked me to estimate the cost to
construct a parking lot at approximately 3.8km for parking of cars wishing to take
a public shuttle vehicle to the Dakota Ridge Recreational Area.
This report incorporates a field review of the current road conditions and serves
to use the most up-to-date heavy equipment hourly rates and materials costs to
establish the final cost analysis to achieve its objectives.

Contingent and Limiting Conditions

The opinions expressed in this report are based on the review and processing of
basic data and information collected from, and supplied by other parties as
described herein. Adjustments and assumptions are made based on
professional judgment and analysis of the data during the investigations.
Orthophotography and digital mapping information was obtained through the
Electronic Forest Management database of MapView as distributed by the BC
Provincial Government.
The Evaluator has conducted no legal surveys or detailed examination of any
property or forest licensee chart boundaries. Any descriptions of properties,
boundaries or timber rights as stated herein are those which have been indicated
in documents provided to the Evaluator by the named source in this report and
are assumed to be correct.
Beyond a reasonable examination, the Evaluator has not verified the contents of
this report. Accordingly, no responsibility is assumed concerning these matters,
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or other technical or engineering techniques which could be required to discover
any inherent or hidden conditions of forestry or development of the subject areas.
No opinion is intended to be expressed on matters requiring legal expertise,
specialized investigation or knowledge beyond the scope of that identified and
carried out by the Evaluator.
This report is not intended for general circulation or publication. The Evaluator
will not assume any responsibility or liability occasioned to Mr. Sam Adams, the
Sunshine Coast Regional District or other parties as a result of the circulation,
publication, reproduction or use of this report and the Evaluator’s opinion
contrary to the provisions of the Report.

Introduction

Field Reconnaissance
I drove the portion of the Sechelt Wilson Forest Service Road (FSR) on July 15,
2011 from the terminus of the FSR at the top of Field Road to the end of Branch
04 at 12.4km at the Dakota Ridge Recreational Area. Within this field road
survey assessment, the condition of the road running surface, condition or
current drainage features such as bridges and culverts and ditchlines were
measured, assessed and evaluated. Further, a proposed area at 3.8km was
surveyed to determine the cost and feasibility of constructing a parking lot to
accommodate parking for at least 30 vehicles.
Although the entire FSR from the top of Field Road to the Dakota Ridge
Recreational Area was assessed, only the FSR section from 3.8km to its
terminus of 12.4km had detailed survey notes taken and costs determined to
construct a parking lot and upgrade the existing FSR. The area below 3.8km to
the top of Field Road is a section of the FSR which is currently maintained
through a shared Road Use Agreement between BC Timber Sales, the Sechelt
Community Forest, International Forest Products and the Sunshine Coast
Regional District.
The field road survey portion was solely conducted by myself on July 15 but a
further field visit was conducted on July 20 by Mr. Michael McLaughlin of
BCI/Rural Futures to discuss any further aspects of the survey that should be
considered before implementation and the writing of this report.
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Methodology for Determination of Costs of Parking Lot Construction and
Road Upgrades
The determination of forest road upgrades and parking lot construction costs was
derived using standard operating procedures as outlined in the Engineering and
Equipment Rental Blue Book Manual as administered by BC Hydro and the
Ministry or Forests and Range. The most current copy of the protocols and
procedures is dated July 1, 2010.
Material costs (ballasting, subgrade and road capping) were sourced and cost
analyzed in the general vicinity. The closest sourced materials at the best overall
cost were determined to be the Cloutier Holding Pit located at 0.7km on the
Sechelt Wilson FSR. Sourced materials at the Cloutier Holdings site meets size
and gradation quality specifications and the close location of the worksites makes
trucking of these materials the most cost effective.
The Assessed Work Site Areas
The assessed worksite areas that require upgrading works are:
•

The proposed lower parking lot area at 3.8km

•

Sections of the FSR running surface between 12km (Branch 05) and
12.4km on Branch 04 (Dakota Ridge Recreational Area)

•

The Gough Creek Bridge approaches, and

•

The Current Parking Lot located at 12.4km at the Dakota Ridge
Recreational Area.

These worksite areas are considered the highest priorities in the construction of
the Lower Parking Lot and upgrading of the current road running surface and
Upper Parking Lot areas.
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Figur
e 1 – Sechelt Wilson Branch 05 FSR – Map 1 of 2
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Figur
e 2 -- Sechelt Wilson Branch 05 FSR – Map 2 of 2

Detailed Worksite and Cost Breakdowns: AMENITY FUND ONLY
Lower Parking Lot at 3.8km
Construction of the lower parking lot should occur along a section of Forest
Service Road labeled as RO 1609 immediately below FSR Branch 05 at 3.8km.
Construction would involve clearing and grubbing a section of the road on the
upper (north side) side of the road and side casting the excavated materials
across the road to the south side of the road prism area. This type of cutslope
and fill technique would serve to level the north side of the parking lot area and
sidecast materials on the lower fillslope of the parking lot would also serve to
level and make available an additional area for parking. The dimensions of the
parking lot would be approximately 9 metres wide by 75 metres in length on both
sides of the road. These measurements will allow sufficient room between
vehicles and allow good turning radius of vehicles ingressing and egressing the
site.
Six soil pits dug in this area show that there is a coarse gravel/cobble layer
approximately 1 metre below the surface of the soil. Some additional ballasting
and capping materials may be required and this has been added into the cost
estimates for this worksite.
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Drainage appears very good around the proposed parking site. Herbaceous
layers of Oregon grape (Mahonia nervosa) and salal (Gaulteria shallon) along
with the coarser soil layers indicate rapid water drainage from this site. No
special drainage considerations are expected to be needed on this site.
Description

Cost

Clearing/Grubbing
Ballasting
Gravel/Capping
Other

$3,500.00
$8,025.00
$9,630.00
$5,000.00

Total for Lower Parking Lot

$26,155.00

Figure 3 – Proposed
Lower Parking Lot Map
Gough Creek Bridge Approaches (10.5km)
Heavy road running surface rutting at both sides of the bridge approaches on
Gough Creek needs to be repaired.
Approximately four loads of capping material (4 inch minus, two loads at either
ends of the bridge approaches) would rectify the problem
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Description

Cost

Installation of Capping Material,
spreading and compacting

$3,200.00

Total for Gough Creek Bridge
Approaches

$3,200.00

Upper Branch 04 FSR from 12km to 12.4km Dakota Ridge Recreational Area
Parking Lot
A section of FSR Branch 04 from a proposed BC Timber Sales road junction at
approximately 12km to the Upper Parking Lot at the Dakota Ridge Recreational
Area requires installation of capping and sections of subgrade re-construction.
Installation of subgrade and capping materials would involve trucking of the
materials from the Cloutier Holdings Pit at 0.7km to the worksites and spreading
and compacting of the material.
Description

Cost

Installation of Capping Material,
spreading and compacting

$24,400.00

Total for Upper Road Branch 04
Improvements

$24,400.00

Upper Parking Lot at 12.4km (Dakota Ridge Recreational Area)
The Upper Parking Lot can accommodate approximately 50 vehicles at this time.
However, there are issues with poor drainage which could impact safety of
recreational users and result in possible environmental degradation.
It is estimated that the addition of approximately 60 loads of 4 inch and 6 inch
minus materials to the current parking lot running surface and some extensive
ditching at the south end of the parking lot would greatly improve the situation.
The current siltly clay soils retain water during the spring and summer periods
and allow trapped water to freeze and affect traction of recreational vehicles due
to the icy surfaces. Ditching of the parking lot along the lower south side would
lower the water table and the addition of coarser capping materials would benefit
traction of vehicles using the site.
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In addition, an upper parking lot expansion would address extra future
recreational use and periodic heavy volume use during busy winter months or
throughout the year.
Description

Cost

Installation of Capping Materials,
trenching, culvert installations and
spreading and compacting, expansion

$51,245.00

Total for Upper Parking Lot Branch
04 Improvements and Expansion

$51,245.00

Summary of Road Improvement and Lower Parking Lot Construction Costs

Scenario No. 1
Description

Cost

Lower Parking Lot Construction

$26,155.00

Gough Creek Bridge Approaches

$3,200.00

Branch 04 Road Improvements

$24,400.00

Upper Parking Lot Expansion (Branch
04) and Improvements

$51,245.00

TOTAL

$105,000.00

Detailed Worksite and Cost Breakdowns: AMENITY FUND PLUS
GRANT
There are several sections below the Proposed Lower Parking Lot Area at 3.8km
that benefit with road maintenance work in the near future.
There is a road section at 3.1km which has some needed minor pothole repair.
Two loads of capping material spread on this 30 metre section would be
sufficient to do the work required. There are also a few minor sections of
intermittent pothole repair that could be addressed at a later date.
As previously mentioned, the road section between Stn 0km at the end of Field
Road and 3.8km at the Lower Parking Lot area is a shared expense with other
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road users. Assessment and repair of various road maintenance issues should
be reviewed on an annual basis for safety and ease of repair when issues are
minor.
The section of Branch 04 from the Gough Creek Bridge at 10.5km to the junction
of Branch 04 and the BC Timber Sales road at approximately 12km has some
sections of road running surface that should be repaired. There is clear evidence
of water rutting and potholes along this road section. This repair involves mainly
installation of a 10 cm lift of capping material. At present, this section of road is
sufficient to support light recreational traffic to the Dakota Ridge Recreational
Area. However, when the BC Timber Sales road is constructed and used by
heavy logging truck traffic, the road will quickly degrade and require extensive
upgrading. Speaking with BC Timber Sales staff in Powell River during the
preparation of this report, they expect to sell the timber located on a cutblock
using this road system in September 2011. The road assessing this timber from
12km on Branch 04 into the cutblock will begin in September and is expected to
be completed by November 2011. Harvesting of this timber would commence in
the spring and summer months of 2012. BC Timber Sales staff have indicated
that the successful bidder of the BC Timber Sales timber will be obligated to
upgrade the Branch 04 FSR section between 10.5km and 12km before hauling of
the timber from the cutblock can commence. If the BCTS cutblock is not sold,
the section of Branch 04 FSR will not be upgraded until market conditions
improve. In this interim period, this section of FSR should be upgraded in order
to sustain future recreational traffic use. Increased recreational use of the
Dakota Ridge area will need additional parking to accommodate increased use.
It is unclear how much more parking area would be needed but it is felt that the
addition of 20 extra parking spaces would address the issue currently.
Most of the running surface on the main Branch 05 FSR section and the Branch
04 section from 8.3km to the Gough Creek Bridge location at 10.5km has an
overall width of 6 metres. This 6 metre width along with established turnout
along the way, allow two way traffic to use these road sections safely. The
section of Branch 04 from 10.5km to 12.4km at the Dakota Ridge Recreational
Area has an overall road running surface is only 5 metres on average. In the
future with increased recreational users accessing the Dakota Ridge site,
incorporation of a wider road running surface of 6 metres may be warranted with
the addition of more road turnout areas. Incorporation of a 6 metre road running
surface along this 1.9km road section with wider road right or way, and extension
of culverts could be valued at an additional $40,000 to $50,000/km.
Scenario No. 2 addresses the BCTS road upgrades which would have priority
failing the BCTS cutblock sales not occurring in 2011. In addition, widening of
the Upper Parking Lot on Branch 04 Road should be addressed. The widening
of the 1.9km Branch 04 section should be considered longer term budget goals in
the maintenance and upgrading of this FSR.
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Summary of Road Improvement and Lower Parking Lot Construction Costs

Scenario No. 2
Description

Cost

Lower Parking Lot Construction

$26,155.00

Gough Creek Bridge Approaches

$3,200.00

Branch 04 Road Improvements

$24,400.00

Branch 04 Road Improvements –
BCTS Section and Expansion of Upper
Parking Lot

$80,000.00

Upper Parking Lot Expansion (Branch
04 Improvements

$51,245.00

TOTAL

$185,000.00

_______________
Bill Lasuta, RFT
September 6, 2011
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DAKOTA RIDGE LOCATION MAP
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DAKOTA RIDGE TRAILS MAP
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SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

October 13th, 2011

TO:

Community Services Committee (September 20th, 2011)

FROM:

Carleen McDowell, Parks Services Manager
Sam Adams, Parks Planning Coordinator

RE:

DAKOTA RIDGE FEES AND CHARGES

RECOMMENDATION(S):
THAT the Community Services Committee recommends that the Board adopt the proposed
Dakota Ridge fee increase for the 2011-2012 season;
AND THAT the Community Services Committee approves the concept of discount reciprocal
pass rates with other local ski mountains and permit staff to negotiate these deals in time for
Winter Marketing.

BACKGROUND
The following is a recommendation from the September 28, 2011 Dakota Ridge Advisory
Committee Meeting:
Recommendation No. 2

Dakota Ridge User Fees

The Dakota Ridge Advisory Committee recommended that user fees be increased by 20% in
seasons 2011/2012 and 2014/2015.
The Dakota Ridge Fees and Charges bylaw came into effect on November 27, 2008. Since that
time, costs of operating Dakota Ridge have increased. Through analysis of the Business Plan,
staff have realized that the current fees are undervaluing the product that is being provided and
thus suggest this increase for the 2011-2012 season.
DISCUSSION
Price Increase
When comparing Dakota Ridge with other cross country ski facilities, it was found that the
current Dakota Ridge fees are undervaluing the product that is being provided in terms of fees
and charges. In addition, both fuel and labour costs have increased. Therefore, staff, in
collaboration with the Dakota Ridge Advisory committee recommends a price increase of 20%
to help better cover some of the user costs on Dakota Ridge.
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Below is the fee schedule from existing Bylaw 616 and the proposed fee schedule for the 20112012 winter season.

Schedule A
27-Nov-08
Prices are inclusive of HST
Cross Country Ski
Pass Type

Adult

Seniors

Youth

Child

Day Pass
Season Pass

$
$

Snowshoeing
Pass Type

Adult

Day Pass
Season Pass

$
$

Schedule A
Prices are inclusive of HST

PROPOSED 2011-2012 Season

Cross Country Ski
Pass Type

10.00 $ 7.50 $ 5.00 FREE
99.00 $ 75.00 $ 50.00 FREE

Family

Seniors

Youth

Child

5.00 $ 3.50 $ 2.00 FREE
50.00 $ 35.00 $ 20.00 FREE

Adult

Seniors

Youth

Child

$ 20.00
$ 199.00

Family
$ 10.00
$ 100.00

Family

Day Pass
Season Pass

$ 12.00 $ 9.00 $ 6.00 FREE
$ 120.00 $ 90.00 $ 60.00 FREE

$ 24.00
$ 240.00

Snowshoeing
Pass Type

Adult

Family

Day Pass
Season Pass

$
$

User Fee- Sledding other

Seniors

Youth

Child

6.00 $ 4.50 $ 2.50 FREE
60.00 $ 42.00 $ 24.00 FREE

Per Car
$ 5.00
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Reciprocal Pass Agreement
One of the recommendations from the business plan is to develop reciprocal pass agreements
with other ski hills on the lower mainland. Both Cypress Ski Hill and Callaghan Valley have
agreed in principle to offer Dakota Ridge season pass holders discounts on their hills of up to
20%. In return their seasons pass holders would get a similar 20% pass discount for Dakota
Ridge. Cypress hill has approximately 2000 cross country seasons pass holders and 6000
downhill users who would receive marketing exposure to Dakota Ridge through this offering.
Callaghan Valley has over 1000 seasons pass holders (this is expected to increase this year)
who would also be exposed to this Marketing effort. Off coast use of Dakota Ridge is considered
an essential component of the Business Plan and the reciprocal pass agreement is an important
step towards that.
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SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT
RECREATION AND PARKS SERVICES ADVISORY COMMITTEE
September 12, 2011

RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE RECREATION AND PARKS SERVICES ADVISORY
COMMITTEE MEETING HELD IN THE CEDAR ROOM OF THE SUNSHINE COAST
REGIONAL DISTRICT OFFICES, 1975 FIELD ROAD, SECHELT, BC

PRESENT:

Chair
Members

Area D Director
Area F Director
SIGD Director

Anne Titcomb
Pat Hunt
Elise Rudland
Brenda Wilkes
Barbara DeMott
Dale Peterson
Elaine Futterman
Vicki Dobbyn
Donna Shugar
Lee Turnbull via conference call
Keith Julius

ALSO PRESENT:

Consultant
Consultant
Consultant
Consultant
Manager of Parks Services
Manager of Recreation Services
Recorder

Jennifer Wilson
Catherine Berris via conference call
Gary Young
Ana Wiggins
Carleen McDowell
Bruce Bauman
Geri Gelineau

REGRETS:

Area B Director

Garry Nohr
Heather Gordon
Carolyn Mortensen
John Lockwood
Sarita Moodie

ABSENT:

CALL TO ORDER 5:05 p.m.
AGENDA

The agenda was adopted as amended.

Introductions were made.
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2011 Recreation and parks Master Plan Survey Results
To provide up-to-date information on the recreation behaviors and priorities of Sunshine Coast
residents, a comprehensive public consultation plan is currently taking place that involves a
community-wide telephone survey, focus group, meetings and interviews. The telephone survey
has been completed and the draft report developed.
Jennifer Wilson reviewed the Master Plan process and where we are in that process. She asked
the advisory committee to, as they see the data, consider what the strengths, areas requiring
attention, surprises, misperceptions, and learnings are.
Ana Wiggins reviewed with the committee the survey methodology. The original plan was to
survey 380 people, however, this was increased to 432, 100 from Sechelt/SIGD, 80 from
Gibsons, 50 from each electoral Area A, B, D, E, and F. Ana noted that this specific survey was
longer than most of this kind and that most of the respondents were woman.
The following is the survey research objectives:
 Parks and outdoor recreation activities measuring participation, household use and
satisfaction
 Indoor facilities and programs measuring household use, levels of participating,
satisfaction, age groups and types of programs
 Community priorities for improvements
 Willingness to pay for improvements with tax increase
 Effectiveness of communication about recreation opportunities and method of receiving
information
The advisory committee reviewed the following results:
Use of Outdoor Recreation Facilities
 Top 3 of outdoor activities
 Very popular outdoor activities
 Outdoor activities in each area
 Frequency of activities performed 3 times a week or more
 Household park/trail/bikeways and Dakota Ridge use in 2010
 Mean satisfaction ratings
Use of Indoor Recreation Facilities, Programs and Activities
 Visits to SCRD Recreation Facilities in 2010
 Use of facilities by area of residence
 Percentage of participation in non SCRD programs
 Percentage of participation in programs/activities
 Frequency of activities performed 3 times a week or more
 Barriers to participation
 Mean satisfaction ratings
Priorities for improvement by 1st choice, 1st and 2nd choice and 1st, 2nd & 3rd choices.
Type of improvements by priority options.
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Willingness to be taxed for improvements (only those who chose a priority were asked this question).
Percentage of those aware of the leisure access scholarship.
Feeling informed about Indoor and Outdoor Recreation.
Effective methods of providing information.
The next step is to facilitate five small age group based focus groups, each consisting of eight
people who care about the community and would like to provide input. Jennifer would like
assistance from the advisory committee in helping provide names of people who would then be
invited to attend one of the focus groups. Registration would be required to ensure participation.
Following the focus groups, three meetings with up to 50 participants are to be held across the
Sunshine Coast.
Each of the five focus groups will consist of the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Parents of preschool and children – aged children
Youth 13 – 18 years of age
Young adults – 19 to 34 years of age
Adults – 35 to 59 years of age
Older adults and seniors – 60 years of age and better

Discussion ensued regarding the locations of the focus groups that are to be held at the end of
October. Some suggestions were:
 Older adults and seniors 60 yr and up to be held in Sechelt – up to 50 people
 Youth focus group to be held at one of the schools or central location
 Parent Tot drop in centre
 Seniors Centres
Suggestion locations for community meetings:
 GACCS
 Seaside Centre/Indian Band hall/Senior Centre
 Pender School/Ranger Station

Suggested group meeting participants:
 Service providers in education, ECD, recreation and health
 Service providers with insight into barriers (financial, cultural and abilities)
 Sport user groups
 Facility user groups
 Parks and trails users
The agenda for the Sept. 12th RPSAC meeting be deferred and brought forward on October 3rd.

NEXT MEETING

Oct 3, 2011

ADJOURNMENT

7:45 p.m.
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SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT
RECREATION AND PARKS SERVICES ADVISORY COMMITTEE
October 3, 2011

RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE RECREATION AND PARKS SERVICES ADVISORY
COMMITTEE MEETING HELD IN THE BOARD ROOM OF THE SUNSHINE COAST
REGIONAL DISTRICT OFFICES, 1975 FIELD ROAD, SECHELT, BC

PRESENT:

Chair
Members

Anne Titcomb
Pat Hunt (facilitator)
Elise Rudland
Brenda Wilkes
Dale Peterson
Heather Gordon
Vicki Dobbyn
Carolyn Mortensen

ALSO PRESENT:

Manager of Parks Services
Recorder

Carleen McDowell
Geri Gelineau

REGRETS:

Manager of Recreation Services

Bruce Bauman
Barbara DeMott
Elaine Futterman

ABSENT:

Area D Director
Area F Director
Area B Director

Donna Shugar
Lee Turnbull
Garry Nohr
John Lockwood
Sarita Moodie

CALL TO ORDER 5:05 p.m.
AGENDA

The agenda was adopted as received.

Recommendation No. 1 – Recreation and Parks Services Advisory Committee
The Recreation and Parks Services Advisory Committee recommended that the minutes of the
meeting held September 12, 2011 be received.
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Recommendation No. 2 – Community Services Committee Meeting
The Recreation and Parks Services Advisory Committee recommended that the Community
Services Committee minutes of September 15, 2011 be received for information only.
At the 2011 Recreation and Parks Master Plan survey review, the advisory committee was asked
to forward to the consultants the key strengths, any areas in need of attention, surprises and or
misperceptions regarding the survey. The following are their comments:
Strengths of the Survey



















Shows how active our communities are
Consistency
Areas have similar priorities
Number of respondents
Level of detail
Variety of activities available
Confirms gaps that were already known of
Community like the hardcover brochure
Identifies areas to increase participation
Shows gaps related to 670
Doing what we asked to do
Not a lot of surprises
Surprised at the use levels of the community halls – opportunities
Lack of LAS awareness – uncovered the issue to work on (need to rename so that people
can identify what it actually is)
Pender Harbour comes to Sechelt and Gibsons for activities and are prepared to pay for
it. Speaks to coast wide recreation.
Hockey and soccer teams are coast wide
Liked the frequency questionnaire
Community values what we have and would like to see more and extended hours

Weaknesses and Misperceptions









Listing of non-existing programs and/or services that are not SCRD programs– may lead
to better joint use (partnerships).
How valid is one visit per year to a park?
Respondents are unclear about the role of SCRD and children/child minders, people
don’t have an idea of costs to the facilities
Hard to separate SCRD programs and services from other providers, could be a
branding opportunity?
Good opportunity to be a key information provider
The survey didn’t keep track of the source of comments
Trail Stewardship - Community schools programs, confusion regarding who does what
requires clarification
Survey may have been too broad
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Activity level overall - is that in SCRD services or in total?
Most people have no idea that 670 was cut again - communications issue.
Use of Roberts Creek hall pg. 36 – usage should be higher than reported
Executive summary
People do not know what the Ranger Station is – some call it the PH Cultural Centre
Need a deeper level of detail from focus groups

Would like to see the focus on:
 Partnerships
 Volunteers
 Arts
 Schools
 Use of advisory committees
Pat noted on the discussion topics and asked about the definition of the following:
 Insight of core values and definition of core services. Would like to see samples of the
questions that will be asked of the focus groups.
 Will UREPs be included in the Master Plan?
The advisory committee was asked to add names and contact numbers to the different sheets of
planned Focus Groups.
Some members of the advisory committee asked if they could put their own names on certain
focus group meeting lists. Paul Fenwick assured the committee they could do that. The RPSAC
committee asked if they would have an opportunity to be a focus group as a committee?

NEXT MEETING

Nov. 7, 2011

ADJOURNMENT

7:15 p.m.
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Pender Harbour Community School Society
PO Box 232, Madeira Park, BC V0N 2H0

Report on:

Recreation Program Delivery for Area A
January 1 – March 31, 2011
April 1 – June 30, 2011

Prepared by Jody Miles, Coordinator and Diana Rae, Accountant
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Programs Offered
PROGRAM

INSTRUCTOR
HOURS

LOCATION

6
3
6

HLC
HLC
MPES Gym

Introduction to Quickbooks
Social Media for Businesses
Dog Obedience
Red Cross Standard First Aid
Introduction to Windows 7
Introduction to Windows 7 Level 1

14
3
6

Introduction to Windows 7 Level 2
Introduction to Windows 7 Level 3
Dog Obedience

6
6
3

Can. Firearms - Non-Restricted
C.O.R.E

11
17

Drop in Floor Hockey
Youth Volleyball
Cancelled or Postponed Programs:
Serving-it-right
Can. Firearms for Women
C.O.R.E for Women
Afterschool Soccer
Introduction to Quickbooks (2nd series)
Spring Break Daycamp
Introduction to Social Media

24
19.5

DATES

22-Jan-11
09-Feb-11
Feb 3,10, 17, 24,
2011
HLC
March 5,6 2011
HLC
05-Apr-11
HLC
April 7, 12, 14,
2011
HLC
April 19, 21, 2011
HLC
April 26, 28, 2011
MPES Gym April 28, May 5, 12,
19, 2011
HLC
April 1, 2, 2011
HLC
April 15, 16, 17,
2011
PHSS
Jan 17 - April 11
PHSS
Jan 18 - April 19

# OF
NUMBER OF
SESSIONS PARTICIPANTS

TOTAL
FEES

1
1
4

9
8
3

$990.00
$320.00

1
1
1

7
4
3

1
1
4

3
3
10

1
1

6
5

$825.00

12
13

60
159

$180.00
$477.00

$207.00
$1,155.00
$116.00
$147.00
$147.00
$147.00
$690.00
$780.00

TOTAL
PARTICIPANT
HOURS
54
24
72
98
12
18
18
18
120
66
85
1440
3100.5

Cancelled
postponed
postponed
undersubscribed
postponed
Cancelled
Cancelled

Total Program Hours
Total No. of Participants
Total Participant Hours
Total Fees

124.5
280
5125.5
$6,181.00

Program Development
A variety of new programs were offered from January to June 2011 in Area A. With the
introduction of Quickbooks, Windows 7, and Social Media for Business; the new
computers the Pender Harbour Community School Society (PHCSS) acquired in the fall
of 2010 have been put to great use. Other notable 2011 programs included: Dog
Obedience, First Aid, Canadian Firearms Safety, and Conservation & Outdoor
Recreation Education.
Last minute and late registration continues to be a challenge within our community. In
the 2011/2012 recreational year in Pender Harbour it is our intention to look at ways of
developing a strategy to respond to this challenge. This challenge often results in the
community school having to postpone or cancel programs.
3
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Connections/Community Collaborations
Jody Miles, Coordinator of the Pender Harbour Community School and Deb Cole,
Manager, Pender Harbour Aquatic and Fitness Centre, Sunshine Coast Regional
District are in the process of further developing ways to work in collaboration including,
utilizing the Aquatic and Fitness Centre’s staff skills and expertise in program
development and facilitation. This will also include the recruitment of potential facilitators
to deliver workshops and recreational activities that will best serve our shared
community members from all age (children, youth, seniors and families), cultural and
socio-economic groups.
We are looking at ways to survey our community members to ensure it is our
community that is informing the directions of recreation including holistic recreational
education.

Projects and Initiatives
Pender Harbour Community School’s four week Summer Kidz Camp has been offered
at the Aquatic Centre for the week of July 10 to 15, 2011. This has been a great
success with positive feedback from Deb Cole, Rebecca Kelly, Camp Instructor, the
children and youth participants and the families. We would like to look at offering this to
our community’s families for an extended period of time next summer and seek
partnerships with the Music School and area Artisans and Musicians.

Recreation Program Administration, Planning and Reporting
A collaborative partnership between PHCSS and the Pender Harbour Aquatic Centre
began in the last quarter of 2010. A newsletter, titles Pender Community was codesigned to make finding recreational programs easier for the community. As a result,
a colourful seasonal newsletter has gone to print three times this year, with a large
issue being prepared for the 2011 fall season. Our community has embraced this
expressing a high level of satisfaction and accessibility.

Facility Use
Harbour Learning Centre
The Harbour Learning Centre is a great resource for many programs the community
school conducts. With the addition of eight new desktop computers, as well as new
software suits, programs are being created with these new tools in mind.

4
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Madeira Park Elementary School Gymnasium and Playing Field
Access to Madeira Park Elementary School (MPES) is greatly appreciated for program
use. The gymnasium has been secured for afterschool sports programs as well as the
newly introduced Dog Obedience program. Although the gym may sometimes be used
only as a backup due to poor weather, access to the school grounds is desperately
needed for this community.
Pender Harbour Secondary School
The gymnasium at Pender Harbour Secondary School (PHSS) was utilized on a weekly
basis for two popular drop-in programs: Floor Hockey (which later became “Drop-in
Sports”) and Volleyball. Having access to a larger gym in the community allows for
people of all ages to participate in the drop-in sports.

Although we have not utilized the cooking facilities recently, access to the “foods room”
and upstairs mezzanine will be a huge asset with potentially upcoming cooking classes.

Programs
QuickBooks
QuickBooks ran a successful one-day course with 9 participants. Although we only had
space for 8 registrants, an extra computer was brought in as the program was in such
high demand. Diana Rae instructed the program at the Harbour Learning Centre, and
although successful in the 6 hour run time, it was suggested that the program be broken
up into two days as there is a lot of information to learn.
Status- Ran January 22nd
Participants- 9
Location- HLC
Introduction to Social Media for Business
JM Boyd ran a successful information session in the fall of 2010 on social media. As
per requests from the community, JM was brought back to teach a more detailed
program on the use of social media for businesses. The program ran one evening for 3
hours and all those registered left the course with a greater insight on how to use social
media to enhance their businesses.
Status- Ran February 11th
Participants- 8
Location- HLC

5
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Dog Obedience
Although low in registration, the program was a huge success. The instructor Andrea
Richmond was very pleased to bring her skills of training dogs to Madeira Park. All
registrants were extremely happy with the small class size as they were able to have
more one-on-one time with the instructor. All the participants asked for another session
to run in the spring.
Status- Ran February 3rd, 10th, 17th, & 24th
Participants- 3
Location- MPES Gym
Red Cross- Standard First Aid
The first aid course, taught by instructor Sabine Tamm, ran the weekend of March 5th &
6th at the HLC. The two day Standard First Aid course is required by many employerswhich usually results in a full or near capacity class size.
Status- Ran March 5th, & 6th
Participants- 7
Location- HLC
Windows 7- Intro, Levels 1, 2, & 3
This program was offered as individual courses, or as a 4 course package deal. The
program began April 5th and will be running every Tuesday and Thursday until April 28th
at the HLC. The Introduction to Windows 7 ran with 4 participants and the remaining
levels are being run with 3. Hannah Stark, our instructor, has been receiving positive
feedback for the course and customers are happy to have more “one-on-one” time with
the instructor.
Status- In Progress
Participants- 4 (intro), 3 (levels 1, 2, and 3)
Location- HLC
Dog Obedience
Dog Obedience, run by instructor Andrea Richmond, had a very successful second
round. After wonderful reviews by the previous registrants in February, a second
course was run for four weeks in April and May. Registration was so high that the group
was split into two. Participants were extremely happy with the results and are once
again requesting another session in the fall.
Status- Begins April 28th
Participants- 10 (split into 2 groups of 5)
Location- MPES Gym and outdoor field (weather permitting)
C.F.A.S- Canadian Firearms Safety
The Canadian Fire Arms Safety course ran the first Friday and Saturday of April (1 st,
2nd.) We ran the course with a surplus of 3 individuals. Customers were happy with the
instructor (Andy Ross) and the program itself, which has been a staple in the community
for years.
6
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Status- Ran April 1st, & 2nd
Participants- 6
Location- HLC
C.O.R.E.
C.O.R.E., instructed by Andy Ross ran the weekend of April 16th. This popular course
has been a staple in the community for years as many outdoor enthusiasts continue to
partake.
Status- Ran April 16th, 17th, & 18th
Participants- 5
Location- HLC
Drop-in Floor Hockey (later Drop-in Sports)
Drop-in Floor Hockey began mid-January and ran for 12 weeks under the supervision of
Cyrus Foster. Registration began to drop with the shift in weather and other outdoor
organized sports activities. After low registration in March, the drop-in floor hockey was
re-named drop-in sports in an attempt to gain more registration. Drop-in sports offered
hockey, badminton, volleyball, and use of various equipment for play. After registration
continued to stay low the program was wrapped up for the summer.
Status- Ran for 12 weeks (Jan-April)
Participants- 60
Location- PHSS Gym
Drop-in Volleyball
Dylan Bogert supervised the popular drop-in volleyball for a successful 13 weeks at
Pender Harbour Secondary School Gym. Low registration during the last few weeks
determined the wrap up in mid-April.
Status- Ran for 13 weeks (Jan-April)
Participants- 159
Location-PHSS Gym
Cancelled/Postponed Programs
Serving-it-Right
Serving it right was cancelled due to lack of registrants. Emails were sent out to a
variety of organizations, local businesses, and resorts/restaurants to market the course.
The serving it right course is offered online, which I believe is the reason for low
registration- receiving your certificate is easy and straightforward if you have access to
the internet.
Status- Cancelled
Location- HLC
QuickBooks- second session
7
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Unfortunately QuickBooks was cancelled due to low registration. A change of the time
(from an all day Saturday course to a 3 week Wednesday afternoon course might be the
cause, as most customers are busy with their businesses during that time.) We are
looking into offering the course again this fall (possibly during the evenings), as it is in
high demand.
Status- Cancelled
Spring Break Day Camp
Unfortunately, due to a later than anticipated printing of the Spring Pender Community
guide, the registration for the Spring Break Day Camp was too low to run. Next year the
advertising needs to be placed in the Winter Newsletter as a “Spring Break Day Camp
Coming to Madeira Park this year- Mark your calendars!”
Status- Cancelled
Location- Serendipity & Christ the Redeemer Church
Afterschool Soccer
Although usually very popular within the community, the afterschool soccer program for
children aged 6-12 (split in two groups) was undersubscribed after the release of the
Winter Newsletter.
Status- Cancelled
Location- MPES Gym

As of September 2011 the Pender Harbour Community School Society has hired a local
community member, Paola Stewart, to work directly with the Greater Pender
Community in the development and delivery of new and exciting programs. These
programs have been identified as important by our Greater Community; they are being
delivered by our Greater Community Members and are reflective of the rich cultural and
Artistic Mosaic of individuals who live and thrive in our Greater Pender Community. We
look forward to continuing to serve, partner and respond to the needs of our peoples.
A bit about Paola…
Paola Stewart lives and thrives in Madeira Park where she is raising her three
daughters with husband Alan Stewart who is a community Real Estate Agent. Paola
believes that an active and generous life nurtures not only her family but all families and
individuals. Paola demonstrates her belief in an interconnected and supportive
community by being a positive and active mentor. Paola has and/or continues to serve
on the Madeira Park Elementary and Pender Harbour Secondary School Parent
Councils and the Serendipity Board of Directors. Paola has organized community
8
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events and/or groups such as; running clubs, 4km May Day Family Fun Run, Madeira
Park Christmas Tree Lighting Ceremony and coaching and/or co-coaching soccer.
Paola's personal interests include travelling and reading, learning about other cultures,
soccer, dragon boating, track & field, stretch & strength training, MuyThai kickboxing but
running is what fuels her passion.
Paola also holds a BA in International Relations, a certificate for Community Coaching
for Children through the BC Soccer Association and in the process of completing her
TESL Teaching and her Fitness Instructors Certificates. Paola enjoys the study of
languages; this includes the study of French, Spanish, Italian and Japanese.
Paola's infectious philosophy is an active community is a healthy community in mind,
body, soul and spirit! It is never too late to change your life- style!
Paola Stewart is an integral part of the Pender Harbour Community School and her
warm and embracing voice is the first point of connection to us when you call, email or
walk through our door.

9
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Pender Harbour Community School Society
SCRD Area A Recreation Report – Winter 2011
Contributed Support
SCRD Recreation Grant
SCRD Deferred from 2010
Earned Revenues
Program Registration
Other Revenues
Total Income
Direct Program Expenses
Instructor Fees
Program Materials & Supplies
Program Misc. Expense
Program Venue Rentals
Program Transportation
Program Customer Support
Program Development & Coordination
Total Program Expenses
Net Revenues
Administration Expense
Advertising & Promotion
Board Meeting Expenses
Reporting & Coordination
Finance & Accounting
Insurance
Misc. Expense
Newsletter Costs
Office Supplies & Paper
Postage
Repairs & Maintenance
Storage Fees
Technical Support
Telephone
Travel
Utility
WCB Expense
Total Administration Expense

Jan-Mar 2011
Actual
10,000.00
7,322.61

Jan-Mar 2011

6,978.87
69.40

12,575.00

24,370.88

22,575.00

756.00
15.88
23.34
53.00
0.00
2,595.00
2,485.00
5,928.22

3,500.00
1,500.00
250.00
150.00
295.00
1,750.00
8,050.00
15,495.00

18,442.66

7,080.00

98.76

254.54
6,942.79

500.00
75.00
1,685.00
1,500.00
1,015.00
50.00
750.00
400.00
50.00
75.00
220.00
150.00
330.00
130.00
100.00
50.00
7,080.00

11,499.87

0.00

3,960.00
675.00
110.00
928.67
408.34
55.52
284.34
167.62

Net Surplus/-Deficit

Budget
10,000.00
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Pender Harbour Community School Society
SCRD Area A Recreation Report – Spring 2011
Contributed Support
SCRD Recreation Grant
Deferred from March 31
Earned Revenues
Program Registration
Other Revenues (def.rev., donations, etc)
Total Income
Direct Program Expenses
Instructor Fees
Program Materials & Supplies
Program Misc. Expense
Program Venue Rentals
Program Transportation
Program Customer Support
Program Development & Coordination
Total Program Expenses
Net Revenues
Administration Expense
Advertising & Promotion
Board Meeting Expenses
Reporting & Coordination
Finance & Accounting
Insurance
Misc. Expense
Newsletter Costs
Office Supplies & Paper
Postage
Repairs & Maintenance
Storage Fees
Technical Support
Telephone
Travel
Utility
WCB Expense
Total Administration Expense

Apr-Jun 2011
Actual
10,000.00
11,499.87

Apr-Jun 2011

2,499.45
136.28

12,750.00

24,135.60

22,575.00

2,005.00
94.77
88.86

2,974.19
4,939.90
10,102.72

3,500.00
1,500.00
250.00
150.00
295.00
1,750.00
8,050.00
15,495.00

14,032.88

7,080.00

236.00
55.39
1800.00
570.00
581.76
42.50
1917.12
345.83
19.82
40.00

6,129.03

500.00
75.00
1,685.00
1,500.00
1,015.00
50.00
750.00
400.00
50.00
75.00
220.00
150.00
330.00
130.00
100.00
50.00
7,080.00

7,903.85

0.00

100.00
420.61

Net Surplus/-Deficit

Budget
10,000.00
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SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

September 26, 2011

TO:

Community Services Committee – October 20, 2011

FROM:

Bruce Bauman – Manager Recreation Services

RE:

RECREATION GUIDE RESOLUTION JULY 14, 2011

RECOMMENDATION
THAT the Manager of Recreation Services report on the Board Recreation Guide
Resolution be received for information.

Background
On September 15, 2011 there was a request to advise the Community Services
Committee of a copy of a previous resolution in 2011 on the Recreation Guide. Please
see the following Board resolution. Staff shall report more in due course.
Discussion
The Board at their meeting held on July 14, 2011 adopted the following Corporate and
Administrative Services Committee recommendation:
THAT the report and presentation from the Manager of Recreation regarding
the Recreation Guide be received;
AND THAT, for Fall/Winter 2011, staff continue with the regular mail-out
recreation flyer as development continues with the online recreation guide
and include an explanation as to where the public can look for the
Spring/Summer recreation guide;
AND THAT the regular mail-out flyer continue as the online guide is refined;
AND THAT staff continue with an ongoing evaluation and refinement of the
online recreation guide in combination with appropriate numbers of printed
copies;
AND FURTHER THAT this item be linked to the Parks and Recreation
Master Plan and rolled into discussions on the marketing strategy.
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SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

October 12, 2011

TO:

Community Services Committee - (October 20, 2011)

FROM:

Paul Fenwick, General Manager Community Services

RE:

POTENTIAL RECREATION GRANT

RECOMMENDATION(S)
THAT the Community Services Committee receives the report Potential Recreation Grant;
AND THAT staff provide a recommendation when more program details are available.

BACKGROUND
The Premier announced the (attached) Healthy Communities grant at the UMCM convention.
At the time of this report no details are available on:





Cost sharing if any
Parameters e.g. new or refurbishment projects (although accessibility is emphasized)
Energy conservation/GHG reduction factors (may not be the focus)
Amount of individual grant (maximum)

DISCUSSION
There are several potential SCRD projects.
None are “shelf ready”. Several, however, are based on assessment reports (Gibsons Pool,
Sechelt Arena) or energy reports (GAACS, Gibsons Pool, Sechelt Arena).
Also, Dakota Ridge has a new business plan now under consideration. In addition, staff gave the
Board a list of potential capital projects as part of the 2011 Financial Plan.
Potential projects (in no particular order) include:
1) Gibsons Pool—hot tub replacement, dressing rooms and family change room, general
upgrade, space additions e.g. sauna, steam and classroom (note: some legacy funds available
and preliminary master plan results suggest public interest in upgrading the pool—cost depends
on the scope of the project selected).
2) Gibsons Pool energy refit (preliminary estimate $650,000).
3) Sechelt Arena—boards, glass and compressor (preliminary estimate $250,000).
4) Sechelt Arena energy refit (preliminary estimate $116,000)
5) GAAC noise attenuation (preliminary master plan results show public support—cost depends
on the methodology selected—estimate $160,000)
6) Suncoaster Trail extension (not shelf ready—no cost estimate)
7) Dakota Ridge—road and parking, new trails, equipment, and amenities as per Business Plan
(cost estimate is $795,000 and up to $120,000 is now available).

________________________________
Paul Fenwick
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Province supports healthy communities with $30M program

Page 1 of 2

Printer-friendly version

BRITISH

1 COLUMBIA
NEWS RELEASE
For Immediate Release
2O11PREMO122-001241
Sept. 30, 2011

Office of the Premier
Ministry of Community, Sport and Cultural Development

Province supports healthy communities with $30M program
VANCOUVER The Province will provide $30 million in funding to communities to give B.C. families
greater access to recreation facilities so they can enjoy the benefits of increased physical activity and
community involvement, announced Premier Christy Clark at the Union of B.C. Municipalities
convention today.
—

“We know that communities in B.C. face challenges when it comes to providing recreational
infrastructure, particularly those in rural B.C.,” said Premier Clark. “This program will help communities
address these challenges by boosting the resources available at the local level. As we work to
strengthen our families, it is important to understand the value of recreation quite simply, getting
together and having some recreational fun can reap huge rewards.”
—

Eligible recreation projects will include sports facilities, community recreation spaces, fitness facilities,
trails, bike paths, walkways, playgrounds and other indoor or outdoor recreational centres. Priority will
be given to small communities, many of which lack the capacity to fund infrastructure.
“Not only will this program help families in smaller communities to have greater access to recreation, it
will provide jobs and economic stimulus during the construction and operation of the facilities,” said Ida
Chong, Minister of Community, Sport and Cultural Development. “I look forward to seeing how
communities can make the most out of this great opportunity to build upon their recreational
infrastructure.”
“I am thrilled with today’s announcement”, said Suzanne Allard Strutt, CEO of the BC Recreation and
Parks Association. “This funding will go a long way to help address the pressing need across the
province to replenish and renew our stock of recreation facilities. These facilities are the life blood of
our communities. They are known to be one of the most cost-effective prescriptions for good health
and engaged citizens. It’s great to see such a significant investment in B.C. families.”
Applications submitted between Oct. 14 and Dec. 28, 2011 will be considered for project approval, with
the limit of one application per community. Regional districts will have the opportunity to submit more
than one application.
Announcements of successful applicants and funding will be made by March 31, 2012. Application
packages will be posted on the ministry website at: http://www.cscd.gov.bc.ca/lgd/finance/grants.htm
Media contacts:
Chris Olsen
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Province supports healthy communities with $30M program

Office of the Premier
604 220-1640
Jeff Rud
Communications Director
Ministry of Community Sport and Cultural Development
250 208-4028
Connect with the Province of B.C. at www.gov.bc.ca/connect
Facebook

Delicious
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SCRD STAFF REPORT
rd,
3

DATE:

October

2011

TO:

CommunityServices Committee—October 20th, 2011

FROM:

Peter Longhi, Chief Building Inspector and Bylaw Manager

RE:

Building Department Statistics for September, 2011.

RECOMMENDATIONS

THAT the Community Services Committee recommends to the SCRD Board that the
Chief Building Inspector’s report regarding Building Division Statistics, for September
30th, 2011 be received.

BACKGROUND

Building activity by area has been tracked and reported on the attached VADIM and EXCEL
reports year to date, (September 30th, 2011). In addition, a four year history is provided.
Areas E and B have been the focus of activity in September, largely attributed to several permits
for residential construction projects for new construction and renovations/additions.

Construction values and permit revenues are more in line with what is expected for activity for
the month of September based on historical trends, ($63,000). There was an additional transfer
of deferred permit revenue in the amount of $50,000 from the St. Mary’s Hospital building permit
added to this month’s permit revenue which larger than usual permit spike shown on the graph
attached.
The Building permit revenue trend this year has been very un characteristic and difficult to
explain. Projections for 2012 still remain positive and for the remainder of this year somewhat
tentative.
Staff will continue to carefully monitor revenues and expenditures on a monthly basis. The third
th
quarter variance report for this function will be available at CAS on October 27
and will
include budget projections for the balance of the year.
Building Assessments have been completed on six SCRD buildings so far; Grantham’s Hall,
Roberts Creek Fire Department, Gibson’s Library, the Pender Ranger Station Complex, Mason
Road complex and Sechelt Arena.
Respectfully submitted, Peter Longhi

H:\WP\2011\Building Department\REPORTS 2011\Building Stats Sept 2011 .docx
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Open Bal

-

Wcb Building Inspection Services
Training & Development
Clothing/laundering
Deliveries/transportation
Materials & Supplies
Office Expenses
Telephone & Alarm Lines

-

-

520 Building Inspection Servic

Legal Fees
01-2-520-458 Fuel/lubricants Vehicle
01 -2-520-461 Insurance/licence Vehicle
01-2-520-464 Repairs & Mtce Vehicle
01-2-520-495 Transfer to/from other functions

01-2-520-381

Travel
01-2-520-335 Advertising
01-2-520-338 Dues & Subscriptions
01-2-520-345 Computer Software/Support

01-2-520-227
01-2-520-235
01-2-520-257
01-2-520-266
01-2-520-281
01-2-520-293
01-2-520-314
01-2-520-320

01-2-520-200 Administrative Services
01-2-520-220 Salaries & Wages
01-2-520-225 Benefits

Current
Year to Date

0

1,971

420,839

0

3,012
4,391

39,363

0
0
0
0
106

0
0

108
3,089
1,573
5,009

0
0

0
0
0
0
0

2,097
38
104
283
3,010
1,166
2,002

791

8,143

0
30,324

-113,529

-113,529

0

460,202

106

3,012
4,391

1,573
5,009

1,971

108
3,089

283
3,010
1,166
2,002

2,097
38
104

75,291
7,246

274,397

75,308

-483,123

-483,123

-3

-150
-3,711
-5,061

0
-532
-4,347

-50,000
-402,416
-21,782

0
-106,094
-2,556

6,456

244,073
67,149

75,308

-369,594

Revenues

520 Building Inspection Services

Expenditures

-369,594

-3

-3,179
-714

-19,226
-150

-50,000
-296,322

520 Building Inspection Servic

01-1-520-150 Surplus Prior Year

01-1-520-015 Property Tax Requisition
01-1-520-113 Building Permit Fees
01-1-520-115 Other Permit Fees
01-1-520-116 RenewalFees
01-1-520-118 Title Searches
01-1-520-128 Other Revenue

520 Building Inspection Services

BUILDING INSPECTION
Revenues

Account No.

Description
Budget

50,000

-460,202

-4,391
-106

0
0
0

0
0

-5,009
-3,012

0

0

0

0
0

0
0

0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0
0
0

0
0

-1,971
-1,573

-108
-3,089

-2002

-3,010
-1,166

-38
-104
-283

-2,097

-75,291
-7,246

274,397

-75,308

483,123

483,123

3

150
3,711
5,061

402,416
21,782

Page:

% Used

Actual Amount
Default

0
0
0
0

0
0

0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0

Variance

Budget:
Group by:

Year
:
Period :

2011
9
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Building Revenues Ending September 30th, 2011

9

10

11

12

%113,529 (this includes
$50K from deferred Hosp.
permit)

BP5700
Date: Oct 03,
Status Code:
Year:
Period:

SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT
Permit Type:
District:
Area:

All
All
All Areas

Page: 1
2011
lime: 10:21 am
ISSUED
2011
9 To 9

BUILDING DEPARTL._. i MONTHLY REPORT
For the Month of: September 2011
-

Three Year Construction Type Comparison
Work Code Description
ADDITIONANDALTERATION
WOOD STOVE/CHIMNEY
AUXILIARY DWELLING
COMMERCIAL CONSTRUCTION
DEMOLITION
AGRICULTURAL BUILDING
INDUSTRIAL BUILDING
MULTIFAMILY DWELLINGS
NEW CONSTRUCTION
SWIMMING POOL
plumbing fixtures only for SFD
PERMIT RENEWAL
SINGLE FAMILY DWEWNG
SINGLE FAMILY DWEWNG
Special Inspection
TEMPORARY PERMIT
TENANT IMPROVEMENT
UPGRADE
RETAINING WALL
WOOD STOVE? CHIMNEY
AUXILIARY BUILDING
CHANGE OF USE
Total Permits:

2011

2010

2009

13
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
9
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
11
1

9
0
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
11
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

19
0
0
2
1
0
2
0
0
0
1
0
8
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
10
1

7

0

37

TotaiBlillngs:
Total Project Values:

*

Cumulative Values:

$
$

$
$

4,649,830.00
34,108,320.00

31

45

34,230.50

41,374.33

3,461,160.00
47,662,030.00

$
$

4,952,880.00
46,886,345.00

Pffw’ cca. tflV%L’C

-CJ.
District Breakdown

District Name

Total Number of Permits

Total Billings

Total Project Values

9
10
4
12
2

9,530.75
10,040.00
3,986.00
13,138.00
4,115.50

954,920.00
1,185,160.00
446,000.00
1,637,750.00
426,000.00

Area A
AREA B
Area D
Area E
AREA F
Grand Totals:

Rate Breakdown
Rate Name
APPLICATION FEE
APPLICATION PAYMENT
BUILDING PERMIT OFFICE EXPENSE
SPECIAL & REINSPECTION
CIVIC ADDRESS
SUBSOIL DRAINAGE
MICROFILMING
PENALTY
COMMERCIAL BUILDING PERMIT
PLUMBING FIXTURES
RESIDENTIAL PERMIT

Total Number of Permits Using Rates

Rate Total Billings

30
34
30
1
3
9
33
4
1
14
36

5,280.00
-5,440.00
60.00
100.00
525.00
450.00
1,442.00
430.00
344.75
2,985.00
33,724.50
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O
SUNSHINE COAST POLICING COMMITTEE
September 12, 2011

MINUTES FROM THE SUNSHINE COAST POLICING COMMITTEE HELD AT THE
SCRD OFFICES, 1975 FIELD ROAD, SECHELT, BC.

PRESENT:
(Voting Members)

SCRD Director, Town of Gibsons
SCRD Director District of Sechelt
Alternate Director District of Sechelt
SCRD Director Area A
SCRD Director Area B, SCRD Chair
SCRD Alternate Director Area B
SCRD Director, Area D
SCRD Director, Area E
SCRD Director, Area F
Alternate Director, Area F
Roberts Creek Representative

Barry Janyk, Chair
Keith Thirkell, for part
Alice Lutes
Eric Graham
Garry Nohr, for part
Brian Smith
Donna Shugar
Lorne Lewis
Lee Turnbull, for part
Joyce Clegg
CarolAnn Glover

ALSO PRESENT:
Crimestoppers
Mary Bitroff
Emergency Program Coordinator
Bill Elsner
Gibsons Citizens on Patrol
Paulette Collins
ICBC
Tom Webster
RCMP, Detachment Commander
S/Sgt Herb Berdahl
RCMP, Traffic Services
Supt. Norm Gaumont
RCMP, Sea to Sky Traffic Services
Cst. Todd Bozak
RCMP, Sea to Sky Traffic Services
Cpl. Scott Bowden
SCRD A/GM Community Services Dept. Peter Longhi
SCRD Admin. Assistant
Lynda Edstrom
Sunshine Coast Speedwatch
John Hird
Press - CKAY
Sean Eckford
Press - Coast Reporter
Ali Nichol
_____________________________________________________________________________

CALL TO ORDER 9:00 AM
Introductions were made.

AGENDA
The agenda for the meeting was accepted as circulated.
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Sea Cavalcade
S/Sgt Berdahl provided an update on Sea Cavalcade events in Gibsons. He noted there were 13
members in attendance. There were no problems at the family event portion. After the fireworks
ended there were 35-40 gathered at the foot of School Road resulting in noise complaints until
midnight. The RCMP had been proactive earlier in the evening regarding liquor.
Director Turnbull expressed concern about intoxicated youth at the event and asked what if any
role the local Outreach organization could play.

DELEGATION
Superintendent Norm Gaumont and Constable Todd Bozak, Traffic Services
Superintendent Gaumont provided handout statistics regarding:
- LMD RCMP & Independent PD Fatalities 1996-2009;
- LMD District Fatality Percent Change per 100,000 Population 2003-2009 as compared to
2002;
- Average % Casual Factors for Fatalities, Serious Injuries and Injuries (includes Sea to Sky,
Sunshine Coast and LMD factors for Impaired, Speed, Seatbelts, Intersection &
Distracted/Inattentive);
- Fatalities per 100,000 Population LMD Casual Factors 2009 compared to 1996-2001
Baseline Average
Traffic Services before 2002 were part of detachments. They are now dedicated units. By 2002
BC had fallen to 6th place in the country for road deaths and had the worst seatbelt rating. BC is
now #1 in the country for seatbelt use. It was noted these statistics took 8 years to achieve. The
current BC legislation has resulted in a 60% reduction in alcohol related deaths. Why so
successful - the units have a lot of accountability with respect to criminal charges and
enforcement for impaired, speeding, seatbelts, intersection and distracted drivers (otherwise
known as the Big 5).
The Sunshine Coast had no deaths as a result of not wearing seatbelts. Other statistics were the
same as the Province. One in four collisions on the Sunshine Coast are in intersections.
Superintendent Gaumont noted he can provide information on where crashes on the Sunshine
Coast are happening.
Sea to Sky Highway accidents have declined 60% on the new highway. The RCMP is looking at
moving a Sea to Sky traffic person to the Sunshine Coast within 2 - 3 months. With a third person
this would provide flexibility in working evening hours.
Shoulder Rumble Strips - They would like to see this installed on the centre line and shoulders of
the highway.
Director Graham asked why NWPD personnel were in Pender Harbour. The Integrated Safety
Units include personnel from police departments in West Vancouver, New Westminster, Port
Moody and Vancouver. Part of their responsibility is to work on the Sunshine Coast.
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Superintendent Gaumont noted his focus is on media and education.
He noted that Traffic Service personnel will work together with the local RCMP and provide
needed assistance even if outside their Big 5 area.
Mary Bitroff asked if there was a statistic breakdown of inattentive drivers, i.e. dogs on driver
laps. It was noted that the statistics are broken down for handheld devices or an „other‟
category.
Areas of Concern


Director Thirkel noted speeding on the Porpoise Bay/Dusty Road area on weekends and
asked for some evening patrols. He also asked if there would be additional costs to
Sechelt for a third traffic services person. It was noted there would be no additional cost
as the Unit is already financed.



Bill Elsner noted the recycling truck makes stops in the morning in the Selma Park area
of the highway. As there is no shoulder this impedes traffic and may cause a head on
collision. He asked if their pickup schedule could be changed during ferry traffic times.



Brian Smith noted that cars are running the stop sign near the Fawn Market in Halfmoon
Bay.

Cst. Bozak noted the RCMP also has an “Alexis Team” in operation who are stopping impaired
drivers.
Superintendent Gaumont noted he will attend at the Sunshine Coast Policing meetings whenever
needed. The Chair thanked him for his presentation.

MINUTES
Recommendation No. 1

Minutes

The Sunshine Coast Policing Committee recommended that the minutes of the meeting held, July
4, 2011 be received.
Mayor Janyk noted the new RCMP building plans are close to being signed off.
CORRESPONDENCE
Recommendation No. 2

Sunshine Coast Youth Action and Awareness Committee

The Sunshine Coast Policing Committee recommended that the Sunshine Coast Youth Action
and Awareness Committee minutes of June 24, 2011 be received.
Recommendation No. 3

Youth Outreach Coordinator

The Sunshine Coast Policing Committee recommended the new Youth Outreach Coordinator be
invited to attend the October 31, 2011 Sunshine Coast Policing Committee.
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Thank You

The Sunshine Coast Policing Committee recommended that the thank you note from Steve
Mitton to the RCMP be received.
Recommendation No. 5

Renewal of RCMP Agreements

The Sunshine Coast Policing Committee recommended that the correspondence from the
Minister of Public Safety and Solicitor General regarding the Renewal of the
Federal/Provincial/Territorial RCMP Agreements be received.
Recommendation No. 6

RCMP Contract Negotiations

The Sunshine Coast Policing Committee recommended that the correspondence from UBCM
regarding an update on RCMP Contract Negotiations be received.
Recommendation No. 7

RCMP Contract Negotiations

The Sunshine Coast Policing Committee recommended that the correspondence from UBCM
regarding an update on RCMP Contract Negotiations be referred to the October 31, 2011
Sunshine Coast Policing Committee;
AND THAT Directors provide an update after attending the UBCM convention.

REPORTS
Recommendation No. 8

RCMP Monthly Report

The Sunshine Coast Policing Committee recommended that the RCMP Monthly Report be
received.
Written copies of the report were distributed to the Committee.
Thanks
Director Graham congratulated the RCMP for apprehending vandals who broke into the high
school and the Irvines Landing Hall in Pender Harbour. He thanked the RCMP for their fast
response.
Joyce Clegg thanked the RCMP marine section for attending at Gambier and Keats Islands.

RCMP Priority Ferry Boarding
The issue of RCMP priority ferry boarding was raised at a recent public meeting with BC
Ferries. S/Sgt Berdahl noted they do not get priority boarding unless for an emergency. There is
no priority boarding to travel back and forth to court in Vancouver, unless after a day in court,
they must report to work later in the day.
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Roberts Creek School Basketball Court
Director Shugar noted there was a complaint about the lights being on at the Roberts Creek
School basketball court after 10:00 pm. It was noted there is an accessible override switch for
the lights. She asked if the RCMP could patrol the area.
Recommendation No. 9

Roberts Creek School Basketball Court

The Sunshine Coast Policing Committee recommended that the SCRD Chair forward a letter to
School District No. 46 asking them to replace the override light switch with a keyed system at
the Roberts Creek School Basketball Court.

NEXT MEETING
The next meeting will be held on, October 31, 2011 at 9:00 am.

ADJOURNMENT 10:30 a.m.
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SUNSHINE COAST EMERGENCY PROGRAM
PLANNING COMMITTEE
September 28, 2011

MINUTES FROM THE SUNSHINE COAST EMERGENCY PROGRAM PLANNING
COMMITTEE MEETING HELD AT THE SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT
OFFICES, 1975 FIELD ROAD, SECHELT, BC

PRESENT: Chair, SCEP Coordinator
Amateur Radio
BCAS, Gibsons
BCAS, Madeira Park
Emergency Social Services
Fire Departments - Gibsons
- Roberts Creek
- Sechelt
- HSPP
RCMP
RCMP, Ops/NCO
Salvation Army
SCRD, GM Community Services
Search and Rescue
Search and Rescue
SD46
Sechelt Indian Band
Vancouver Coastal Health
JEL Protection Ltd.
Admin. Assistant, Community Services Dept./Recorder

CALL TO ORDER

Bill Elsner
Don Pendergast
Ray Mcclean
Tonya Stephan
Marilyn Pederson
Bob Stevens
Bruce Searle
Dwight Davison
Steve Hodges
S/Sgt. Herb Berdahl
Sgt. Mike McCarthy
Matthew Hardman
Paul Fenwick
Harry Almond
Alex Tebbutt
Rob Collison
Howard Joe
David Reid
Ken Neilson
Lynda Edstrom

3:00 pm

INTRODUCTIONS
Introductions were made.
DELEGATION
Ken Neilsen, JEL Protection
Ken Neilson provided a PowerPoint overview of the upcoming full scale emergency exercise as
follows:
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Exercise “Shake „n‟ Bake”
Sunshine Coast Emergency Program’s Full Scale Exercise


Why Exercise?

The purpose of an emergency exercise is to:
-

Promote emergency preparedness

-

To improve operational readiness

-

To reveal planning weaknesses

-

To improve regional coordination

-

To clarify emergency roles & responsibilities

-

To develop enthusiasm, knowledge, skills, and willingness to participate in emergencies

-

To gain public recognition of the Sunshine Coast Emergency Program

-

To promote emergency preparedness

There are a number of reasons to conduct emergency related training exercises.
-

The ultimate goal in such an undertaking is to improve the operational readiness for first
responders, cooperating agencies and assisting agencies within the Sunshine Coast
Regional District agencies.

-

This also serves as the “acid test” for the Sunshine Coast Regional District’s Emergency
Plan.

-

In the event any gaps exist in planning or resources, they will become readily apparent, but
under controlled and calm circumstances.

-

The confidence level of the participants will increase as will their ability to perform.
Calling on the old adage, “practice makes perfect,” conducting well organized exercises
will enhance the efficiency and effectiveness and add to the strength of the entire
Emergency Management Team .



Exercise “Shake „n‟ Bake” Development
-

A number of key elements must be present for a successful exercise. Executive level buyin and support is mandatory. This applies to all identified participants leadership groups.

-

A strong Exercise Manager is necessary, as is a knowledgeable and well rounded Exercise
Design Team. The scenario must be realistic, measureable, and ideally we want it to be a
“win-win” situation.

-

Clear objectives, introduction, instruction, and a high degree of attention paid to detail will
serve to achieve this goal.
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-

The report documents the event for future reference, and acts as a tool to ensure any follow
up actions are identified.

-

In conducting Emergency Management exercises, both the public and District officials
begin to support and recognize the importance of the entire emergency program through
this high profile effort.

-

The need for further emergency planning and future exercises is stimulated. Meeting
federal, provincial, and local government requirements are satisfied, as well as the spirit of
cooperation that is fostered among cooperating and assisting agencies and the private
sector.

 Exercise Design Team
-

It is requested that this Emergency Planning Committee seated here today, will become
involved in overseeing the overall management of the exercise development, execution,
and review. It will oversee the activities of the following Design Team components, made
up of persons from regional and cooperating and assisting agencies within the Sunshine
Coast Regional District.

-

The exercise Design Team will consist of the Exercise Manager, and a core representation
of the key involved departments / agencies.
Training :

-

This Committee is tasked with the development and presentation of pre-exercise training
for exercise participants, simulators and evaluators. It includes such tasks as arranging for
facilities, invitations to appropriate agencies, organizations and/or persons, and
development of necessary materials.
Media / Public Relations:

-

This committee is responsible for preparation and release of any media releases,
conducting informational interviews, coordinating with the media to inform the public of
event information, coordinating the media’s activities at the exercise, and identification of
any public relations issues / concerns.
Logistics:

-

This committee is responsible for coordinating all materials, & supplies needed for the
exercise development, exercise conduct, and post exercise activities. This includes props,
transportation, exercise site(s) refreshments, and cleanup areas post exercise .
Personnel:

-

This committee is responsible for recruiting “victims” (if used) as well as Safety officials
and traffic control persons.
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Evaluation :
-

This Committee is responsible for development of the Evaluation package, recruiting
Evaluation members, coordinating Evaluation reports and documentation during the
exercise and assisting with the post-exercise review. (Exercise Manager conducts the
actual review) .
Documentation:

-

This Committee is responsible for photographing the exercise, (and / or videotaping it) and
providing photographs for the Exercise Manager for the post exercise report.
Safety:

-

This Committee is responsible for establishing safety procedures to be used during the
exercise, and monitoring the exercise for safety concerns.
Communications :

-

This Committee is responsible for ensuring that a communications strategy and equipment
is provided to the exercise management team during the exercise. This is not the
communications that the “players” will be using, but refers to the communications to be
used by evaluation teams, safety officials, facilitators, and the exercise manager. It may
consist of cellular phones, family radio service, amateur radio, public safety radio and
associated frequencies.

The Chair thanked Mr. Neilsen for his presentation.



The following agencies indicated their involvement with the exercise:
RCMP - Sgt Mike McCarthy
SD46 - will submit a name
Search and Rescue - Harry Almond
Amateur Radio - will submit a name
ESS - Marilyn Pederson
Fire Department - names to be submitted
HSPP - Steve Hodges
BCAS - Possibly Ray Mcclean or Scott Spain - Bill Elsner will ensure BCAS participation
SCRD - Paul Fenwick will work with Bill Elsner
VCH - David Reid
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Sechelt Indian Band - Howard Joe will talk with Barb Joe to submit a name
Salvation Army - Matthew Hardman
Bill Elsner noted he will follow up with agencies not present here today. The exercise scenario
will involve hazmat, decontamination, evacuations, road closures, casualties etc.

AGENDA
The agenda for the meeting was accepted.
MINUTES
Harry Almond / Don Pendergast
THAT the minutes of the Sunshine Coast Emergency Program Planning Committee meeting held
June 29, 2011 be adopted.
CARRIED
Contact Lists - Bill distributed an updated contact list.
REPORTS
St. Mary’s Hospital Evacuation Video Conference Call
Bill Elsner provided an update on a recent Hospital Evacuation video conference call with UCLA
Hospital in California. He noted that two from Mental Health, one lab technician and one IT staff
were in attendance.
David Reid, Emergency Management Coordinator from VCH stated there have been a number of
personnel changes in the region. He noted that the Sunshine Coast is now part of his region.
Denys Carrier, a nurse working at St. Marys will now work with him on hospital emergency
management training and planning. Monica Barabonoff is no longer the Emergency Management
Coordinator for St. Mary’s Hospital.
Pender Harbour Backup Generator
Bill Elsner stated that the Pender Harbour Health Centre has purchased a generator that will run
the facility. Bill said the SCRD office located at the old Pender Harbour Waterworks office can be
used as an EOC and that it has meeting room space, radio comms and network connections.
Agency Reports
S/Sgt. Berdahl - RCMP - The summer has been busy but not unmanageable. Five are off duty due
to injuries/illness. Their Senior Management Team is now in place.
Rob Collison, SD46 - There has been a Senior Management turnover. Rob is now the new
Manager of Facilities and Transportation for School District No.46.
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Alec Tebbutt, Search and Rescue - All has been quiet with no recent no call outs. He noted that
12 personnel will be going to North Vancouver for some HETS support training.
Don Pendergast, Amateur Radio - Island Communications near Nanaimo has offered a site for the
ham radio repeater.
Marilyn Pederson, ESS - All has been quiet. A seatbelt/car seat clinic was held recently at the
Gibsons Fire Hall. $550 was raised for the treatment room at the new Gibsons Health Clinic.
Bob Stevens, GVFD - Noted all has been slow. They have a Sprinkler Protection Unit now. Joint
Fire Departments are purchasing a Fire Extinguisher Training unit. There was a recent nitrogen
cylinder spill, the load was intact, but there was a diesel spill which was dammed, diked and
diverted from a stream on the Pt. Mellon Highway. MOE will cover the costs and reimburse the
GVFD for their work on the cleanup.
Steve Hodges, HSPP - The summer was busy with a major shut down and a boiler rebuild. The
mill will have an Evacuation Drill in October. The camp is now closed and can accommodate 550
persons.
Bruce Searle, RCVFD - It has been very quiet in Roberts Creek.
Dwight Davison, SVFD - It has been slow in Sechelt. Confined Space Training was done is May
with 9 certified members.
Ray Mcclean, BCAS - The summer was busy. They have a spare car on the coast now.
Tonya Stephan, BCAS - Their summer was quieter.
Paul Fenwick, SCRD - FDM training is ongoing. There are new radio licenses for 9-1-1. He is
trying to resolve the tower situation in Gibsons. A new General Manager of Planning and
Development will start October 3. Paul will move some of his responsibilities to the new GM.
David Reid, VCH - He has been working on: how hospitals communicate with each other, i.e.
during the Stanley Cup riots in Vancouver; the recent Sea to Sky bike race event; and, the current
Bella Coola flooding. Shakeout BC will be held on October 20 at 10:20 a.m.
Sgt. Mike McCarthy, RCMP - This is his first week on the job and looks forward to working with
everyone.
Bill Elsner, Emergency Program Coordinator - He held a series of 8 tabletop exercises with SCRD
Managers. Shakeout BC information was distributed. All local governments will be participating
in conjunction with California, Oregon, Washington and New Zealand.

NEXT MEETINGS October 26, 2011 and November 23, 2011
ADJOURNMENT

4:10 p.m.
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